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NKW8PAPER HISTORY
The Rockland Gazette was established In
1848. In 1874 the Courier was established and
consolidated with the Gazette In 1882. The
Free Preaa waa established In 1855 and In
1881 changed its name to the Tribune. These
papers consolidated March 17, 1897.

Our Banking

Equipment

The equipment of this Bank includes
the latest improved facilities that have
for their object the prompt and efficient
dispatch of business. Use our facilities
freely. Your Checking Account‘is in
vited.

Organization of the Castine Lions
Club, hag been completed with the
election of Arthur W. Patterson,
president; W. H. Hooper, Rev John
Mueller and Henry Devereaux, vice
presidents; Harrison Small secretary
and W. 'D. Hail, treasurer. District
Governor Holman and other members
. of the Bangor Lions Club have been
i assisting in making up the charter
J roll which is nearly completed. The
treasurer of thejiew club is a former
Rockland boy.

•••
Confidence Imparts a wonderful •••
•* Inspiration to Its possessor.—Milton. •••
•••

North National Bank
Rockland, Maine

OPPORTUNITY
comes most often to those

MORROW ON COMMITTEE

Ambassador Dwight W. MotVow
has accepted an im itation to be a
member of the Mexicans election com
mittee of the Guggenheim Memorio.’.
THIS MAN INSULL
Foundation, which will pass on ap
An Associated Press despatch says plications of Mexican students for
Guggenheim fellowships for study in
that another Chicago multi-million
the United StatesT
aire lias come to the succor of his em
ployes threatened »vith financial loss
The best heated, most modern ga
through margin accounts on the stock rage irv New England is the Fire
proof with its new Sturtevant pres
market.
Summer heat
Samuel Instil), i ubli
utilities sure steam blowers.
for winter storage. Service complete
owner, announces that margin ac
end prompt, prices reasonable. Tel.
counts of employes of hi« compar.'es 889 Fireproof Garage, Rockland.
132-134
would be guaranteed until they were
no longer in danger ot being sold out
Th© announcement followed a similar
The wise modern housewife shares
guarantee by. Julius Rosenwald, phil her burdens and lets The People’s
anthropist and chairman of the board Laundry, Tel. 170. do.her family wash,
of Sears. Roebuck & Company.
rugs and quilts. The cost is low, the
Insull declined to elaborate on his service prompt, the work excellent.
brief announcement.
124-tf

Power Users—Notice!

who are prepared to take ad

The power will be shut off Sunday Morning, Nov. 3,
from 1.30 to 2.30 o’clock in

vantage of it. Ready money

Rockland, Rockport, Camden, Thomaston, Warren

<

is always an advantage and
there is no way so sure of

to enable repairs to be made at the Glencove Station

Central Maine Power Company

obtaining it as by saving.

The
Money Barrel
is a help to
regular savings

We welcome new savings

Special Sunday Dinner
Chicken or

accounts.

n.oo

SPECIAL SHORE DINNER IF DESIRED

Sea Grill Cafe
MANLEY T. PERRY, Prop.

,

ROCKLAND SAVINGS BANK

Park Street

Studley Block

Rockland

SEE

Rockland, Me.

“The Womanless Wedding”
£0 LAUGHS A MINUTE 60

ROCKLAND ALL MALE CAST

Organized 1888

(All Dressed As Perfect Lad’es)

Dividends 5J/2% Since 1907

HIGH SCHOOL AUDITORIUM

■ Dividend Notice

THURSDAY-FRIDAY, NOV. 7-8
Benefit Parent-Teacher Association

Rockland Loan & Building Association
Owners of Shares in the Sixty-First Series of the
Rockland Loan and Building Association are hereby
notified that a

Dividend pf

$^83 Per

BIRD & RYE, Directors
PRICES—Grade Children, 25c; High School, 35c; Adults, 50c.
Reserved Seats, 75c
Reserved Seat Sale Opens At Chisholm’s Candy Store
Wednesday Morning, Nov. 6

132-184

Share

was made October Twenty-first to mature the same,
and the value is now

Masonic Assemblies

$203.22 per Share
There are 71 Shares outstanding in this Series, on
which Shareholders have paid in

FOR MASTER MASONS AND LADIES

$10,224.00

Under auspices of Claremont Commandery, K. T.

Dividends added amount to
First Dance

$4,204.62
Present value

MONDAY Night, NOV. 4

$14,428.62
This may be withdrawn in CASH, or reinvested in
4% MATURED STOCK CERTIFICATES, or AD
VANCE PAYMENT CERTIFICATES which pay
about 5%.
Shares are issued at any time.

EVERY SECOND MONDAY THEREAFTER
PRICE $1.00 Per Couple, With Refreshments

No back payments.

Offices 18 School Street
Opposite Postoffice
Rockland, Maine

Kirk’s Orchestra

1263tf

131-132

EVERY SATURDAY NIGHT

LOANS

DANCING

On Your Own Signature

AT FRIENDSHIP

Up To $300.00
PIERCE’S

No Endorsers—No Red Tape
Interest at 3% per month (which includes all charges and
fess of every kind) on the unpaid amount of loan

HOME FINANCE CORPORATION
10 Limerock Street
Rockland, Me.
Telephone 675-W
82-tf

ORCHESTRA of Augusta

Friday and Saturday Nights, Movies
“NOAH’S

ARK”

Starting at 7.00 o’clock

Dancing at 9.1 5

A HOT CAMPAIGN

Volume 84.................. Number 1 32

THREE CENTS A COPY

NATIONAL GUARD

NOT

ENOUGH

SIGNATURES

If Mayor Wilson Enters Fight News of the Local Battery,
Referendum Ban Against Right of Eminent Domain and
and Timely Hints About
—Not “Helping Brewster’’
Fish and Game Laws Is Removed
the Flag
He Says
Major Browh inspected the train
Mayor John Wilson of Bangor was
No referendum will be invoked dum on this law has nut been duly
tho speaker at the regular meeting of ing activities of Battery G (Rock upon the law passed by the last and legally invoked. Therefore, this
the KIwanis Club of Waterville Tues land) at the regular drill Tuesday Legislature which granted the right law, as passed by the Legislature,
day, taking for his subject the posi night. A cheek of the rolls show that of eminent domain to electric power stands as a duly enacted public law
tion of politics in th,© program of serv
companies doing a public utilities of the State.
ice clubs and especially whether can a number of men have not missed a business in Maine. This decision
In both cases there were valid pe
drill
since
camp.
If
these
men
keep
didates for office should be invited to
was made Thursday night by William titions filed bearing the signatures
speak before such organizations, lie up this record for the rest of the Tudor Gardiner who at the same time of a substantial number of our citi
said:
year they will be entitled to receive announced a similar decision in the zens. It is unfortunate that <.ire“I fully realize that the proper at the perfect attendance mecu7. This matter of certain sections of the fish I lessness or error on the part of some
titude in the matter of allowing can medal is awarded by the State to the and game laws passed at the same • may set at naught the obvious in
didates for office to speak in service members of the National Guard that session.
| tent of others. The mere fact of
clubs is a difficult one. The clubs do not miss a regular drill for one
Both decisions are 'based upon the ! tjie closeness of the count does not
should not be turned into a political year. The medals are worn on the determination that
the
required ; give the executive any license arforum any more than they can abso left breast of the uniform eoat and 10,000 valid signatures had not been bitrarily to vary it. It seems the
lutely ignore the principles of gov show at a glance the attendance rec submitted The decision comes after plain duty of the executive to con
ernment. I admit the struggle I fore ord of the wearer. There is a long hearings had been held and evidence duct his examination and prepare
see in regard to the continuation of list of methil holders in Battery G. heard regarding the validity of cer- his count as elections should be
these principles of democracy in some of them with bars showing two tain names upon some of the peti conducted—according to th eletter
Maine may not come now, and if I and three years’ attendance without tions. The governor's statement fol of 4he law’ and aiming solely at ac
have a share in shaping a wise policy missing a drill.
lows:
curacy. He can give no considera
• • • •
for the service clubs to nclopt v.hen
By Article 31 of the Constitution tion to any result that might be
Lieut. J. H. Brubaker has been in
the issue does come, I shall at least
of the State it is the duty of the thought expedient or desirable.
have been of some service to them Boston for the past week on business. Governor to determine whether suf
It is evident that to many citizens
* • * *
end to the State, for no one believes
Monday night Battery E held a ficient written petitions of at least requirements for validity of refer
more whole-heartedly than I in the
ten thousand electors have been duly endum -petitions seem strict.
The
possibilities of service of these serv school for non-commissioned officers presented requesting a referendum
the law’s, and the decisions of the
ice clubs to God, to Country and to and selected privates. About 20 men of legislature acts. The Supreme
Supreme Court bearing on these mat
were present, all students under Capt.
man.”
Judicial Court on several occasions ters, are clear and definite. The Con
“I am only claiming that you can’t Hammond and the officers of the bat has defined in detail the rules to
stitution lays upon the Governor the
justify your existence as a service tery receiving instruction in the guide the Governor In his inspection
charge “he shall take care that tho
club if you are not interested as a training schedule subjects to be of the petitions for the purpose of de
laws be faithfully executed.” The
club in the public questions of the taught the battery during the month termining whether the referendum
Constitution and the laws as inter
community and the State and unless of November. a • • •
has been duly and legally invoked. preted by the Supreme Judicial Court
the effect of the club is to make the
With the approach of Armistice (Sec. 114 Me, M7; 11(1 lie. "7; 120 stands as the supreme laws in this
individual members take a greater
Day the following rules for use of the Me. 620).
State. No one can make his own
-interest therein and to a greater de National flag seem to be in order: 1.
•
• • * •
choice of what part of the law he
gree do their part in Ending a proper either fly the flag, freely unfurled,
Th© Governor, as th© tribunal will obey and what part he will dis
solution of these problems concern from a staff, or hang it flat, its full
regard. Respect for law, obedience
ing the social organizations of the horizontal or vertical length falling vested by the Constitution with th©
duty of determining the question, is to law’, and strict adherence to law
communities in whiqh we live.”
evenly, with the starry field at the
are essential to a well ordered gov
He illustrated his point by re top and to the observer’s left; 2, i ot, bound by the petitions as sub
ernment.
ferring ‘‘to the economic as well as whether Indoors or out the flag mitted but may inquire into and as
« » * «
the political effect of the great com should never be fashioned into a certain their validity. Otherwise, as
Fish and Game Laws
bination of power companies, banks, rosette, bowknot, etc., or used for the Court says, he would be ‘‘help
The section of the fish and game
papers and industries, the existing draping—use bunting; 3, hoist the less to protect himself from fraud
dangers to the democratic form of flag briskly; lower it slowly and and perjury,” and the rights of the law’s passed by thq last legislature
government through ‘he slush funds ceremoniously, never permitting its people in having a law passed by and held up by the petition for ref
the lobbying and other methods of folds to touch the ground; 4, at the Legislature take effect, might be erendum are as follows:
this combination shown uo in the crossed staffs with another flag, it thwarted by having the referendum
One section permits the training of
recent referendum and to the frau- should be on the observer’s left, its invoked by less than ten thousand fox hounds before the open season
on foxes. It will be recalled that this
dulant or accidental as you wish to staff in front of the other staff; 5, in actual electors.
Certain petitions were filed with matter was a bone of contention be
call it, but certainly the scandalous a cluster the national flag should be
in
the
center
or
highest
point
in
the
the
Secretary
of
State
invoking
a
errors of the counting of ballots in
tween the hunters and trappers at
Lewiston with the inactivity towards group; 6, suspended across to street referendum on the following por the hearing before the fish and game
between
two
rows
of
buldings
the
flag
tions
of
the
Fish
and
Game
laws
committee of the last legislature, the
publishing those responsible therefor
■which the mild gubernatorial rebuke should be hung vertical, with the passed by the Legislature of 1923; trappers contending that it would not
starry
field
to
the
North
in
an
east
Chapter 331, Section 14. Subsection be fair to allow’ the hunters’ dogs to
the last few days does not greatly
and west street and to the east in a 2; Section 16, Subsection 2. Section drive the foxes off before the open
remedy"
North
and
South
street:
7,
in
a
pro

41. (a), (b), (d), (e). Chapter 169.
If the radical element, ’which may
ing of the season, and the hunters
The Governor in carrying out his averring that during the open season
act more effectively than wisely” ac cession the national flag, should be
on
the
marching
right
of
all
other
duty held a public hearing on Oct they could not run their hounds for
cording to Mayor Wilson, ..ike
things into their hands, ‘‘the Inac flags, or If there is a line of flags, in 16, 1929. and from the evidence there fear that the hounds would be caught
front
of
that
line
at
the
center;'
8,
submitted taken in connection with in the traps set by the trappers.
tivity, listlessness, lack of interest^ if
not selfishness and coward’ce, of the when flown at half-staff the flag the petitions themselves, determines
Another provision increases the
should
be
run
to
the
top
(peak)
and
that in fact a referendum on these resident hunting and fishing license
business and professional men, of
then lowered: before lowering the sections has not l»cen duly and le
which the service cluos are composed,
fee. from the 25 cent fee which now
flag for the day it should be again
is quite as much a contributing rac- run to the peak; 9, never let the na gaily invoked. Therefore, these sec covers both hunting and fishing, to
tor in the result, as the greed, despot tional flag be used as a handkerchief, tions, as passed by the Legislature, 65 cents for hunting and 65 cents
ism. selfishness and stupidity of his as a part of an athletic uniform, or stand as duly enacted public law’s of for fishing.
powerful combination, corti oiled and other manner lacking in the respect the State.
The time of the open season on
Certain petitions were filed with fur bearing animals is changed so
dbmpletely under the influence of due it as the living Symbol of
Sffmuel Insull for wh >m the Gannett America.
»• - the Secretary of State invoking a as to commence Nov. lf» in all coun
referendum on" Chapter '263 of the ties, this to apply to all fur ‘bearing
papers are beginning already 4o make
Public Laws of 1929 entitled “An Act rnlmals except raccoons and skunks.
excuses and mildly support."
STROM
BERG-CARLSON
Granting the Right of Eminent Do The time of this open season had
Mayor Wilson descr’bed l^e present
main to Electric Power Companies varied in different counties.
issue as to whether we should have
“a government, of the people, for the Chief Engineer In Famous Doing a Public Utility Business.” A
The 4th provision permits hunting
hearing was held or this matter Oc*. skulks from Oct. 1 to Dec. 15. Night
people and by the people” or a gnvPlant Gives Fine Points 28, 1929, sind from the evidence there hunting of raccoons had been allowed
t ernment of the people in name only,
submitted taken In -connection with in all counties from Oct. 1 to Feb. 14,
1 for the Insull combine with t'n** in
On Radio
the petitions themselves, the Gover and of skunks in all counties from
terests of the people subordinated tc
, those of this great contaminated for
nor determines that In fact a referen- Oct. 16 to Feb. 14.
One of the outstanding character
eign power interest, and by*the poliistics of 'modern tadio receivers is
! ticiAns.”
STONINGTON LIONS
THAT "ANTI-SANTA”
‘‘If I were sure of the opportunity their greater uniformity of perform
This achievement involves
to speak before the service c’ »bs, ance.
,1 should be almost ready to announce many details, for a receiver whose Mayor Wilson of Bangor Brings Forth a Protest From
l my candidacy for the governorship performance is uniform needs to be
* now, if I cant, the chances .went so designed and constructed that it
Chief Speaker At Charter
“Ralph, Aged 5," of Vi
rather desperate. Thy Grange, thank will give more uniform selectivity and
sensitivity
over
the
entire
broadcast
Night
Exercises
nalhaven
GoflK is not afraid to hear the tiyth
or afraid of being contaminated by band, balanced responsiveness over
The newly established Lions’ Club
The recent Associated Press de
politicians seeking to tell the truth. I the audible scale, and a volume that
does not vary due to fading of station of Stonington last night received its spatch quoting a Chicago doctor as
have a feeling, too, that the Legion
saying that 5-year-olds be told the
places loyalty to country and the signals.
Without special provison receivers charter from District Governor Wil truth in regard to Santa Claus, wa*
principles of democracy before ~alt
liam
H.
Holman
of
Bangor,
in
the
are Inherently less selective at the
republished in The Cour’er-Gazette,
else now as they did in 1917 when
high frequency end of the broadcast presence of more than 100 visiting and brings from Vinalhaven an
they risked all to make the world
Lions
from
Bangor,
Belfast
and
other
band than at the low frequency end.
unique communication which pur
as they thought safe for this same
tuning more broadly on the short neighboring communities, who were ports to be a ‘‘Protest from Ralph
democracy. But the service clul s—
accompanied
by
their
wives
and
waves. In today's models, however,
Aged 5.” It is addressed to The Edi
where do they stand ?
selectivity Is more nearly equalized daughters. A delicious banquet was tor of The Courier-Gazette, and fol
‘‘I want you to think this situation
served
and
many
remained
to
the
inover the entlrfc band. Sensitivity at
lows:
over pretty carefully. How am I to
high frequencies is greater than at •fonnal dance which was greatly en,
reach the ears of tne business and
joyed.
I heard a silly thing today.
low unless compensated for.
In the
An old man doctor seems to say
professional men, whom I want to
The district governor presented
better types of modern r< celvers the
That
he’s an “Anti-Santa,”
reach and who should be leaders ot
He thinks all kids of five years old
variation in overall sensitivity Is less the charter in a brief but very im
public opinion. Has the service club
pressive address and then Mayor
This
funny
story should be told—
than three to one.
I’ll say his wits are scanty.
no dutv to perfoi m along these
The better types of modern receiv John Wilson, a Bangor Rotarian, ex
tended greetings from all the other
lines?”
ers also are well equalized on the
Kids know that aunties are not men.
Speaking of the newspapers, Mayor audio end for a balanced responsive service clubs of Maine to this newly
How does the Doc get that way, then ?
Wilson said: ‘‘Mr. Gannett already ness to pitch. Deep, powerful notes established Lions' Club. Mayor Wil
He can’t be Santa's brother,
Or no relation to him—for
says I am going in just to help and high, shrill ones are reproduced son. who Is regarded as a possible
Ijast Christmas 1 peeked through the door,
Brewster, which in his mind Is the with equal naturalness on many up- candidate for Governor in 1930, began
And—Santa's my own mother.
worst thing he can say about a man, to-date sets. Deep notes no longtr his remarks by saying that he would
though he does not explain how or need to be cut In order to avoid hum attempt to avoid politics or tqo
why, nor does he mention that re and high notes do not need to be cut forcible expression of his feelings and nnd women whose memory we honor
cently I was for Hale against Brew to diminish interference as this is follow in speaking to the Lions the and revere through the ages back to
ster for the United States senate.” achieved by other means than over- words of Shakespeare “I will roar you the times of Jesus, the greatest prac
as gently as a sucking dove. I will tical idealist of all time.”
‘‘Tf It Is treason to criticise the of selectivity.
roar you an’ 'twere a nightingale.”
ficial acts or inactivity of Governor
“Each age has its problems and
A few sets have added means which
Mr. Wilson emphasized the value of without cooperation, the individual
Gardiner or to discuss the principles make volume a un<fortn factor. Au
friendships
made
through
member

efforts no matter how high minded,
of our government or democracy, and tomatic volume control will keep sig
high treason to^run for office without nals from the effects of undue fading. ship in service clubs and then ex how noble in thought, how brave and
plained
how
among
real
friends
dif

energetic in execution are of little
the previous sanction of those ‘pow These various factors of uniform
ers that be,’ and let them be name performance have added vastly to the ferences of opinion even on Important avail. ‘United we stand, divided we
matters did not matter and must be fall,’ is as true no was ever and I
less tonight if not unknown, I can pleasure of owning a receiver. Radio
expected and in fact were necessary believe firmly that the united efforts
only regret those famous word 3, ‘if is more than eyer an accurate and
if the club were alive and awake to of the Service Clubs and those or
this be treason, make the most of reliable
instrument.—adv.
ble muairtfl
mu
the opportunities of service in the ganizations of both men and women
it.’ ”
community and state.
existing for unselfish service, and
WJtD lif
LIFE PRESERVES
‘’Difference of opinion is not such which are just as truly service clubs
ONE CLAIM ALLOWED
an awful thing whether it be about as are those so designated, constitute
About 125 Of These Refuges To Be politics, religion or what you will. It the force that will eventually, if not
And One Denied By Accident ComEstablished By
Department of is the Intolerance W'hich arises in re as rapidly as some of us hope, take
mission—Both Were Knox County
Agriculture.
gard to these matters, which makes control of municipal, state, national,
Cases.
the trouble, and let me impress upon yes. and International affairs, crowd
Special representatives of the bio you that intolerance of another's out corruption, graft, greed and fraud
Isadora ^1. Hillgrove, who while
1 employed as a clam shocker by Black logical survey of the United States views on any matter has absolutely and make our State, our country and
& Gay, Canners, Inc., of Thomaston, Department of Agriculture, who have no place In a Service Club.”
the world safe for democracy for
"At least get this message tonight, generations yet unborn.”
fell on the floor as the result of the been studying Maine as the possible
collapse of a stool against w hich she location of national wdld life pre If you can’t follow me any further,
was-leaning and as a consequence serves, are expected to make their re that friendship necessarily from Its YOUR FAVORITE POEM
was totally incapacitated to work, by port w’ithin a week, it was said at the very nature implies tolerance in ail
Biological Survey today.
these matters about which we human
a lame back, from April 30 to July 2,
If I had tc live my life again I would have
* About 125 of these refuges are to be beings may conscientiously differ, for
last, has been granted compensation
a rule to read some poetry and listen
established throughout the United friendship must be based on equality made
to
some music at least once a week. The loss
for the period from May 7 to July 2 States under the provisions of the
and in the Service Club ail are on
these tastes Is a loss of happiness.—Charles
by the Industrial Accident Commis Migratory Bird Act passed at the last an equal basis and Intolerance be of
Darwin.
sion. The compensation specified in session of Congress and it is under comes Intolerable and cannot be tol
the Commission's order was $6.63 stood that at least one will be estab erated.”
INDIAN SUMMER
weekly.
lished in each State. Maine has at
“You must keep that goal (com The old gray year is near his term In s>o h.
And
now
with
baekwaid eye and soft laid
George H. Randall, who sought present no national wild life or game munity spirit) constantly before you
palm
compensation for a skin rash which refuge, except Acadia National Park. and each club to a great extent de
Awakens to a golden dream of youth.
he alleged was caused by steam that
calm.
Sine© Maine is one of the few States termines for itself how best, to ad A second childhood lovelv and
accumulated owing to a defect in whose laws will not have to be vance towards it Just as each mem And the smooth hour about his misty head
An
awning
of
enchanting
splendour
weave*.
machinery, in the course of his em amended to permit the establishment ber must determine for himself, for
Af maples, amber, purple, and rose-red.
ployment as a dyer by the Maine of such national refuges, it is believed there can be no compulsion, to what And droop-limbed elms down-dropping golden
Woolen Mills at Camden, has been that it will be among the early selec extent he will often at personal sacri- ,
leaves.
denied his claim ow’ing to the Copi- tions for refuges. Sebago Lake and flee perform his part in the program With still half-fallen lids he sltaand dreams
‘
1
j
Far
In
a hollow of the sunlit wood,
mkssions finding tha* his incapacity the area along the southern coast oi Ills ciup.
Lulled hy the murmur of thin-threading
to work resulted from dye poisoning. have been recommended as refuges in
“This goal will never be reached
streams.
There was no evidence ol Injjury by Maine. The agents of the survey are for the service club man Is essentially Nor sees the polar armies overflo’xl
The darkening barriers ot the hills, nor heats
accident, as required under the Maine studying sites with regard to their not only an optimist but an idealist The
north-wind ringing with a thousand
compensation law’, caid the Commis advantages for nesting, resting and and If he is a good service mqn he is
spears.
a practical idealist like the great men
—Archibald I arapnun.
food resources for migratory birds.
sion’s report.
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MADE GOdD FINISH

talentedspeaker

"Christian Science: The Way

Rockland, Me., Not. 2, 1929.
of
Salvation
Through
Personally appeared Prank S. Lyddle who
on oath declared that he Is Pressman In the
Christ," By Mr. Rowell
office of The Courier-Gazette, and that of the
issue of this paper of Oct. 31. 1929. there was
printed a total of 6,240 copies.
Thursday evening James G- Rowell.
Before me,
FRANK B. MILLER.
Notary Public.
C.S., of Kansas City, Mo., delivered a

THE FREE CHEVROLET
Will Be Given Away at Park Theatre, Evening of

Thursday, November 14,

Rockland High Defeats Bar
Harbor In Season’s Last
I Game
Rockland High finished its football
season yesterday by defeating Bpr !
Harbor by a score of 6 to 0 at Com- J
niunity Bark. The game was played
on a sloppy field, but this did not
hinder "Walt" Gay ami Stave Accardi ,
from contributing long runs to make
. the game interesting.
The only touchdown came in the
first half when the Bar Harbor team
attempted to punt on its own 10 yard
line. The punt was blocked by Pen
dleton. and "Goose” Larrabee fefl on
the hall over the goal line, thus pav
ing the way to victory. Not onee in
the entire game did the Rar Harbor
| team threaten to score while the
Orange and Black of Rockland High
I was on Its way to another touchdown
when the final whistle blew.
The game was featured by long ■
runs by Accardi. Gay and Seavey.
while MrtFarland the visiting half
-back was outstanding. Larrabee and
| Pendleton played a stellar game In
’ the Rockland line. The summary:
j Rockland
Bar Harbor
Maszeo, re............................ re. Mitchell
Rounds, rt '...................... rt, Hwlgkins
Pendleton, rg ................ rg, Salsbury
lutrrabee. e ................................ c. Davis
Avlward, Ig ................... „....... Ig. Abbott
Sawyer, It ............................ k, Quimby

Our Customer Ownership
Campaign Closes
November 5

very instructive lecture on Christian
Science in the church edifice. Mr. i
Rowell was introduc'd by Frank A.1
Through the agency of a disinterested party. Four
Richardson. First Reach r of the'
Christian Science Church ( f this city,
numbers will be selected and published. The first
is follows:
i
will be kept ten days, then if the car is not taken,
‘
In
behalf
of
this
Church"
he
said.
It is gratifying to note wherever
*T welcome you here this evening and
the second is effective, to be held for ten days, etc.
new road construction is under way trust that you will all go forth to
With only two days left of our CUSTOMER OWNERSHIP
This Free Chevrolet proposition was sponsored by
in Maine that the highways are being night feeling that von have greatly
CAMPAIGN
and virtually all of the allotted 5,000 shares already
widened as well as straightened. But benefited by this lecture.
the Sea View Garage Co., cooperating with these
subscribed,
we
wish to advise those who have not yet given their
“Since the dawn of civilization
are they being widened enough? Are
merchants—
mankind has been reaching out for
order
for
this
PREFERRED
STOCK $6 DIVIDEND SERIES to act
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Harbor; J. C. Creighton and Milton (’. of sin—the destruction of sin.
WRIST PINS and HY-LO RINGS
hyacinths.
~
Stephenson, Uniop; Reid R. Pearson.
Salvation
“When a Greek found himself SS
Tenant's Harbor.
Through Jesus’ right thinking, his
worrying too much over hi^, troubles
1855
1929
he used a recommended perfume to S
Newell Ware, former manager of sacrifices, ahd his sufferings he gave
E. A. GLIDDEN & CO.
clear his mind. Stomach ache, head- S
the Comique Theatre in Camden has up all belief in material life—its false
ache and various other aches were ] S
Be
Waldobora
Roekland Hlghlandi
gone to Skowhegan where he will pleasures and pains—an$ gained the
bald to be relieved hy the application
take up his duties as manager of the consciousness of Life eternal, ever
ARTISTIC
MEMORIALS
In
Rockland, Me.
of different flowers and plant scents. 2 Main Street
ROCKLAND
632 MAIN ST.
splendid new Strand Theatre operat peaceful and harmonious. Thus Jesus
STONE .
«Stf
The Greek quacks of an ancient day
worked
out
his
own
salvation.
His
he
•
ed hy Joseph Dondis and associates
had a fyll supply of scents t9 relieve J uiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiHiHiiiiiiiiiniiimiiiiiiininniniinnmtiiiiiih
man consciousness was exchanged Con

Beloved, let us love one another
for love is of God: and every one that
loveth is born of God. and knoweth ,
God.—I. John 4:7.
I

Have You Given YOUR Order Yet?

Central Maine Power Company
Augusta,

Maine

Why New Pistons?

The finest
tone in radio!

HUB RINGS

Amrad

Triple Screen

ABSOLUTELY GUARANTEED

Grid

The Accumulative
Effect of

S

Advertising
Cannot

E. 0. Philbrook & Son

,S

Overestimated

B

vf this city.

Nye’s Garage
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Every-Other-Day

TALK OF THE TOWN

Merle Dobbins is attending the
Steward Automobile Trade School in 1
New York.
'

REOPENING OF

COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS

N<»v. 8- Rubinstein Chib’s gueai (lay.
Pranks cut up by the Halloween
Nov. 4- Monthly meeting of City Govern
merrymakers ware more suggestive of
ment.
Nov. I •Sha^'speare Society meets with the night before the Fourth. The
Mi*. K. 8. LevWwater Broadway.
police made a number of hurry ca’b.
Nov. 4—Wawcnock Club meets with Mrs.
Susie Campbell.
<
Nov. 4~ Beltfart—Flrst regular meeting of
The power will be shut oft Sunday
Knox, Lincoln and Waldo Schoolmen’s Club.
morning L30 to 2.30 in Rockland.
Nov. 7-8—“The Womanless Marriage” High
School auditorium, auspices Parent-Teacher Rockport, Camden, Thomaston and
Warren to enable repairs to be made
AsRocUUdn.
Nov. 6—-“The Pull Back.” comedy given by to the Glencove station.
Ladies’ Aid of the Littlefield Memorial
Church.
A Buick sedan parked alongside tin
Nov. 11—Armistice Day.
Nov. 11-17—National Education Week.
Court House yesterday might havNov. 12—Chapin Class bridge party at Mrs.
escaped special noth e but forjLhe 11E. E. Stoddard's.,
Nov. 12-13—Fruit show, auspldes of Knox 'cense plate which bore the number
and Lincoln Farm Bureau, Temple hall, 1,320,750. It was an Illinois car.
Rockland.
Jtov. 13 - Educational Club picnic with Mrs.
A special all-feature program Is on
Minnie Miles.
^t the Strand next week opening with
Nov. 13—Republican ward caucuses.
Nov. 14—Republican MaJoralA cauciises. lhe sensationally successful “Holly
Nov. 18—Old County Fair at Grand Army wood Revue” which has packed
hall.
Nov. 18-19—Forty Club play “Meet the houses wherever shown. It is .in ob
Wife” at High School auditorium.
servation of New England Booster
Xov. 19-21—JolAt agricultural show In Lew Week.
iston.
Nov. 20—Baptist Men’s League.
The Peach Inn at LlncolnvBI^
Nov. 21—Annual meeting of Chamber of
Commerci at Hotel Rockland.
,pencil closed Thursday night, having
Nov. 21—Unlversallst Fair.
catered to about 7000 persons durirg
Nov. 22-23—Camden— Meguntlcook Grange
the season. The proprietress, Mrs.
fair.
Nov. 22-23—Rockport town hall—Carnival, .John B. McIntire plans to reopen May
benefit senior class of high schqpl.
1, so as to have a season of exactly
Nov. 28—Thanksgiving Day.
Dec. 4—St. Peter’s annual Christmas bazaar. rilx months.
Dec. 4—Rockport Ladles’ Aid, M. E.
Church Christmas fair.
Mirror I^ake is about holding its
Dec. 11—Annual fair, Methodist church. 6wn, with fall rains soor: due if the
Dec. 11—Rockport Baptist Ladles’ sewing
season runs true to form. Another
circle fair.
Dee. 23—Christmas.
month's drouth would necessitate

IN THE

The Wellesley

JHST ARRIVED! NEWklRTHMOR HOUSE DRESSES!

ASH POINT, ME.

IN A SPECIAL PRE THANKSGIVING SELLING

One Dollar-Worth More

For the Fall Season

.

.

NEXT

SUNDAY

CHICKEN AND SHORE DINNER $1.50
Special Dinner of Creamed Lobster, Hot Rolls and
Coffee, Fudge Cake and Pie $1.00
CALL MRS. McCONCHIE, TEL. 367-11, FOR RESERVATIONS

A rehearsal for “The Womanless
The Public Library .flagpole which
Wedding” is called for Tuesday night was felled during a recent gale has
at 7.00 sharp at the High School.
been re-set in a new location to the
southeast of the building.
Miss Marie Dorgan is having hotThere will be a meeting of the Ruth
annual vacation frcm Carini’s fruit
store and is visiting Mrs. Chester Mayhew Tent Monday evening in G.
It. hall with supper at G o’clock,
Hathaway in Tiverton, It. I.
department President Mrs. Margaret
Miss Doris Hyler who has been em .’eabody will inspect the tent.

EXQUISITE PRINTS-RICH IN QUALITY
\ LONG SLEEVES—ELBOW SLEEVES
GUARANTEED TO WASH

SERMONETTE
Neither Slumbers Nor Sleeps
Fur if a man know not how to rule
his own house how Mut 11 he take care of
the Church of God?—Timothy 3-3.

Are people satisfied with the
abounding life- of tod.i.v, think
jou? Do the autos, radios, air
ships and movies satisfy the as
pirations of this generation? No.
Th > truth is, that the very rest
lessness of the majority proves
that something is lacking in their
daily life. You e«in never satisfy
the longing of the human soul by
any inventions or devices made by
man.
There have been other
pleasure-seeking
and
restless
ages. History is full of the story
of the pain and shameful end of
those other day/.
God lives, whether we live with
him and reflect his glory or bring
him to an open shame.
We are bad actors in the drama
of
today.
Some x will
play
their jpa/rt .we111, b'therswill. and
these eventually will pas.; into the
limbo of forgotten things.
No
matter how one reasons, God is
the source of all wealth. Some
sneer at the church, while others
are the trustees of the Christ of
Galilee and carry out ms mighty
purposes.
*The Church neither slumb »rs
nor sleeps. It collected and spent I
in America last yefir s.x hundred I
milllbns of dollars.
W.A.H.
|

Bows, tucking, pleats, belts—almost unbelievably
smart style features arc in these washable dresses

\ at this amazing price. Ten attractive models
pictured.. In all new fall colors.
i ** A Cnmf>ir(c Range

z

of Si;«
jtn Mkses and

$100

Regular Sit««

16 to 46
Half Size Stoutr
461 to S2S

Women

ployed by the Eastern Furniture
Ralph B. Loring received news
Company, has a position with St.
DO YOU KNOW
Clair «<’ Allen, and wiJJ begin her Thursday of the death in Newton,
Mass., of his sister, Miss Cora B.
duties there, Monday.
St
Loring, a former well known resident
that over 3000 independent stores have an arrangement
of this city, and daughter of the late
with the manufacturers of'Wirthmor’ wash dresses whereby
James Seavey dropped a shaft on Jacob Loring. Funeral services were
these stores purchase several hundred thousand dresses at
■ his right* leg while working at the held in Newton this morning and the
regular intervals ? There is no buying power on earth, not
’ Public Landing Thursday and a burial was in Haverhill. Obituary
even the largest chain store organization—that can obtain
broken ankle resulted. He was at • mention will appear in a later issue.
wash dresses to better advantage than we are able to offer
tended by Dr. Wasgatt.
you through this tremendous buying power of which *0
William Elliott of Round Pond, who
give you the full advantage.
The Chamber of Commerce budget was about *to be commltteed to an
pumping operations at Chickawaukh
Lake
—
a
contingency
which
neithei
committee
for
the
ensuing
year
has
asylum.
eluded
his
watchers
ThursKnox Aerie of Eagl^ meets Tues
COME IN AND SEE the marvelous values offered-la thb
Jhe company nor tiie public wishes to been appointed: Frank S. Rhodes, day and came Mo this city where he
new assortment of lovely styles for Fall. Every garment b
day night at 8 o’clock. z
Basil
Stinson,
H.
P.
Blodgett
and
P.
attended
the
dance
at
Masonic
see.
guaranteed fade-proof and you .will be amazed with the
P. Bicknell are the members.
Temple. When the officers found him
excellent qualities available at our low price.
The Carpenters’ Union meets Tues
----! lie was stowing away a substantial
Forest E. Anderson a member of
day evening at 7 o’clock, with re the sophomore class, in the school
Lady Knox, Chapter, D.A.R., meets 1 lunch! at a local restaurant. Lincoln
freshments.
of Engineering at Northeastern Uni Monday at 2.30 with Mrs. Laforest ; County officials caine for him yesTHINK
HOUSE DRESSES uaranteed eade proof
versity, who lives at Vinalhaven, and Tthurston at The* Highlands. The . terday.
Mrs. Arthur Grover has 'bought formerly attended IJncoln High hostesses will be Mrs. Thurston, Mrs.
______________ _ ________ J
GET GOOD GASOLINE
from Ralph I*. Conant the house'at school is on the dean’s list because of E. C. Moran Jr., Miss Ada Perry and
high standing ir. his studies. Mr. An Miss Hazel Parker. The program
51 Pine street.
366 Main Street
First Church of Christ, Scientist.
derson Is a member of the Maine-f ic will be in charge of Mrs. Moran.
Cedar and Brewster streets. Sunday
Maine
Motorists
Are
Benefit

Club at Northeastern.
morning service at 10.3G o'clock.
Mrs. Guy P. Gannett recently sent
James R. Rowell, C..S., of Kansas
ing Under the New Inspec Subject of lesson sermon “Everlast
the Educational Club a check cover
Stonington Lions received their City, Mo., who lectured at the Chris
ing Punishment.” S’^day school at
ing her membership dues up to May, charter last night.-r-Bangor Lions, at tian Science Church Thursday eve
tion Law
11.45. The reading r.-om i; located at ON THE RHEINGOLD EXPRESS
1937.
<
thefr last meeting, f asted on venison, ning has been at the Thorndike Hotel
400 Main street, over Daniels’ je\velry
the meat being furnished by James for several days. Mr. Rowell is a
Maine motorists are getting, and store, and is open each wq'K day from
I am not the only American tourist
Erskine York<formerly of this city, W. Cratty, member of the club.—The member of the Board of Lectureship, apparently have been getting, good 2 to 5 o’clock.
who, after traveling on European
of
the
Mother
Church,
the
First
Belfast
Lions
had
Gov.
Gardiner
for
grades
of
gasoline
and
oil,
it
is
said
leaves Monday for Los Angeles where
railways, has commented on the exhe is to have employment during the a guest and speaker Wednesday Church of Christ Scientist in Boston. hy State Auditor Hayford, because all
At the Congregational Church to prience, "With a few notable excep
night.—The Rockland Lions are ar
lhe analyses that have been made
winter.
ranging a ladies night and birthday
Few persons know of the extensive under his ' direction since the new morrow’ morning Mr. Rounds will tions, the least said the better." But
We Are To Give Away a
party.
city directory library maintained at inspection law went into effect in preach on the subject “On Sure Cer
Ralph W. Hanscom has bought the
the Chamber of Commerce rooms. July have shown the samples to be of tainty About God.” The Lord’s Sup a new era has come and Germany is
per will be administered at the close well to the fore among those who will i
Lawrence Perry house on Shdw ave
Welcome news to this section is New city directories are being con passing, grade or better.
of the service. The Sunday School make rail travel an. enjoyable thing. I
nue, and has moved thither from had in the award of the heating and stantly added. The general public
“Before the law was passed,” said
Union street.
plumbing contract for the»Knox Me- as well as members, are urged to Mr. Hayford, ‘‘there was some will convene at the noon hour. The it was my good fortune the other
morial to W. T. Smith, local plumbing j make use of this service whenever fear that we might be getting some Comrades of the Way w’ill meet in the to catch the new Rlicingold express
Work will start next j desiring information as to business poor grade oil and gas. There was no vestry at 6 o’clock, Eleanor Reed, which runs through the Rhine Valley
ABSOLUTELY FREE
King Solomon’s Temple Chapter contractor.
from Holland to SwitzerlamV It is
week and will keep a large crew busy firms, street addressbs, etc., in vari State authority to take samples and leader.
conferred the Royal Arch degree on
♦
•
♦
*
the
last
word
in
th©
luxury
of
travel.
through the winter. This is in line ous cities. Call 860.
the only thing that could be done
Victor M. Murray and Robert KE.
At St. Peter’s Church, (Episcopal) As there was a kitchen car to every
with Mr. Snfith’s record in securing
Ask us for the details
was for the larger cities and towns Rev. E. O. Kenyon, rector, the serv two coaches, the passengers were
Pendleton Thursday night.
and completing handsomely a ma
Rummaging among his papers yes to appoint local inspectors.
The ices fox tomorrow’ will be appropriate served their meals in the passenger,
jority of the large contracts let the terday Charles T. Spear came across only place which had such an offi
for Sunday in the Octave of All conches, making unnecessary the
Nye’s Garage is demonstrating a past few years.
a Boston newspaper containing a cial was Portland.
Saints: Holy Communion at 8 o’clock toilsome journey to the dining car.
Hy-lo ring which does awaygwith
picture of a 28-inch cucumber which
“Since the inspection law became
The coaches are painted a bright vio
piston slap and oil shooting without
Motoring toward Lincolnville the he had sent to it. The cuke was of operative,” he continued, “we have at St. John Baptist Church, Thom
aston; choral eucharist and sermon at let with window frames in cream,
putting in new pistons. They tell you other day Manley T. Perry, proprie English extradition, known as The
taken several hundred samples, from 1Q.30; church school at noon: even and with, roofs of silver gi;ey. Re
Northend Drug Store
Rankin Block
exactly the cost of a job and eave tor of the Park Street 9ca Grill Duke of Edinburgh. That season
tank cars and from the distributors’ song and sermon
o’clock at St. volving arm chairs have taken the
you money.
9
*
turned out to pass a wagon, and as li« (and it was some years ago) Mr.
anl:s. While not all the samples John Baptist Church Thomaston. place of the stiff seats, and the in
did so espied a dog which reminded Spear raised also four cucumbers have yet been 'analyzed, all those that
Litany and devotions on Friday night terior decorations are the work of
The sound equiiwnent at Park The him of the German ;>olice dog he lost which measured 22 inches and three
leading German artists. The pas
have been shownxup very well.
at 7.30.
atre is in apple pi© order after sus in July. Leaving the car he went back which measured 24 inches'
Mr. Hayford added that there lial
senger Is at liberty to choose the
taining a handicap due to a broken for a closer inspection and sure
room that pleases him best, and what
been no difficulty In obtaining the I „
, „ n
fly wheel. A Western Electric Co. enough was his lest canine, Mann.
samples.
Filling
station
proprietors
L
»
V
8Pea
‘
‘
B
at
astonished me, was that tlie addi
The Old-Fashioned Singing School
mechanic came speeding promptly to The manner In which . 'the 'animal formally opens its season Monday
...tnra
.............. .
...
MeTOO!rial Church Sunday morn tional fare for all tills additional
repair the damage and small bother gamboled about him left no doubt a* evening when a public entertainment and distributors have been willing to ing at 10.30 from the subject “The ■otpfnrt was only three marks or sev
co-operate, and have said they would
resulted.
to" that. Mr. “Perry brought the dog and dance will be given at K. P. hall
be glad to know if they were selling Man God Made” and again at 7.15 enty-two cents in the first class, and
back home, and the two youths who at 7.30.
Miss Bertha McIntosh, the proper grade of materials or not. from topic, “The Lord’s Supper and hut two marks or ferty-elght cents
H. N. Brazier, Forrest Brazier. had been Mann's custodians, drove founder send leader of this unique or
return of Jesus.” The choir will sing In the second class. It Is a daytime
The law provides that while the
Capt. Herman Farrow and Herman off sober-faced over the loss of their
ganization. has prepared a most in State auditor or his deputies shall at both services and Howard Chase trip, and it is the best way to see the
Farrow, Jr., have returned from a summer pal.
will render a piano selection at the
teresting and varied program, em d^?,trllH,!amiJ1C!EUnd e"fo,rce
' morning service. Bible school meets beautiful Rhine landscape.
week’s hunting at Wilson Stream,
bracing vocal and instrumental num
'he
analysis^hall
be
at
and b.Y.P.U. comes at 6.15.
Greenville. They brought home four
A blowout on the treacherous Free bers, readings, tableaus, dances, etc.,
MARRIED *
nice deer, and a story of excellent port hill brought disaster to Samuel flie members appearing in old-fash
it “
U n .eisitj ot Maine agri- -pi1e ordinance of Lord's Supper at DVPLISEA-NASH- Rockland Oct. 22, by
cultural
experiment
staticnLack
of
close
o
f
evening
service,
Rev.
Jesse
Kendcnllne.
Melvin Dupllsea and
On Orange street. Double tenement house, eight
hunting conditions, with no snow.
Rubenstein of this city and resulted ioned costume.
Miss Dorothy Nash, both of Rockland.
laboratory equipment at the experi- '
• • • •
in the partial wrecking of his sedan. I
rooms, each side. Modern improvements.
ment station delayed the work
The Girls’ Club of the Central [injuries to himself and quite severe '
Members of the Senior Y.P.C.U. at first. Mr. Hayford said, but this State superDIED
Maine Power Company dined at the injuries to Mrs. Etta Polise, his
,7!^" ’ ?! Au®c
th’ FOGG---South Thomaston, Nov. 1. Laurettas
who .attended the “Pep” banquet of has been overcome and reports on
LOW PRICE FOR IMMEDIATE SALE
Unlversallst Church Wednesday night mother-in-law, who was accompany the State organization held last
E. Fogg, aged 86 years, 4 months. Funeral
pulpit at the Church of Immanuel
services ISunday at 2 o’clock from late
and then went on a voyage of ex ing one of the Rubenstein children evening at the Congress Square Uni- samples are coming back to his office (Unlversallst) Sunday morning at
residence.
ploration to the gas house, where to a Portland hospital for treatment. versalist Church, Portland, included more rapidly.
10.30. The quartet will sing “Oh Clap
The law provides against both adul Your Hands Together.” Turner, and BVNKBR—Rockland, Oct. 31, Isaac Bunker,
they spent an interesting hour study Mr. Rubenstein’s quickness in meet Mrs. Wilbur Senter, Miss Virginia
aged 82 years, 8 months, !» days Funeral
ing the emergency saved much more Walker, Miss Frances King, Miss teration and misbranding of gaso Mrs. Veazie will sing the soprano solo
ing the method of manufacture.
private 'Sunday afternoon at 3 Dunn street,
serious results. His injuries consist Nev^ Dyer, Miss Ruth Dffvis, Miss line and lubricating ols. Penalty for “Immortalis,” Edwin Wilbur. Church
Thomaston.
violation
of
any
section
of
the
law
is
Modern motor trucks are replacing mainly bruises and a bad shaking up. Irene Hadley, Clifton Cross, Almon
School and the Knickerbocker Class LORING—Newton, Mass.. Oct. 31, Miss (ora
On Holmes street. Seven room house with modern
B. Loring, formerly of Rockland, aged about
horse drawn vehicles at the Portland Mrs. Polise was severely cut by fly B. Cooper, Jr., Crosby Ludwick, Miss not to exceed >100 for the first of at noon. Junior Y.P.C.U. at 3 o’clock,
73 years. Interment in iHaverhlll.
fense,
and
not
to
exceed
>200
for
each
with Myles Sawyer as lead<A\ Senior
office of the American Railway Ex ing glass and is at her Rankin street Lois Libby. Mrs. C. A. Knickerbocker
improvements. Good barn. Property in gcod con
subsequent offense or imprisonment Y.P.C.U; at 6 o’clock. Mr. and Mrs. IJTTLBHALE— Rockland, Nov. 1, Leslie N.
press, but there is small likelihood of home in this city.
and L. A. Walker.
Littlchale. aged 66 years, 16 imonths, 17
for 90 days or both.
similar «steps being taken here, as
Wilbur Senter, leaders, with a vocal
days. Funeral Monday at 2 o’clock from IS
dition. Four extra lots of land.
Union street.
solo by Miss Lorna Post.
two new wagons and another horse —Sam P. Morrill, Lewiston weather
LESLIE
N.
LITTLEHALE
*
*
*
♦
have recently been ordeied, for ths prophet, has made the following forPRICE LOW FOR QUICK SALE
CARD OF THANKS
cast for November: The lemperaturn
A cordial welcome is extended to all
local service.
.We wish to thank our many friends and
The
sudden
death
of
Leslie
N.
Litwho attend the services of the First neighbors for t(,elr many acts of kindnes;;
for the month will-be below normal;
tlehale which occurred at his home on Baptist Church. As it is communion also for the beautiful floral tributes during
The annual meeting of the Cham precipitation will be normal to above
Union
street
last
night
proved
a
Apply to
Sunday, Rev. J. Charles MacDonald cur recent bereavement.
ber of Commerce will be held at Hotel normal and the warmest part of tiie
lames Sullivan, Edward Sullivan, Frank
shock to his friends, the most Inti will use as his subject, “A Com
Roekland Thursday night. Nov. 21, month will be the second and third
Sullivan. Mrs. Harold Cummings, (Hara Mae
mate
of
whom
did
not
realize
that
he
munion Meditation.”
Appropriate Sullivan, Martin Bullivan, Mrs. Howard Closand ffio address Iby a former presi weeks. There will be two storm pe
was In a serious physical condition music has been provided by th© choir son.
•
dent, George B. Wood promises to riods. the first from the 8th to the
because
of
heart
trouble
The
end
in the anthem, ‘‘I Lay My Sins on
be unusually interesting, as it will be 14th and the second from the l»th to
fame
while
he
was
sitting
In
a
chrlr,
J<su8,” Tours and a duet, “In >the
an explanation of conditions in the 25th. During the first half of the
Use one of our tables. They reading, and came painlessly ns it Cross of Christ I Glory,” Geibel, to
lime industry.
The Scotch male month there will be more or less dull
did
without
warning.
he sung by Mrs. Marston and Mr.
quartet which took the Knox County cloudy weather and during the last
375 Main street
Tel. 77 ‘
Rockland, Me.
Mr. Littlchale was a native of North Constantine. This service is at 10.30,
dress the corner up and
Fish & Game Association by storm, half of the month th/re will be more
Newry,
Oxford
County,
and
a
son
of
directly
following which will he the
at St. George, recently, has been en or,less sudden changes in the temper
132-133
take away that barren look. Jacob R. and Mary G. Littlchale. He communion. Sunday School will meet
ature and weather. The month will
gaged to furnish the entertainment.
was educated at Bethel Academy, and at the close of the morning service,
come in and go out cold.
after clerking for a while In his home with classes for all ages. The Chris
A Rockland man who follows the
town, enguged in the grocep- business tian Endeavorers hold their service at
Search
for
the
body
of
John
Car

football results closi ly sees the fol
in Norway.
6 p. m. and all are invited to enjoy
ver,
who
is
supposed
tc
have
been
lowing winners today: Dartmouth
His advent in Rockland was in the their lively meetings. At the evening
drowned
near
Seal
Island
Wednesday
over Yale, Cornell over Columbia,
capacity of manager for a well know n service, which is at 7.15 p. m., Mr.
Harvard over Florida, Browp over proved futile, although a crew from
sewing machine company.
Three MacDonald will continue his sermon
tli«*
Whitehead
Coast
Guard,
Station
Holy Cross. Navy over Penn, Prince
years later he established a wholesale on “A Drunken Man’s Text.” The
dragged
over
a
wide
territory
Thurs

ton over Chicago, Carnegie Tech over
grain business in the vicinity of his music of the evening will he rendered
Washlrtgton University and George- day. The fisherman is thought to
Union street home, later becoming by the children’s choir, their selec
have
been
thrown
overboard
by
the
• town University over New York Uni
manager of the Consolidated Bilking tions being “I’ll Be A Sunbeam,” Ex
parting
of
the
line
which
he
was
using
versity. He regards the Harvard and
Company.
He had but recently cell and “Follow In the Steps of
1 Princeton games as even money prop jn hauling traps, and in so doing he
Jesus,” McPhail. Miss Grace Grant
opened a garage on Park street.
may
have
been
stunned
by
Btrikirg
ositions, with the others rated as
Tbd deceased served three years will also sing a solo, “Ashamed of
iwzainst
the
rail.
Be
that
as
It
may,
6 to 5 favorites. “And I want you to
The deceased served three years in Jesus,” Excell.
• » • «
see how near right 1 am,” says Harry. no outcry was heard by a flsheAian
the board ♦f aldermen, represnting
who was working a short distance
At Pratt Memorial M. E. Church at
To get your automobile put into
Ward
5,
and
in
1913
was
the
Demo

Manley I’erry Is certainly stepping away. The loss of Mr. Carver—f#r
We have an especially fine cratic- candidate for mayor. He 10.30 the sacrament of the Lord’s
there
can
be
no
question
but
that
he
some when he puts out a real baked
served as president of the Rockland Supper will be administered. The
besln supper far 33 cents at the Park has perished—will he keenly felt by
offering to make in a brand Board of Trade, and made an active choir will sing Sydney Lanier’s “Into
Street Sea Grill tonight and ever}' his associates, for he was' a gener "1
to better the city’s business lhe Woods My Master Went,” Luf
favorite among the fishermen gnd all
Saturday night.—adv.
new shipment of Occasion (ffort
and industrial conditions, handi kin, and “Oh, Rest In the Lord.” Men
others who knew hm. A particularly
capped by lack of facilities. For delssohn. Sunday School will con
al Tables
The best heated, most modern ga sad feature In connection with the
many yeats he was a prominent vene at 12 noon. The young people’s
lago in New England is tlie Fire tragedy Is the fact that there are left
worker in the Methodist Church, society of the Epworth League meets
proof with its dew Sturtcvunt pres four fatherless children, the oldest of
holding offices in that institution and at 6 p. m. to discuss the topic: “Mu
sure steam blowers.
Summer beat whom Is but 4. Mrs. Carver wa3
nearly all of its alliedtbodieg. He wac sic: Each In His Own Tongue," con
I
nnd prompt, prices reasonable. Tel. formerly Harriet Moorlan.
sidering music as a universal lan
a Mason and Elk.
8S9 Fireproof Garage, Rockland.
guage. Mrs. Ruth Hoch will be the
Mr.
Littlchale
is
survived
by
his
We jse GENUINE ALEMITE LUBRICANTS and
132-134
leader. At the evening service at 7.15
Frederick Waltz has 12 of the finest
wife and one daughter—Joyce, wife
both the service of worship and tho
fy.scd cars in the city with price range
of Jesse Jones of Scuthbridge, Mass.
standard nationally advertised oils
message of the evening will be
between 120 and >775. Each car is
brought through lantern slide pic
priced low as It is late in the season
There is joy ahead for Thanksgiv tures. The theme of the service will
find he cannot afford to keep them
ing and'Christmas because the turkey be “Family Religion.” There will he
until spring as storage Is very ex
We Are
crop is nine percent larger this year V colored slides lllustratins this
pensive, so this Is the best time tp
Special
than
it
was
last
year,
and
the
Depart

theme
as
well
as
illustrated
hymns.
tluy a used car at the right figufes.
Trade-Ins will be taken with the
Every home has its odd ment of Agriculture gives us the fur The choir will sing “Unto Thee Do
We have some very fine chrys
ther comforting information that a We Give Thanks,” Watson, and Miss
■tyghest possible price. Call for Mr.
angles and spaces just cry favorable year which included the Clarice Pierce, of Lewiston, will play anthemum pot plants coming into
Waltz at Telephones 392-M or 896.
right kind of weather has helped to two selections on the violin. Church
bloom and we want to put them
Will demonstrate any car Sunday.—
ing for one of our tables or Increase better methods of handling Family Night will be held on Tuesday into your homes new so that you
adv.
turkeys The result: more and better evening. The 6 o’clock supper will be
We have been repairing automobiles since 1909—may have the extra pleasure of
one of our new lamps.
turkeys than ever before.
served by the men of the Baraea
seeing them develop. The price
VINALHAVEN & ROCKLAND
Class, and the fellowship period will
the oldes mechanic in years of service in Knox Co.
is $2.00. Buy nov^ an^
more
STEAMBOAT CO.
“Brighten The Comer”
than Tull value for yoqr money.
Your rug problems can be settled have two features,-the singing of old
with satisfaction guaranteed by call home songs by the aid of the lantern
WINTER ARRANGEMENT
ing The People’s Laundry, Limerock and a short address by Miss Villa*
I. Steamer leaves Swan's [aland at 5.30 A. M..
The
ftontngtnn 6.25. North -Haven 7.25, Vtnidstreet, .Tel. 170. We shampoo your Burroughs on her work in Religious
Education*
in
the
neglected
rural
haven 8.15, due to arrive at Roekland about
rugs and return them promptly, like
Little Flower
areas of Knox County. “The Train
9 30.
FURNITURE CO.
new.
124-tf
ing of Jesus” will’be the study theme
Return—Leaves Roekland at 1.30 IP. 11.
Spring Street
Rockland, Me.
“81 LSBY’S”
JFOR SALE—New milch -Holstein cow. new of the prayer service and immediately
_
Vonalhaven 2.45. North Haven 3.34. Stun
House-Sherman,
313-319 MAIN STREET
Bli/uov- wmv. ““"“j
- | jD(jton at 4 40 ; due to arrive at Swan's Island
milch Guernsey cow, yearling heifer. H. H.
399 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
132-133
ROCKLAND, ME.
at its close the regular monthly meetWALDRON,
42
TfclaiCS
St.
Tel
757-W.
MAIN 8TREET
ROCKLAND, MBUhhwt oo P. M.
Telephone 318-W
.
J32 134 in§ of the official board will be held.
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Rockland, Maine

Free Radio!

PHILCO Console Radio

D. L. McCARTY

For Sale

The Crocker Homestead

John Lovejoy Homestead

For
Every Nook
and Comer

Robert U. Collins

Say it with

Flowers

NOW

IS THE TIME

Condition for

ITS

MUM

Winter Service

TIME

IT’S

Special! New!

Very

STONINGTON

Shop

Inc.

Not Learning The Auto
mobile Repair Game—
We KNOW It!

NOD’S REPAIR SHOP
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WHICH CAPITAL?

12i),'>

f?onv a.

THE DOUGHNUT •

Shall Be Home of'Proposed Real Type Is Indigenous To
New England, But Here’s
Internation Super Bank
Paris “Putting On Lugs”
M’hat city shall be the home of the

ICING THE FOODS

COURIER-GAZETTE CROSS-WORD PUZZLE
1

z

1q

3

5

proposed international superbank?
This question confronts world finan
ciers next week.
“European cities hunt and collect
international organizations just as
American cities hunt and capture
conventions." says a bulletin from the
Mlishington, D. C. headquarters of
the National Geographic Socitey.

An eminent biologist tells us that dancing permitted in most of them,
1b»‘ Negro rare is gradually dying and fodd prices low. There are 15
out In Africa and elsewhere, because major brass bands and a score of
the Negroes move to the big cities, (smaller bands in action every night.
and that kills them. Had they stayed The John Philip Sousa of the district
in the country, they would have mul is callefl "Duke Ellington." Their
favorite motion picture star is Lon
tiplied.
This theory seems confirmed by the ! Chaney. They like Dolores del Rio
death rate in the Negro section of j and Lupe Velez, and many of the
New York City, along Lenox avenue, customers stay for two shows, benorth of 125th street. There are j cause they are slow in getting the
250,000—a quarter of a million— drift of a story. They have their
colored folks living in this all-colored own fashion plates, Dick Wells and
community, and their death rate is 40 Jimmy Mordica, of the Cotton Club.
Their fifth avenue is called “Strivper cent higher than that of the rest
ers Row." and there the rich folks
of the city.
Since the close of the war. tens of live and strut, and have their liv
thousands of Negro men and women eried servants and high priced mo
have left the Southern States and tor cars. There are six colored milgone to New York City, where they ! lionaires in the Belt. Gold eyeglasses
were able to secure steady work at | are the rage, and have replaced the
They have their own
good wages. And today the Black gold teeth.
Belt of Harlem is all black—a seeth daily and weekly newspapers, coling cauldron of Nubian mirth from ; ored police, colored theatres-—23 themidnight until after dawn. Pep and j alres all told, added to the 11 night
pulchritude predominate in its eleven clubs and 500 cabarets.
The richest woman is A'Lelia
night clubs. Records of the 32d police
precinct show there are more than Walker, whose mother. Madam Walk
500 colored cabarets of a lower order er. invented or discovered the "kink
in this section alone. There are also straightener,' which takes the tight
"buffet flats," another name for j curl or kink out of the woolly-woolly
apartment speakeasies, and the aver hair of the African*. It is estimated
age is two such joints for every that members of this colony own over
apartment building in the Black Belt. $50,000,000 worth of real estate in
There are more “chop suey" eateries New York City. No city in the world
in this section than in any other dis has as large an African population as
trict in the country, the average run this small section of Harlem in New
ning two and three to the city block. York.

WILL SAVE MONEY

If You Observe Certain Fac
tors Controlling Gasoline
Mileage

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday, November 2, 1929
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two to live miles to the gallon. They
are:
When standing or waiting for the
light to change, don't race your
motor.
When you are to make a stop of
more than a minute, turn oft your
motor.
Don't drive at excessive speeds
unless the occasion demands. High
speed traveling burns more gas.
Remem]*er that the faster you drive
the more gas you consume. So when
you find that you are about out of
gas and are heading for a gas sta
tion. take it slowly and your chances
for negotiating th* distance will be
greater.
When starting watch the choke
Don't drive with the choke out a
moment more than necessary.
Be sure that your brakes are not
dragging.
This cuts down your
mileage. Get your brakes inspected
frequently.
Have your valves ground when they
need it.
See that the idling adjustment on
your carburetor is set at the proper
point so that the mixture is not too
rich. If it is not at the proper point
it gives you inefficient idling perform
ance and wastes gas.
Dont fill your gas tank full to the
cap. some will escape through the
vent in the cap.
Don’t ride the clutch.
Match gas line for leaks at joints.
Check it periodically to see that fit
tings are tight.
Be sure that spark is in fully ad
vanced position.
•
Avoid excessive use of brakes in
traffic.
Observance of these suggestions,
the survey points out, will save
money for the motorist and. add con
siderable mileage to your driving and
reduce the number of necessary
stops at the gasoline station.

Millions of dollars could be saved
annually by the automobile-owning
public through a more strict ob
servance of the factors that control
the gasoline mileage offered by the
average automobile, it was revealed
in a survey on fuel economy com
pleted by the Chevrolet Motor Com
pany. A gain of from two to five
miles on the gallon of gas could be
effected, on the average, it was 1
shown, if the motorist paid strict at
tention to the elements that govern
fuel consumption.
The matter of economy has always
been a factor of the uppermost im
portance with Chevrolet in the de
signing of its cars. Having bought
the mileage to the highest point ever
offered in a six cylinder car, Chevro
let sought to corral in this survey,
the many seemingly unimportant de
tails, which through carelessness or
indifference on the part of the driver,
cut down the mileage that might be
obtained through more intelligent
handling of the car.
Manufacturers have been doing
their utmost to make gains in the di
rection of greater mileage and now it
is felt that with greater cooperation
from the driver, motorists may ride
million of miles yearly at no extra
fuel cost if the matter of watchfulness
can make a sufficiently strong appeal.
Just how this attention to fuel
economy brings its reward is illus
trated in records of performances
coming in to the company's offices, FAIRY DAMASK TABLECLOTHS
which shows that although the Chev
rolet six is expected to run approxi
No need to use table cloths that are
mately 20 miles to the gallon, motor expensive to launder, any longer. The
ists in various sections of the country new material called "fairy damask.”
are getting 23, 24 and 25 miles through 1 looks like linen, but it can be cleaned
just a little added attention to the with a damp rag. and it will look as
matter.
I fresh as new. The material comes In
The majority of items to be the runner form and in oblong and
watched are rather obvious to the square dollies for those who like the
average
automobile
owner,
but smart "bare" table idea that is so
through an inadequate appreciation much in vogue and are being used in
of their importance, are commonly a wide range of colors including, in
addition to the white, color schemes
overlooked.
The survey sets down specifically In peach, tan, blue, green and maize,
a number of factors, which, if ob to harmonize with the table or the
served, should increase your mileage room.
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Almost every woman who has ever
ito 1
0
I i4
cooked has made doughnuts, and
20
17
18
certain it is that nearly every man I
1
has eaten doughnuts sometime in his
W
ILS
VL
11
1
career. Arthur G. Staples, editor ot
the Lewiston Journal discusses the
lb
17
J
subject in one of his latest essays,
1
sw
which is entitled “The Invention of
Counterpart of Convention Hall
32
30
31
w
'The convention hall of American the Doughnut.” Housewives, partic
w
3b
37
34
33
cities finds a European cousin in the ularly. will be interested in his story
>5
Palais Mondial, set aside by Brussels which follows:
• * • ♦
4<3
for international societies.
41
38
33
"Operating such Organizations is a
Various newspapers have been dis
major industry in Geneva and The cussing the news from France, that
44
45
Hague. Prominent as these two cities Ihe bakers of Paris are about to cele
YVW
are in news of international affairs, brate the 400th anniversary of the
48
Mb 47
45
other European cities equal or sur discovery or invention of the dough
w
pass them in mothering world feder nut.
NNNS 50
51
51
M9
ations, confederations, headquarters,
In other words the doughnut was
congresses,
unions,
secretaries, inverted in 1529, which was almost
5b
leagues, commissions, committees, al exactly 100 years a'ter ne mouen
57
55
53 54
liances. societies, associations, insti art of printing was discovered. Be
tutes, bureaus, conferences, councils, ing about 70 years before the Pil
bl b2
58
W b°
59
academies, chambers and courts.
grims landed at Plymouth we can
W
not claim to have made the first
bb
b5
w b4
Paris Still Claims Lead
•
doughnut—if it be true that was mad-W
w
"Paris, with 69 organization head first in France. France as a nation
b4 »
k>7
1
1 btt
quarters, is the world’s international claims also that It swiftly found fnvoi
capital, according to an accepted in England and that it came to Amer
handbook of international organiza ica. with the Pilgrim girlstions. Brussels, which competed un
VERTICAL (Cont.)
Specifically, the invention of the
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL
successfully for the League of Na doughnut is said to have come from
18-Pilote
SO-Day of the week
1-Mlsting
tions, follows with 54, London 50, a baker in Versailles, who being idle
(abbr.)
2O-Part of speech
4-Braid of hair
Geneva 44, Berne. 17, Amsterdam 12, ' one day took a zero and put some
52- Artlcle
9-Sifle glance
22-Born
The Hague and Berlin 10 each.
dough arour.d it. Some say that he
13- Arcttc diving bird 53- 1 nterweave
24- Spanish city
“Estimates from any list bound be took a biscuit and cut a cipher out of
14-Crude realn melted 55-Yellow pigment
25- Bitter drug
tween covers must be subject to it. Be that as it may. he first dried
and formed Into
68- Full to the
27- Blblical name
change, however, because new or it hard in the sun. Then he nantbe
uttermost
thin platee
28- Footway
ganizations spring up constantly. it because he had the dough anil he
(O-Repeat
29- Expfbded loudly and
16- Dreea
Others, like some apartment dwellers, cause he was a nut. It Is said,that
63- Poem
suddenly
17- A trapetoldal foremove annually. Friends of Geneva the baker got the zero out of the
64- Take away
31- Label
and-aft aall
reject 44 as the count of its organiza weather report. The first doughnuts
66- Faatener
32- A Zoroastrian
19-Explatlng
tions today; 300 is nearer, they de were not eaten; they were used for
67- To pronounce as a 34-Slope
21-Oppreaaor
clare. The League of Nations has washers on country farm-wagoht
judgment
36- Ample sea room
23- Hebrew law-giver
proved a powerful magnet to draw Being baked in the sun, they had a
M-Decay
37- One who stains
and
eeer
more and more institutions to the nutty flavor which added to their
69- Ward off
39-Sooner than
24- Femlnlne name
Swiss city on the shores of Lake popularity and Strengthened the fa
VERTICAL
41-One who tests by
26Tool
ueed
for
cut

Leman.
vor of their name.
eating
ting ecrew threads 1- Strlp of wood
"Europe holds a virtual monopoly
•
* • • •
45- lndigo dye
2- Pronoun
27Staln,
aa
with
aoot
on international headquarters. Rela
46- T ree
3- Hang very high
28-Grew wan
One day (see Bacon on Doughnuts.
tively few- find homes in the United
47- Lasso
4- Goal of a three30-Hold
bick
Voi
1,
page
235.
London.
The
Stand
States or Canada; fewer still in Asia,
49-Yawns
bagger
| 33-Offera wo rah Ip
1587)
a
doughnut
dropped
off
a
tarn:
Africa or South America. Seven each
51-Clumsy patch
35-Part of verb “to be1 5- Lald again
wagon
after
being
very
well
greased
are listed for Mrashington, D. C. and
53- Support
6- The (Spanish)
I 36-Evll
in hog's lard. A good woman, des
New York.
54- Mother of Castor,
38-Beam supported by 7- Narrow atrip of
perate with hunger, fried it in the
Pollux and Helena
wood
How Cities Specialize
four divergent lege
over, and the doughnut promptly be
55- Order containing the
8- Perched
40-Electrlo
apparatui
came
an
article
of
commerce.
In
the
"Europe's international cities spe
whales
10- Grain for grinding
42- Pronoun
cialize to some extent. Geneva is year 1602. the doughnut, as we dis
56- Encountered
11- Length without
43- Propelter
cover,
was
merely
a
fried
sweetened
pre-eminent in humanitarian, politi
57- Go
breadth
44- Funeral vehicle
cal and social organizations. It is cake, without leaven. Its only dis
59-Boy’s nickname"
45-Temper and render 12- Urgea
a world home for the Red Cross, the tinction was the hole in it. It could
i61-Mlmic
14-Allege
malleable
be
strung
on
sticks
and
sold
at
street'Y. M. C. A., nurses of all nations,
62-Metat
4S-A compound ether 15- Persons appointed
Esperanto (a universal language), fairs. Had there been any service
;65-Egyptian god
to consider
49-lnsect
able
method
of
patenting
inventions
battlers against the opium, slave and
to
white slave traffics, and thhe Inter in those days, some one would have
Solution to Previous Puzzle.
patented
the
hole
in
the
doughnut
parliamentary Union.
The latter
and his descendants would have been s^zes *n our Maine State Library at
brings together legislators of many
dukes, today. 'Duke Holin Doughnut." -^uKusta*
nations. Fourteen congressmen from
There have been rivals of the
the United States attended the ses or Instance. These doughnuts were doughnut, of course—if you care to
frequently made very large in size
sions this year.
as large in fact as eight inches in Pursue the history’ of the New ’.ng
"Berne, Switzerland, has a virtual
diameter with the hole at least four lan,: ttoMShnut—or the douglinf with
corner on communications. The in inches in diameter They were ther. "aPerto ore." as It were, which is the
ternational telegraph and postal
used as quoits. Some say that the waY that Charles Lamb s dog went
unions operate from Berne and all the
round when unmuzzled. There wa:
tangled web of Europe's railroad sys noble game of "quoits" sprang from the solid-centered flapjack, which has j
tems is laid on Berne's doorstep to be the hole in the doughnut—that re disputed the field and yet does. Fifty '
untangled.
The Boy Scouts, Girl markable invention, now to be cele years ago this day as 1 read on our ,
Guides, the Salvation Army and the brated.
Some of our New England contem files people ate 6.090 flapjacks at a 1
Zionist Organization are London's
State Fair show in Lewiston City
trumps. Brussels stresses medical poraries. among the leading newspa Hall. There is the so-call doughboy. {
organizations. Amsterdam goes in pers principally, are wasting a good He was not originally a member of
for trade union headquarters but deal of time, as it seems to us, trying the "infantree." It was a dough ball.
Moscow is the home of the Third In to prove that even if the douehnut | boiled in salt-water and boiled
ternational promoter of communism. were invented in France, developed "Hard" and then served to sailors,
"Kaleidoscopic Paris specializes, as in England its full glory was attained on ship-board.
usual, in variety. The International in New England.
Doubtless however the doughnut
• » • •
Boxing Union, the International I
would have been preferred. Note how ;
y Qj'ropEAN Excursions
Chamber of Commerce, the Hotel
M’e would not bother to discuss that persistently the hole of the dough- j
Keepers’ Alliance, the Psychic So- . matter, since it is not in debate at . nut which we believe was NOT in- I
ciety and many others all live and ( dll. Mie never saw a doughnut in j vented 400 years ago. in spite of the '
._ ,-----.
..
prance; an(j we bave nevec seen any
work
happily side by side in the
By E3 win Robert Pet re.
assertions of French history as made
French capital.
one who ever did see a doughnut in with reference to the Versailles baker
France.
M
’
e
never
saw,
(mucn
less
has been utilized.
From Dentistry to Beekeeping
Understanding paris
....
ate) a good doughnut in England.
“Leyden, Holland, is the world capi They sell you three-sjory meat plea
A venerable doughnut on board a
tal for botanists and veterinarians; there that are generally very obnox ship was once flung over-botrd as
Hundred^ of Americans have al
agriculture turns to the institute at ious to the taste. Beautiful archi food to a drowning sailor, who had ready arrived, and thousands will be
Rome. Brussels is a center of the tecturally, they are failures gastron- just fallen over board. It floated so here in a few weeks. I meet them in
dental, surgical, gynecological and omically. .England does not even buoyantly that he used it as a-lifeobstetric world. Geologists change know how to bake a potato. So it pr,server—whence the invention of all the hotels, apd on every bouletheir world center regularly. At their seems idle to discuss* the excellence the modern life-buoy. We have the varde. I do hope they will not let the
meeting last summer in Pretoria, of viands as an international matter. pneumatic doughnut for tender fish little differences of daily business
South Africa, some United States city M’e do not claim any parity nor do ermen, who are called tendcrFEET, habits spoil their impressions of the
(name as yet unknown) was select we yield parity in doughnuts. Toe though we do not think the name ac people of this gay and beautiful city.
ed as a center for the next three years. Freedom of the Doughnut, on the curate.
There are just as many new habits
Pharmacists look to The Hague; ten High Seas has no: been assailed.
It Is commonly said and accredited to admire as to lament. For example,
nis players to Paris; beekeepers to Hence, wiien we notice so excellent a that the greatest invention of all you will touch your hat in a semiHuy, Belgium; athletes to Lausanne newspaper as the Manchester (N.H.) r.ges, is the wheel. Next to that we salute when you question a police
(permanent secretariat of the Olym Union devoting a column to the effort place the hole in the doughnut—it man. It is not demeaning, and is well
pic Games); amateur radio operators to prove that the New England satisfies.
M’e do not despise the rewarded by his return salute. We
to Hartford. Connecticut; kindergar housewife alone made and yet mak<-s numbler-flapjack. which mav be used Americans hide most of our minor
ten teachers to Mrashington, D. C-, the glorified doughnut, we regret the for many purposes—liverpads, stove- charges in overhead; but in a Parfs
and educators to Augusta, Maine, waste of space and effort. We have covers, and which when sewn to cafe, they have a charge for every
home of the M’orld Federation of Edu hoped that no New England house gether are used for first, second and thing; in some even for the napkin.
cation Associations.
wife would give a fresh-made hot third bases in base-ball. ’ But they The charges are small enough, but
"Frankfort, Germapy, ought to set doughnut to Ramsay MacDonald for are not so interesting as is the dough don't think the proprietor extortion
the world’s, beat ta^ile because It is if this were to happen he might go nut which embodies a subtt-j sur ate if his bill shows everything he
America also
host to the International Associa back home and start a war by wal rounding as the basis for its spiritual has charged for.
charges for everything, but hides each
tion of Cooks.
loping the cook for not having made existence.
item, service, napkins, use of table,
‘The Hague is noted for. its spot them before.
Yes; the Glorified
etc., in one round figure. %This holds
lessness. How could R be otherwise Doughnut exists only in New Eng
true of the theatre also, where you
while it remains the center for the land and its hallowed variety en
will often find you must pay, not
International Association for Public dures in only a few household-;.
only for your seat, but for its loca
Baths and Cleanliness?
• • • •
tion and for the program. It is true
"But Brussells alone achieves the
in your hotel, where you are left free
MV are glad that France Is cele
last word in international organiza
to buy any soap you would like.. It
tion. The ultimate limit of federa brating the invention of the doughnut
tion. union, league, etc., the lowest but we may as well put In a claim for Famous Prescription Gives is true on the street cars, where you
pay for the distance you ride only.
common denominator of all the mul one thing—they quickly lost the best
Almost Instant Relief
You won’t understand Paris if you set
tiplying human activities on earth, is fruitage of the doughnut—viz the
Night coughs, or coughs caused by i out to enjoy their delightful ways of
attained in Brussels In the office of hole. You see in Germany, for in
the Union of International Associa stance, a thing called by some a cold or by an irritated throat are trying to charge you what is just,
tions.”
"doughnuts;” and it is merely a cake usually due to causes whjch cough
with a jam-filled center. France has syrups and patent medicines do not
MICKIE SAYS—
evidently run out of doughnut-holes touch. But the very first swallow n(
HUNTING CONDITIONS
Thoxine
Is
guaranteed
to
stop
the
,
and declines to import any of our New
most stubborn cough almost instant
MJVTH A BIS SU3S£RtPTlOU LIST,
Where To Go In Maine and What England doughnut-holes. The crul
ler” is not a doughnut. It is fried ly.- Thoxine is a doctor’s prescrip- ]
You're Likely T« Get.
LIKE WE GOT, THEVS A HULL
tion.
working
on
an
entirely
differ

rope-yarn. The hole in the doughnut
Flock of subscriptions exent
principle,
it
goes
direct
to
the
In

PIRIH& EV'RY DW OF W'VEAR,
The hunting information bulletin are Its eyes, lungs and vitals, not to
ternal cause.
AU1 IT SURE SAVES US A LOT
issued by the Maine Central Rail say "vittles.” Because of that hole
Thoxine
contains
no
harmful
drugs,
the doughnut, swimming on the top
OF BOTHER TO HAVE SO MAUV
road company invites the hunters. of the boiling fat. now sinking, now is pleasant tasting and safe for the
OF OUR GOOO FRIEUOS REWEW
Conditions are:
whole
family.
Sold
on
a
money
back
rising, all the time browning tself.
WITHOUT WArriWG FER US ID
Moosehead Lake
Region—Deer, tubbling off vapor and perfuming the guarantee to give better and quicker
)
sewp our woriees
bear and partridge plentiful. Hunt air for miles around becomes thor relief for coughs or sore throats than
ing conditions good. No snow. Foli oughly permeated with epicuieanism anything you have ever tried. Ask j
age partly gone.
all along its Intestinal tract. Tne fat for Thoxine, put up ready for use in
Bingham—Deer not very plentiful. Is able to reach its tiniest coilodial 3oc., 60c., and $1.00 bottles. Sold by
Bear and partridge scarce. Travel cell. Were it not for the hole, the the Corner Drug Store and all other j
ing quiet. No snow. Hunting con doughnut would be merely a fried good drug stores.
ditions very good. Foliage nearly cake, indigestible and non-etherial.
gone.
•
So precious do we esteem the hide in
M'ytopltlock—Bear reported plenti the doughnut in New England (and
ful, also deer and partridge. Woods this remark Is international in its
damp. Traveling in woods good.
concept) that we do not eat them;
Kennebago Region—Deer plentiful and for two reasons. The hale if
Seed
Here
Birds scarce.
Hunting conditions carefully preserved may be used over
fair. ,
and over again and hence should he
Oquossoc—Deer reported plentiful.
carefully laid aside when the dough
Partridge scarce. Woods noisy. Foli
Falls In Fertile
nut is eaten. "Esto perpetua.” as it
age partly gone.
were, if you would have a slogan.
Washington County?— Deer and
bear, also birds reported plentiful. And another reason that is commonly
Ground moist. Hunting conditions given, in New England Is; “Never eat
the hole in the doughnut, because it is
good. Foliage gone.
Brownfield — Hunting conditions liable to bring on wind on the stom
Bountiful Harvest
good. Deer and partridge plentiful. ach and gather up a gale of colic.”
Holes of assorted sizes are carefully
Traveling in woods quiet.
Bangor & Aroostook R. R.—Deer, preserved in safety-boxes and other
bear and partridge plentiful. Leaves places of historic prevision.. There
going fast. Hunting’ conditions good. are‘3J,231 doughnut holes of different

i
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Night Coughing
Quickly Relieved

Sown

Soil,

How good are you at finding mistakes? The artist has Intentionally
e several obvious ones in drawing ihe above picture. Some of them
easily discovered, others may be hard. See how leng It will take
J to find them.

7

Insuring a

There’s a Skill In It If Task
Is Properly Done
How do you put foods away in your
refrigerator—- just helter-skelter as
there happen^ to be space for this or
that sized container, or according to
some properly worked out system
that insures their preservation?
Perhaps not every woman realizes,
says the Leonard Institute of Food
Preservation. Grand Rapids. Mich.,
that there is a correct place in the
refrigerator for each kind of food that
belongs there at all. Not all foods
(jo. you know. Staple products and
canned goods keep perfectly under ordlnary cndltions and do not need to
be constantly chilled.
Perishable
foods absolutely demand a refrigerator if they are to be kept fresh, pure
and free from too many bacteria. By
keeping out of the refrigerator staples
:

j

'

i

i
!

WHEN IN
BOSTON
If quiet home-llite surroundings
with good food at moderate
prices appeal to you,
»

Stop at

THE HOTEL
HEMENWAY
On the Fenway.at Westland Ave.

Rates from:
$3.00 to $5.00 Single
$4.00 to $6.00 Double
Telephone KENMORE 4330
Leonard H. Torrey, Manager

WATER PIPES
repaired and relaid
Inside and out, digging included,
also pipes wired out.
Sewers dug on new and old build
ings and cleared when plugged.
Cesspools dug and rocked up
Prompt Service

S. E. EATON
.Tel. 534-J.

505 Old County Road

ROCKLAND, ME.

603tf

USED FURNITURE
SOLD
Foods intended for the refrigerator
should first be removed from tbeur
original containers.

Charge Account If Desired
Away Out Front'in Value
Giving!
More and more peop’e are telling
us that our Extremely Low Prices
are a Revelation to them.
We have some wonderful values
in Heaters and Kitchen Stoves,
some equipped with Lvnn Oi!
Heaters, some with Las Attach
ment, a splendid selection.
A complete line of Furniture, Victrolas, Sewing Machines, Office
Furniture, Show Cases, China
Cl6sets and numerous miscellane
ous articles.

which
n°t rate a place in it, there
will be more room to keep the other
food well apart and thus permit a
free circulation of air which is an
essential pu^t of the food preservation
principle.
Most all refrigerators today have
the ice chamber at one side, with a
small food compartment underneath.
This lower space is the coolest place
In the refrigerator. Keep here the
most perishable 'foods and those of
ROCKLAND
the most delicate flavor which are
most likely to absorb strong odors.
FURNITURE
CO.
This means milk and butter chiefly.
17 TILLSON AVE. ROCKLAND
Also mason jars of pure water which
TEL. 427-R
87T&Stf
are tightly sealed and supply chilled
water for the table.
*The bottom compartment of the
other half of the refrigerator is the
TO
next coldest place and here should be
kept meats. Uncooked meats should
be placed on platters and should have
i)o paper, wrappings. Cooked meats
shouud be wrapped in waxed paper or
put in covered containers, to retain
their moisture. Cooked “left-overs,’
BY STEAMER
especially vegetables and dishes made
with a cream sajjee. also should be Freight and Passenger Service
put in .this compartment if there Is Make that business tri t0 Boston
room, otherwise In the one above It. com£ort on the big steamer CAM.
They should always be placed in DEN.
small containers, preferably enameled
Sailing 8 P. M.
ones made for refrigerator use.
In the large food compartment go
Tuesday—Thursday—and special
eggs, fresh fruits, such as berries and sailing Sunday, Oct.’27. There will
cherries, and vegetables not having :
be n0 sai,ing tonight
a strong odor. Celery and lettuce
,
should be washed and Inspected as - ,Ste®m.c,r. ",B??P2RT , leaV”u R®?k’
soon as they come into the kitchen. lan„d .3 l” ,’V M IUes^a^ Thoursday
then placed in clean cloths, such as and Saturday for Bar Harbor. Steam
empty salt hags, and put on this shelf er M'ESTl’ORT leaves Rockland
where it will be crisp and ready for Monday, Wednesday and Friday at
7.30 A. M. for Brooklln.
use without re-washing.
All foods having strong odors— Returning from Boston, steamer sails
i cheese. melons, peppers—go at the Mondays. M'ednesdays and Fridays
top. This is because the warm air, at 5 P. M.
For reservations apply
traveling from the bottom to the top
on Its journey to the ice chambep,
Wharf Office
will pick up these odors last. Th<^
average temperature in this section
should not be over fifty degrees,
which is easily obtained in all-steel
sleainslii/t lines
refrigerating cabinet with approved
insulation and properly iced.
Always remember not to pack a re
VINALHAVEN A ROCKLANp
frigerator so tightly as to cut off free
STEAMBOAT CO.
circulation of air and that one of the Vinalhaven, North Haven. Stonington and
Swan's Island
best ways to avoid this is to keep the
FALL ARRANGEMENT
foods in small, tall containers.
(Subject to Change Without Notice)

BOSTON

EASTERN

STUDYING PINE BLISTER

Our Walter In New York Attending
Annual Conference of the Eastern
States.

LN EFFECT OCT. 1. 1928
DAILY. SUNDAY EXCEPTED
VINALHAVEN LINE
Steamer leaves Vinalhaven at 8 A. M„ ar
riving at Rockland at 9.20 A. M., returning
leaves Rockland at 2.30 1’. M., direct for
Vinalhaven. arriving at 3.45 1*. M.
STONINGTON AND SWAN'S ISLAND LINE
Steamer leaves Swan's Island at 6.30 A. M.,
Stonington at 7.25, North Haven at 8.20;
due at Rockland about 9.30 A. M.
Return—Leaves Rockland at 1.30 P. M.,
North Haven at 2.30, Stonington at 3.40: due
to arrive at Swan's Island about 5.00 P. M.
B H. STINSON.
General Agent

Walter O. Frost of the State For
estry Department, who Is in charge of
the white pine blister rust eradica
tion in the State .and Dr. Henry 13.,
Pearson. State Entomologist, accom
panied by four of the county agents
in the blister rust control project are
EDWARD K. GOULD
in Warrensburg. N. Y. attending the
Attorney at Law
annual blister rust control conference
for the Eastern States.
(Formerly Judge of Probate)
Thursday the speakers will be Special Attention tq Probate Matter*
and Real Estate Titles
W. G^Howard, superintendent of For
ests of the New York Conservation
Corner Main St. and Tillson Avs.
Department and A. C. Cline, assist
I8tf
ant-director of the Harvard Fotest at
Petersham, Mass.
DR. BLAKE B. AN Nil
I* riday will* be devoted to an inspec
Chiropraotor
tion of field conditions in Tack For
pop
111 Limsroek Strsst
est and & general discussion of blister
(Corner Llnooln)
rust control problems. The speaker
at a smoker will be H. E. Alanson, as
(CHIROPRACTIC Lady In att>ndano«
Phone 7id3
sistant-chief of the federal bureau of
Painless 8yatem
plant industry. The closing day of
of Adjusting
the conference. Saturday, will be
given over to an inspection of pine
areas, blister rust damage and effect
DR. E. L. SCARLOTT
iveness of control and an inspection of
(Successor to Ur. T. L.. lfcBeatk)
other tree diseases.

Osteopathic Physician

"WARM CAR” FREIGHTS

By Appointment—Tel. 18a
SB Limerock St.
Rockland

“M'arm car” freight service for
Graduate at American School o4
handling Xew England’s perishable
n.teoaathy
fruits, vegetables and other foods is ! •
announced by the Boston and Maine —
Railroad for the coming winter., DR.LINWOOD T.ROGERS
effective Nov. 25, with faster and J
more extensive schedules. The new
Osteopathic Physician
schedules make possible over night
“warm car' service from Boston to
396 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND
580 stations in Maine, New Hamp
Telephone 1291; Reeldenee MS-1
shire, Vermont. Massachusetts and
Canadian points. The Boston and
Maines “warm car” service insures
New England an uninterrupted sup
ply of fresh fruits, vegetables and
THE DIAMOND BRAND.
A
Other Iterishubles during the winter
months, no matter bow low the tem
perature, it is stated. The Boston
i lake no other. Huy ofyonr ▼ ,
Draaafnt. Ask for CIII.ClfKR-TER <
and Maine has developed this “warm
D1AM«»ND BRAND F1LLN, for M
car” freight service, heating cars with
years known as Best. Safest, Always Reliable
charcoal heaters.
SOLD BY DKUQblSlS EVERYWHERE

CHICHESTER S PILLS

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday, November 2, 1929

Every-Other-Day

How to Raise Poultry
By Dr. L. D. LeGear, V.S., St. Louis, Mo.
Dr. LeGear is a graduate of the Ontario
Veterinary College, 1892. Thirty-six
years of veterinary practice on diseases
of live stock end poultry. Eminent au
thority on poultry and stock raising.
Nationally known poultry breeder.
Noted author and lecturer.

THE
BUSY GRANGERS

The Grange in Maine has a local unit
which is not paralleled anywhere else
in the United States in the form of a
‘Legislative Grange," made up of the
ARTICLE XVIIl
members of the last session of the
Maine legislature who are identified
| Most likely, they wi'l be nothing or, j with the Grange organization. These
IS EUGENICS NEEDED
IN THE POULTRY YARD? ! at least> nothing useful.
people came from all parts of the Pine
On the other hard, suppose our Tree State and nihst of them re
'The Need for Extreme Care in Se- ! “1™
”lgh egg production We can mained in the capital at Augusta
.
choose among a number ci varieties during the entire session, conse
lectmg Breeders <s a V.t.l _Factor | ,.nown (() bp
layers. then
quently they formed their ''Legisla
Often Ignored Even by Experi if we are careful in culling out un tive Grange,” whicu during the ses
dersized
and
inferior
!oi
defairmed
enced Poultry Raisers—The Fol
sion accepted invitations from scores
lowing Brief Discussion Empha specimens of both aexes and if we of subordinate Granges within 50
cull out all poor layers among the
sizes Some of the More Important females, we are pretty sure to de miles of Augusta, conferred degrees,
put on programs, and otherwise con
Points To Be Observed in Picking velop a flock that will give us eggs
tributed to the good of the Order. A
the Right Kind of Stock for in abundance.
complete Grange organization in reg
Another law of breeding to be ular form was perfected among the
Breeding.
reckoned with is lhat only healthy legislators and the announcement
and vigorous par* nts can be ex- that this group wou.d attend a meet
Editor's Note—This is another story in a nected to bave heaL $y and vigorous ing in any nearby Grange hall was
series of 52 stories on poultry raising written offspring.
___
____
As applied
tc poultry
by the well known national poultry authority. ,...jsin„ rhi„
-,K
ruthless culline sufficient to draw a crowd that nightDr. L. D. LeGear, V. 8., of St. Louis. The
«« (aJS Tor ruthless culling The overseer of tiie State Grange
entire series will appear in this paper. Our out of all inferior fowls a; soon as was the master of the “Legislative
readers are urged to read them carefully and they are old enough to show with Grange,” and all the members were
clip them out for future reference.
.■ertainty whether or not they meas prominent Maine Patrons.
ure up to required •standards. Hens
It is not strange that this big group
that are not good layers should be
Somewhere in the coti.se of my ‘ discarded for two reasons; first, be of Orange members is found In the
general reading, 1 opce ran across cause they do not pay for the trouble Maine legislature because the Grange
the statement of a well known wit I and expense of keeping them and Is one of the most extensive state
that the best thing lie had ever done secondly, because their descendants wide erganizattons of Maine, with
was to choose the proper parents | will also be poor layers. The vari every county thoroughly covered and
very witty remark, indeed, but in ous methods of culling* as well known subordinate branches (n practically
the light of its rea’. meaning, a very and easily learned by those who want every hamlet large enough to sustain
one. It is everywhere recognized
wise one. Naturally, the thought so ,good productive flocks.
Certainly
strikingly set forth instantly associa these methods should be known and throughout the Stale as authorilated itself in my mind who my own 1 practiced by every owner of chickens tive spokesman of the farm and rural
pet hobby, the
raising of .high ,,grade and only the very caam of any flock interests, and its support of or oppo
, ...
sition to any legislative measure con
thoroughbred chickens. I could n..> s!lOuId be used for breeding,
help thinking how mart better It
What
true Qf lhe feni-.|fl jg trup stitutes a formidable force. More
would be in a great many cases n t to a like degree of the male. That than 60.000 members comprise the
fowls could have tne pivikege of is a point often overlooke? by poul- Grange membership of Maine, dis
regulating
own per ntge , In ‘ry raisers. It must lot hr forgotten tributed among upwards of 500 sub
, , , their
.
ordinate Granges, four-fifths of
stead of having to aepen.t on those ,hat
ma,e su „,e. the germ uf
who do it for them. It I - always rtllitv wh,(.h converts an ,.gg from whom own their own Grange halls
amazed me that so mr.r.y people an inert mass into something capable and equipment, running oftentimes as
‘hould fail to realize' the importance of producing life. The stronger and high as $10,000 to $20,000 in property
of properly selecting breeding stock more virile the mule bird is, therefore.* value.
• • • •
r.s a factor in successful poultry ihe greater will be his ability to
Grange Radio Program
raising.
iransmit that vital quality without
♦ ♦ ♦ «
Evidence of the degree of interest
which eggs canno-t become chicks. attaching to the Grange is furnished
First of all, ther? is the genera1 Only Jively.’ alert, atrong. vigorous,
•aw of heredity that ‘like begets fighting males sliould be selected for by the fact that thousands of the
like.” In other words, if you select breeding. The lusty, loud crowing, rural and village people are listening
in on the monthly broadcasts put on
a certain breed of fowls in which cer* bright eyed, chesty Sir Chanticleer
under the auspices of the National
tain characteristics are v*iy strongly ahpuld be chosen every time in prefGrange, over a wide network of sta
l narked and m;t/e only such birds as < rence to the droopy, dispirited, too
tions. These occur on the afternoon
exhibit those characteristics to a de- quiet T?r inassertive male.
of the third Saturd ty ln each month,
elded extent, the offspring should i The question of heredity should
have the same characteristics to ap- ; Iso influence selection of male birds shortly after the noon hour.
On these Grttnge programs ad
proximately the same degree as their tar breeding. Characteristics of de
dresses are given by prominent lead
ancestors.
I scendants are derived from both male
Because it is so decidedly true that |rnd female. It is, therefore, of the ers in the organization, by members
like begets like, it is of paramount | utmost importance that male birds of Congress, heads of improtant de
importance to select breeders known should possess, „n so far i .< that fact partments at V/ashington and leading
definitely to possess certain desired can be determined, the characteristics educators and research workers. In
characteristics.
Tl at immediat •*!/ .vhich are wanted in the next genera- many instances Grange members
gather in their local halls for the
i dles out the mongrel and establishes
Con. if a pure strain is wanted, it
the necessity of working only with certainly cannot be expected unless radio hour, combining a social neigh
standard breed fowls. The mongn l the male is in every way a perfect borhood iget-to-^ether. while often
lias no definitely known characteris specimen embodying the best quali some form of comm.inity betterment
work i« planned and carried out the
tics. It is a mixture ot anything and ties in that strain.
same afternoon.
everything. Consequent;;,- its pro
(Copyright, 1929
« • • •
geny may be anything or nothing.
by Dr. L. D. LeGear, V-S.)
Two Now States

AVheri the National Grange as
tern and Bunny cookies, harlequin sembler at Seattle, Washington, in
WALDOBORO
ices, coffee. The hostess was assist- November fop its 63rd annual session
Walter Campbell of Bath. N. H.. is ed in serving by Mrs. Maude Clark its delegate roil call will be responded
the guest of his grandparents, Mr. Gay and Mrs. Mary Hovey and Mrs. to from the States of North Carolina
and Mrs. Fred Scott.
; Ida Yiies poured. Those present in and Minnesota, the former State
Miss Bose G. White and Miss Ida addition to those previously men- Grange having beei. organized the last
Lewis of Framingham, Mass., have tioned were Mesdames Eugenia week in September and Minnesota
been in town.
Waltz. .Jennie E. M. Brummitt, Dora coming the latter part of October.
There will be a special meeting of H. Yorke, Lottie E. Lovell, Rena D. Minnesota was the first State Grange
Wiwurna Chapter. O.E.S., next Tues- Crowell. Emma T. Potter. Sarah T. ever organized and at one time was
day evening. The Grand Patron. D. Lash, Lucy Xesbit, Miss Marion very prosperous. The advent of new
Saunders Patterson of Augusta, wfll Clark. Miss Grace Yorke and Mrs. farm movements in later years, which
be present and inspect the chapter. Sarah Weeks of Cooper’s Mills.
from time to time swept over the
L. J. Mulrean of Boston. Harry H. Northwest at a strenuous pace, put
Guests from other chapters are in
Perkins of Waldoboro. Joseph de most of the Granges out of business,
vited.
Miss Jane Rider is visiting rela- Xapoli of Revere. Mass., and E. Hayes so that the State has been without
of Boston have been at the Medomak representation in
fives in Thomaston.
the
National
Captain A. F. Stahl and Yertner House this week.
Grange for a number of years. It is
Stahl of Portland, who is his guest ! Miss Dorothy Wells, graduate of j now "coming back" in vigorous fash
attended the funeral services of Capt | Boston University School of Religious ion. Many of the old subordinates
Ernest Montgomery in Thomaston. ] Education and Social Service, a new
have been reorganized, several new
tVilliam Black of Hammontown. N. j held worker In the Rockland District
ones formed, and state-wide interest
J., has been at his home here.
of the Methodist Conference, is workA Halloween party was given by j ing with the pastor of the Methodist in Grange extension is being shown.
Up to July 1st there was hardly a
the members of the Mending Club at j Church to adopt an up-to-date prothe home of Mrs. Fred Winchenbach. , gram for the young people and chil- Grange in North Carolina, but when
A dainty luncheon was served with dren of the church. Miss Wells wil! the delegates came together at the
the decorations in orange and black also have charge of the social and State capital in Raleigh to organize
Those present were Mesdames Celia recreational life and visits the homes a State association they found more
Oldls, Ethel Benner, Bertha Moody. of the children of the church school. than 50 live subordinate Granges ac
The Home-Makers met in the ves tively functioning and membership
Yelma Hatch. Helen Perry, Gertrude
try of the Methodist Church to elect throughout the State increasing
Benner and the hostess.
Mr. and Mrs. Alton Levensaler are officers Monday evening. Mrs. Ber every day. The master of the new
occupying an apartment in Mrs. nard Xewbert was elected president, North Carolina State Grange is one
Mrs. Roy Ludwig, vice president, Mrs. of the prominent fatm editors of the
Belle Poland’s house.
The first meeting of the Woman's Ernest Black secretary and Harold South and a recognized leader in ag
ricultural psogress, Dr. Clarence Poe,
Club was held at the residence of Flanders, treasurer.
while the membership in the new
the president. Mrs. Harold R. Smith
Special low prices on shoe repair Grange includes a large number of
Tuesday afternoon. The program
was in charge of Mrs. Ella I.. White ing—Men's soles $1, W’omen's soles. master-farmers and other active
(
and Mrs. Ida C. Stahl. Games were 75c; rubber heels, men's 40c; women's Community builders.
• • * •
played and piano selections by Mrs. 35c. Work guaranteed. Milligan's.
Louise Jackson and readings by Mrs. Main St. opp. town clock. Mail or
A New Jersey Grange divides its
Sace Weston made up an entertaininq ders promptly filled.—adv.
membership into groups, each desig
afternoon. Luncheon was served in
nated by a color, and each group then
the dining room which was effectively
Teacher: “Qan you tell me what a takes entire charge of one meeting
decorated with Halloween colors. The waffle is, Thomas?'
of the year.
menu included Goblin sijad. Black j Tommy: “Yes'm. It’s a pancake
• • • •
Call sandwiches, olives, Jack O'Lan- 1 with a non-skid tr£ad."
The first Grange hall in the United
States built exclusively for the use of
a Juvenile Grange has just been com
pleted at Lamont, Oklahoma, hous
ing Flower Valley Juvenile Grange,
which is one of many lively organi
zations of Grange youngsters in that
State. The hall is complete in all its
equipment and its dedication saw less
than $200 of its construction cost un
paid, while everything needed In the
way of furnishings, etc., has been
supplied and paid for.
• « * •

"What a difference,”
says

MAINE

mother

When bad breath, coated tongue
<Y little daughter, Florence,
suffered from constipation 1 or fretfulness warn of constipation,
until she was very weak and pale,” don’t wait. Give your child a little
says Mrs. J. E. 0 Leary, 197 New California Fig Syrup. A child loves
bury St., Portland. “She got so it. Headaches, feverishness, bil
we had to force her to eat, and iousness vanish with its use. Weak
stomach and bowels are strength
nothing agreed with her.
ened. Appetite improves. Diges
“What a difference there is since tion and assimilation are assisted.
we've been giving her California Weak children are strengthened.
Fig Syrup. She began to pick up
To identify the genuine, endorsed
with the first dose. Now she doesn't
have any trouble with her bowels; by physicians for 50 years, look for
has a good appetite and digestion.” the word California on the carton.

Juvenile Granges throughout the
State of Ohio made very extensive
plane to put on exhibits this year at
the Statl fair in Columbus, the latter
having decided to feature a “State
junior fair” with liberal space pro
vided for the use of .the youngsters.
Ohio has more Juvenile Granges than
any other State and the activities of
these groups of young people are ex
tensive and varied. The prizes of
fered at the “junior fair” were liberal
and in consequenc" local Grange
groups all over the State co-operated
heartily with their children in pre
paring exhibits to be taken to the hig
show at Columbus.
,

1V1

CALIFORNIA

FIG SYRUP
THE RICH, FRUITY LAXATIVE
AND TONIC FOR CHILDREN

The Professionals'

GOSSIP OF THE TURF

Some Interesting Recollec
tions Arising From Recent
Fall Races

Farms, City Homes,
Cottages, House
and Cottage Lots
I •

EARLE LUDWICK
38 CHESTNUT ST.

ROCKLAND

Telephone 723-M

$48tf

Yorke put up Chappelle behind Faye
Earle and she won. The first heat
went to McBingen, a four year old
pacer by McEnery 2:09% in 2:23%,
whose dam was the pacing mare Arleen 2:19%by Bingen 2:06%.
So much interest has been evoked
by the Franklin County r|ce that it is
talked of to call it the FrRnklln
County Derby and to have it for a
purse of $500 or increased if raced ln
two divisions as is now quite the
usual thing in two races for $300 each.
It would likely he advisable to have
the horses owned in Franklin coupty
on or before June 1st of the year pre
ceding the race.
It is talked that Walter R. Cox has
it in mind that colts trained in his
stable may win first, second, third
and fourth in the Hambletonlan State,
the value which will be $60,000 or
more. Walter- Dear 2:03 will likely
be the most favored and the one
which Mr. Cox will drive with Voiomite, Miss Woerner and Sir Guy Mac
the followers.
McEnery 2:09% has two pacers'this
season, they being Mary Mac 2:13%
and McBingen 2:23% with some oth
ers in the offing among them being
Rangeley Girl, an own sister to Mary
Mac.

The exhibition horses at the local
Maine fairs afford hilt little pleasure
to one who can remember the days
when every Maine barnyard was
filled with speed in the making or
ready to be made. The lack of a
market for those that do not quite
come up to expectations has curtailed
breeding in Maine to the minimum
extent.
At the Franklin County Fair a blue
ribbon weanling was a black colt by
^lolin E. Bingen 2:16%. out of Josie F.
black trotting mare, by J. Mal< Qlm Forbes. 2:08, next dam by The
Director General.
John E. Bingen is the sire of some
real speed and has some nice colts
here In Maine. He is a son of Bingen
Tunc in on StationWTIC
2:06%, out of the dam of Peter Pan
2:08%, Elizabeth Watts (p) 2:11%,
Monday eveningbetween
etc.
Josie F. was bought at New York
7:30 and 8:00. Don’t fail
by Cliff Card of Woodfords as a
to hear these uproarious
young filly and Mr. Card who is an
engineer in the railroad yards didn't
ly funny detectives solve
VINALHAVEN
find her quite as fast as his engine
and lat“r bred her to John E. Bingen
A cooked food sate will be held Sat
their eases over the air.
and sold her. Lgter she came into the urday afternoon and evening at (lie
hands of Frank ColhuVn of Farming- Latter Day Saints Church.
Presented by The Silent
ton who gave her her record in the
Henry Anderson left Tuesday f,.r
Glow Oil Burner Cor
second division of the Franklin coun Clark Island.
ty race which she won and appeared
poration... the company
Mrs. Clarence Hal! visited Rockland
like a fairly good trotter as I know
she had little or no training. The Thursday.
that has solved all the
Mrs. Fred Calderwood has moved
mare was sold to Axel Hernburg of
home heating problems
Rangeley. proprietor of some sporting into the tenement formerly occupied
camps in that region. The colt ap by Homer Gray and family, which she
...from kitehen stove to
peared like a real trotter, a much bet recently purchased of A B. Vinal.
Mrs. Guy I'easley entertained tiie
ter one than I have seen in recent
apartment house unit.
years was of good size and I would Needlecraft Club at her home Wed
Don’t forget...
like for someone who has a real flair nesday night.
Mrs. Vaughn Johnson was in Rock
for the Bingen family to buy him and
keep him ns a stallion, as he is Inbred land Wednesday.
Ellen Wilson was given a Haito the sire of Uhlan 1:58 and Anna
Bradford's Girl (p) 1:59%, is by a son loweeh surprise Wednesday afternoon
of Bingen and out of a mare by a son by her schoolmates and teacher, Mrs.
of Bingen . besides Northern Mac Marie Teele/ She was presented with
2:09% that Is still chasing them out a suit ease and lunch was served
Wave length, 282.8 Meters
at tiie age of thirteen, was similarly Miss Wilson expects to leave with
bred. Can step in 2:10 any time.
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. David Wil
Every Monday Night
The mare also received the first son for Stockholm. Sweden, sailing
prize as brood mare with stock to from New York Nov. 9.
prove which made tile owner a very
Hilton Young left Wednesday for
7:30
fair day's work.
Boston.
• • • ,
L. B. Dyer returned Wednesday
R. C. SMALL
Most everyone who reads the rac from a business trip to Portland.
STONINGTON, ME.
Mrs. Frank Haskell entertained '.he
ing summaries from “down east" will
recall the seven-year-old gelding Pals Wednesday night.
A. T. NORWOOD
The Buddies held their annual Hal
Captain Mack (p) 2:12, by Captain
WARREN, ME.
Aubrey 2:07%. We have just discov loween party at the home of Mr. and
ered that his dam is the pacing mare Mrs. Charles Webster.
Homer Gray and family have moved
Juanalita 2:18%, that was by John
Ward (p) 2:05% and out ofAlendolita into the Freedman house on High
WARREN
2:07% (dam of three) by Mendocino street.
Tuesday night at her home Mrs.
I recall Juanalita very well, she
“The Forward Look of the Church
is the topic for the Nov. 6 evening having been bred by The Pastures, Edward Greenleaf entertained '.he
the stock farm of Horace Chenery at following friends at a Halloween
meeting at the Baptist Church.
Belfast which place I used to visit luncheon: Mrs. Everett Libby, Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Sheldon mo
annually twenty-five years ago or Vaughn Johnson ami Mrs. Lawrence
tored to Portland Sunday and again mpre.
Ames.
Friday to visit their son Earle who . Captain Mack has raced well on
A. I. Oliver, District Superintendent
is convalescing from an appendicitis many occasions and should get a of the Methodist Conference will fill
operation at the State Street Hospi 2:10 mark almost any time he comes the pulpit at Union Church both
tai.
morning and evening. There will lie
fo a good track one would say
Wilder Moore and Capt. Charles
Mendolita 2:07 1-3 produced her special music by the choir.
The body of Mar.ihall Sails accom
Young have been painting Benjamin foals at The Pastures, Marcel 2.34%
Perry's buildings.
by Direct 2:05% Thrust (p) 2:18% panied by his wife and son Elwood
C. R. Overlock has delivered 800* by Stiletto C. 2:12% and Juanalita as was brought here Thursday for inter
ment. His death occurred Oct. 29 in
1
bags of cement for use at the new above.
Peter the Great 2:07% is still more Virginia. Funeral services, with Ma
South Warren bridge this week.
Georges River Mill closed from Fri Jt^itly entitled to the name of super sonic rites will be held Sunday at 2
day until Monday for the semi-annual sire from the fact that his daughters o'clock at Union Church. All Ma
bave produced up to this time 518 sonic brothers are requested to meet
stocktaking.
Mrs. Samuel Fuller entertained her standard performers, the first sire to at Masonic hall at 1.30 to attend. Mr.
Sails was a member of Moses Webster
sister, Mlfe. Carrie Wentworth and achieve such distinction, just as he
niece, Mrs. Olive Young, both pf was the first and only 'sire to have
more than 500 standard performers.
Union, recently. s
Master Howard Borneman and Daughters of Peter have this season
been the dams of thirty-nine perfor
JJaster Edward Wilson in scary Hal
mers which is twenty more than are
loween costumes were paying visits
found accredited to any other horse
to friends Thursday evening.
and the trend of the times is evinced
Charles Wilson who has been work when we find that but five have more
ing in Bridgeport, Conn., is home on than ten daughters to produce stand
a short leave of absence.
ard speed. Guy Axworthy and Moko
Mrs. P. D. Starrett returned Mon Walnut Hall farm stallions stand sec
day from a week’s stay in Whitman, ond and third on the list.
Mass.
• • • •
A very attractive costume party
The sires of the year which have
was given Halloween at the Congre produced the greatest numbers of
gational chapel. Mrs. W. R. Vinal standard performers are also from
with Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Madden. Walnut Hail. Peter Volo 2:02 with
Jr., were in charge of the games that 32 and henceforth to stand at a fee
provided so much fun and $22.50 was of $500 and Guy Axworthy 2:08%
netted for the church funds.
with 31 who will from this time at the
Maynard TJenthner who has been , ;lge of 28 become a private stallion.
working with a crew ot painters in The third stallion is Chestnut Peter
Boston for several weeks past, is now (3) 2:05%, also owned at Walnut Hall
in the hospital seriously ill as the while the fourth is Napoleon Direct
result of an 18 foot fall. Mrs. Gen- 1:59%. wlibse get are so well regarded
1**
thner (Arline Davis) sent word to in Maine.
The event which creates the great
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Edward
Davis that her husband’s temperature est Interest at the Farmington Fkir
rises at times to 105. No reassuring is the race for Franklin pounty
word of his recovery has been re owned horses which is tallied of one
year until they are about ready to
ceived since Tuesday.
race another event of the same sort.
Special low prices on shoe repair- Originally begun to give the slower
ing—Men's soles $1. Women s soles, horses opportunity for racing it has
75c; rubber heels, men s 40c; women's qrown in importance with a larger
35c. Work guaranteed. Milligan’s, purse and the hardest racing is seen
Main St. opp. town clock. Mail or in that event which for the past three
or four years has had to be raced in
ders promptly filled.—adv.
two divisions by reason of from
twelve or more starters. Those who
UNION
have been well up front begin their
plans early and try to carry them
Several from this place attended through to a successful conclusion.
the harvest home at Appleton Wed
This yea.- both events were won by
nesday evening.
couaty bred horses which makes the
Ambrose Fish is visiting friends at 1 matter yet more interesting and one
Thomaston for a few days.
was an own sister to a last year winThe heavy trucks are gone, the ner, this being Faye Earl (p) 2:23%.
work on the State road ts nearly full sister to Maine Earl (p) 2:18, both
done and the place seems very quiet, bred by Frank Colburn, of FarmlngThey have been at work about four ton.
,
months and kept moving very lively.
The winner of second money is ohe
All will miss the people and the who was also locally bred and the
rumble of the cars.
' winners of first and second moneys
Mrs. Mary Brown is with Mr. and in the other were by a former FrankMrs. Charles Burgess for an indefinite ,ln county sire. Possibility 2:02%.
stay.,
| Usually owners drive but this year
A special meeting ot Cooper Relief Herbert Landers got Henry Clukey to
Corps is called for Nov. 6, for inspec- 1 Jrlve Possibility Girl and she won
tion by Mrs. Harriet Hill, State in- |t»'° heats. After losing the first heat
specting officer.
Dinner will be lhe owhers Frank Sprague and Lewis
served at the G.A.R. hall to Corps
members and guests abobt 1 p. m.

are on the
air!

Station

WTIC

FIv8

Clarion Paramount Features

Quality
Durability
Beauty
In beauty of line and
finish, the Clarion is sur
passed by none. We make
numerous range combi
nations.

Wood &. Bishop Co.
Established 1839
BANGOR, MAINE

Sold By

VEAZIE HARDWARE CO., Rockland; A T. NORWOOD. Warran

SOUTH THOMASTON

Lodge. F. & A. M.; also of Atlantic
Royal Arch Chapter.
Plans are progressing for the after
noon fair of Union Churc h Circle to
be held at the vestry Tuesday, Nov.
5, to he followed in the evening by
the drama '’Uncle Billy's Room” to t—
given by members of the Vinalhaven
Dramatic Club. The cast: Harry
Washington of Moir.t Vernon, N. V..
Oscar Lane: Elsie Washington, h.if,
wife. Elizabeth Ross; Charles Crane
of Craneville, N. J., Eugene M. Hall;
Marie Crane, his wife, Mrs. Oscar
I-ane. Mrs. Arthur Gilford will give
a reading, also a dramatic sketch by
Carolyn
Calderwood
and
Ruth
Brown.. There will be selections by
the orchestra. Those in charge of
tables at the afternoon fair are:
Aprons, Mrs. Reulien Carver. Mrs.
Freeman Roberts, Mrs. E. G. Carver,
vegetables, Mrs. Rebecca Arey. Mis.
Annie Benner, Mrs. Annie Patrick;
fancy work. Mrs. W. Y. Fossett; cake,
Mrs. Frank Mullen, Mrs. Aubrey
Ames, Mrs. Roy Nickerson, Mrs.
Ralph Brown, Mrs. Frank Rossiter,
Mrs. Prank Winslow; candy, Mrs.
Leila Clifford, Ethel Young, Helen
Arey; five and ten. Mrs. Carrie Burns,
Mrs. Clyde McIntosh, Mrs. Herbert
Patrick, Mrs. Sada Cobh; entertain
ment for evening, Mary L. Arey, Mr.
and Mrs. Oscar iAine.
Mrs. Joseph Headley gave a Hal
loween party at her home on Pleasant
street. Wednesday night to the mem
bers of the Rainbow Club. The rooms
were artistically decorated in keep
ing with Halloween, orange and black
being the color scheme. Lunch was
served and at each plate were minia
ture jack o' lanterns and balloons. Th?
centerpiece was a witch's kettle.
The usual stunts were enjoyed,
Jeanne Gray and Muriel lame were
awarded prizes for the cat game,
Flora Brown for the cranberry game;
Annie Geary the pumpkin game;
Mary Tolman, Lucille Carver ar.d
Muriel Lane the horsehoe game; Eiva
Teele and Muriel Lane won prizes
for the tight rope game. Fortune tell
ing was enjoyed by all-.

Gilbert Rogers and family of Rock
land have moved into Joseph Baum’s
house, formerly owned by Capt- Law
rence Brown.
Mrs. Lizzie Babb has a crimson
rambler which for the second time
this year, is displaying beautiful
clusters of roses in spite of frost and
cold and is very noticeable towering
over the surrounding vegetation
which is sear and brown.
Carl R. Snow of Portland Is spend
ing a few days here the guest of
friends and relatives. His mother
returned with him after visiting in
Portland and Boston.
Friday night there was a masquer
ade social in the primary school
building.

Special low’ prices on shoe repair
ing—Men's soles $1, Women’s soles,
75c; rubber heels, men's 40c; women’s
35c. Work guaranteed. Milligan’s,
Main St. opp. town clock. Mail or
ders promptly filled.—adv.
FOR RHEUMATISM TAKE

BUXTON’S
RHEUMATIC
SPECIFIC

Special low’ prices on shoe repair
ing—Men's soles $1, Women’s soles,
75c; rubber heels, men s 40c; women’s
35c. Work guaranteed. Milligan’s.
Main St. opp. town clock. Mail orners promptly filled.—adv.

Gentlemen: I was taken with a se
vere attack of rheumatism in hips and
legs and was so lame that it w’as hard
for me to get around-. Mr. Gallagher,
the Druggist, told me to try Buxton’s
Rheumatic Medicine, which I did. The
first bottle I took helped me. I took
ten bottles and was entirely free from
rheumatism. I will cheerfully recom
mend it to anyone who is troubled
with rheumatism. Yours truly,
George H. Swett,
34 Congress St., Amesbury, Mass.
Witness:
James C. Gallagher.
Sept. 3, 1929.
Let us send you a booklet. Buxton
Rheumatic Medicine -Co., Abbot Vil
lage, Maine.
For sale at all leading drug stores

7CHEVROIFI

-have you driven,
a Chevrolet Six?
Have you felt the thrill of its six-cylinder
performance—so smooth, quiet and vibra
tionless that you almost forget there’s a
motor?

Have you known the satisfaction of its sixcylinder reserve power—ready to shoot
you ahead at the traffic light, to cstrry you
over the steepest hills, or to speed you
along the highway?
And do you know that anyone who can
afford any car can own a Chevrolet Six?

If you have never driven a six-cylinder car, it is im
possible for you to form any idea of Chevrolet per
formance from your imagination alone.
Smoetbntis! No rumble in the body—no tremble in the
steering wheel—no vibration to loosen windows and
doors!
Flexibility! Power that flows in a silken stream—and
never a trace of “lugging”!

A Ride tells a
Wonderful
Story!

Quiet! Hardly a whisper from the motor. You can
drive it for hours without the slightest noise fatigue!

But why try to tell you the story u*.en only a ride can
give you the facts? Come in. There’s a car waiting
for you . . Now!

Special low prices on shoe repair
ing—Men's soles $1, Women's sales,
75c; rubber heels, men’s 40c; women’s
35c. Work guaranteed. Milligan's,
Main St. opp. .town clock. Mail or
ders promptly filled.—adv.

SOMERVILLE

REAL ESTATE

Page

Dr. Samuel C. Cates of East Vassalboro made a professional call at
F. A. Turner's Satu day.
Herbert Oaswell and Harry Boynton
of Windsor have been threshing
grain here this week.
Miss Mina Steevvs of Canada and
Miss Mary Riddell of Scotland are
visiting Mrs. F. A. Turner.
C. A. Jones of China was in town
Tuesday.
Wesley Haskell of South China. E.
C. Whitney of Yassaibore and Harley
J. Du Elois of Winthrop packed applqs for C. A -Jones at F, A. *TtM iWr's
Tuesday.

The Potditer, 9525; Th» Ph—ton, 9525/ Th« Coach. 9595;
Th* Coupt, 9595; The Spott Coupe, 9645; The Seden,
9675; The Imperiel Seden, 9695; The Seden Delivery, 9595;
Li£ht Delivery (Cheeeia only), 9400; l^-Ton Truck (Chesei» only). 9545; Di-Ton Truck |(Cha«aia with Ceb), 9650.
All pricet t. o. b. fectory, Flint, Michi£en.

Consider the delivered price aa well aa the liat (f. o. b.) price when
comparing automobile valuta. Chevrolet delivered prices include
only authorised charges far freight and delivery, and the charge for
any additional acceaaorica or financing desired.

BABY NEEDS
BOTH
TUTOST babies need codliver oil in the daily diet.
Easily taken when given as
Scott’s Emulsion. Emulsifica
tion helps to make the codliver oil easy to digest, lik^ the
butter fat in milk.

(ai)

SEA VIEW GARAGE, Inc.

ivl

689 Main Street

Rockland, Maine

BAY VIEW GARAGE, Inc., Camden, Maine
»
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Irene Bordoni, Vivacious Star,
Happy Over Return of Curves

FOUND GUILTY

In Everybody’s Column

Prdbate Notices

Wanted
IRATELY

Kind, depend-

Advertisements In this column not to exceed
t ■
1
v-'
*4
1
C
STATE OF MAINE
clderlv woman. No hw»vy
lines Inserted once fo- 25 cents, 3 times ah
Charles Cavanaugh who entered St.
Arthur Wasson of Fort Ethan Allen
Lincoln County Man Is Sen- T„ all persons Interested In either or the three
for
50 cents. Additional lines 5 cents each we
is in town called by the sickness of his Barnabas Hospital. Wool fords, Wed
j estates hereinafter named
•for
one
time,
10
cents
for
three
times.
Six
R.
Probate Court held at Rockland, in
nesday for af tonsil operation has so
tenced In Disputed Shoot j andAt fora the
grandmother, Mrs. White.
WANTED 'Washing and ironing. •Odd jflK.
County of Knox, on the fifteenth words make a line.
Nothing too hard. NEWBERT'S,
Verne Morse of Pine Point is vis far recovered that he was able to
day of October, In the year of our Lord, one
ing
Case
St.
UWHt
j thousand nine hundred end twenty-nine, and
iting his mother, Mrs. Harriet Morse. leave that institution Friday.
Lost
and,Founcl
M
"Who
$aid
Sint-Like
Figure
by
adjournment
from
day
to
day
from
t'.ie
Church Night was observed at the
WANTED—Washlmw of all kinds. Galled
C. A. Morse & Son are framing up
fifteenth
day
of
said
October,
the
following
A
verdict
of
guilty
of
simple
assault
delivered.
At
18
STATE
ST.
or
Tel.
Was Beautiful”? Says
FOTT.VD—Mohawk tire and rim 32x4Mi near
a 90 foot boat for Herman Saunders Baptist vestry Thursday evening
matters having been presented for the action
13D133
was returned in Lincoln County Court thereupon hereinafter indicated it is hereby Pleasant street crossing. Owner may have
of New Bedford, Mass. They are with a supper at 6.30.. Forty-three
Famous Stage Beauty
same by paying rharges. JAMES T. CATES.
WANTED--Two or three aged people to
sat down to the tables and a very in
against William Henry Boss of Jef Ordered:
now employing 35 to 40 Wien.
375 Pleasant St.
130-132 t>c
teresting and profitable session was
That notice thereof he given to all persons
ferson. who was charged with assault Interested, by causing a copy of this order
J. A. Creighton & Co. have fired held following the supper.
B. SMITH, Wessaweskeag Inn. Rockland.
one of their limekilns. A recent sale
HE return of curves and the
with intent to kill. Ross was sen
131*142
Mrs. Elizabeth Ltbby in her capac
To Let
reduced their stock for winter ship ity as teachers’ helper visited the
tenced to serve eight months in Knox The Courier-Gazette, a newspaper published
passing of the fence rail figure
WANTED Two waitresses at <»om. »ka
at
Rockland
in
said
County
that
they
may
ment below their expected need. The schools in Rockville, Simonton and
TO LET—In Thomaston 2 or 3 rooms for (;
County jail in Rockland by Chief appear at a Probate Court to be held at said
it good news to Irene Bordoni,
CAFE. Parx st.
131-tf
many substitutes for lime have made West Rockport Thursday.
Justice Deasy. He was accused of Rockland, on the nineteei.th day of November, light housekeeping, $10 per month: 5 rooms, — WANTED----Children to board, from ages
vivacious stage star and ardent ex
Mrs.
415
per
month/
most
central
location.
Tel.
an uncertain market.
attempting to shoot John R. Wilkin A. D., 1929, at nine o'clock in tjie forenoon Rockland 1201. 11. II. STOVER, 111 Llmerock 1
TEL. €-4 Tenant's Harbor.
130 132
ponent of the well-rounded figure.
( harles Rhodes substituted as teach
son. a young man who was making and be heard thereon If they see cause.
Ralph Swift made a brief visit to er of the fifth and sixth guides dur
Standard* of beauty that have been
St.
lX!-i::l
s housekeeper ,by
WANTED- Position
SARAH
L
FARRINGTON
late
of
Warrei.
his heme with Ross. Wilkinson tes deceased. Will and Petition for Probate there
12 years old. TEL.
his home here a few days ago. Busi ing Mrs. Libby’s absence.
applied to women for centuries, she
TO LET—New house, 5 rooms, all modern, "
tified that on June 18 last he had of asking that said Will may he proved and hard wood floors throughout, hot and col l 1
ness in Washington. D. C., called him
said, have never given place to the
Mrs. Charles Bra an has returned
• 131*133
Xaken what he supposed was the last allowed and that Letters Testamentary he water, set tubs. Ill cement basement, in-wall
this way.
self-starved, emaciated form,
from Port Clyde where she has vis
board, bath and shower, heats on less
WANTED Position by young lady 12 years
cartridge from a 45-calibre automatic issued to Sidney A. Fauingtou and Leslie E. ironing
“Only in America has the thin
William Sullivan, the tailor, has ited, for several days
ence In shorthand, bookkeeping and
botli of Warren, they being the tiian five tons coal: nice sunny location. II. c,
which Ross held. because Ross had Farrington
H. STOVER 111 Llmerock St. Tel. 1201.
form ever been accepted as a stand
n
closed his house here and with Mrs.
•Itlng. Gan start \Vork at once. AdExecutors named in said will without bond.
Mrs. Maude Morong who has been
threatened to shoot one of the Select
132-134
I’.S.N. Courier-Gazette.
130*132
ard of beauty," Miss Bordoni says.
Sullivan has gone to Boston for the visiting relatives at Vinalhaven ar
ZKiniA R COLE late of Rockland, de
men of Somerville with whom he had ceased, Will and Petition for Probate thereof
TO LET—House furnished or unfurnished
“In European countries such a fig
WANTED- Housekeeper, one who can go
winter, where he will carry on busi rived home Tuesday.
trouble.
asking that said Will may be proved and at 38 Linden St. Apply to GEO1B.E (GILL- ,,
Ights preferred. Gall Rear 12 KNOX
ure would be regarded as • mon
ness.
A public installation of the officers
CIHltEST. Tel. 115.
131-133
TEL 578-W.
lM-tf
Wilkinson further testified that
strosity, something to weep over.
The town is having the culvert i of s, Paul's Lodge. F. * A. M. will
TO
LET
—
Nice
house,
electric
lights.
Apply
•
when he returned home from a dance the Executor named in said will without
And now we are beginning to realize
that crosses Water street and dis- ,_e hpId at the ytasonk. han on ,he
to L. C. AMES. 28 Elm At. Tel. 1293.
that night Ross was waiting for him bond.
For Sale
here in my adopted country that
charges its waters through C. A. v-enin;; of Xov. 6 followed by re131*133
with the automatic and threatened to
ROSETTA A. PRICK late of Rockport. de
charm is best expressed by an
Morse & Sons boat yard rebuilt. The freshments and dancing. Fish's orTO LET Furnlitbed ro^ms for light liouseFOR SALE OR EXCHANGE- Mouse lots >n
eea
’
ed,
Will
and
Petition
for
Probate
there
>1
shoot
him
because
he
had
taken
the
abundance of feminine curves and
low land north of Main street at the r|lestra wdj furnish music. Rt. Wor.
ktiplng. MRS. A. C. KEED, 13 Fulton St. s(
desirable sections of tide city at good
cartridge. Wilkinson, thinking the asking that said Will may be proved and el Tel 54-R after 6 p. m.
t:tl»i:i:t ,,
western end of the town drains into William Murphy will act ns installing
rounded contours.
Have some nice lots near Rockland’s
lowed and that Letters Testamentary be is
gun
not
loaded,
grappled
with
Ross
0(1,000 airport, values bound to insued
to
William
H.
Price
of
Rockport,
lie
this brook. Cement is being used in officer.
TO
LET
—
My
residence
at
192
Llmerock
St.
»
"It is a source of wonder to me
•
and
the
gun
was
discharged.
Ross,
in
this section. Buy now. H. H.
being the Executor named in said will with
Modern Improvements. DR. H. L. STKVENiS. £
its construction.
that women havt for one moment
The Tritohelp CIuo will he enter
It 111 Llmerock St. Tel. 1201.
testifying in his own behalf, said that out hond.
131-133 S
A very interesting event on Tues tained Monday evening at the home
132-134
entertained a thought that the emaci
JAMES M. CHAPLES late of Rockland
Wilkinson and he had had trouble
TO LET- 'In Warren five room house on —
day was the gathering of nine young of Mrs. Lena Totnlnsky.
ated figure is attractive. Women ad
FOR SALE- -Apples, Kings and Bishop Pipdeceased. Will and Petition for Probate there highway, few rods In from road: sheds to
over
a
watch
and
that
Wilkinson
mothers with their babies at the home
50 barrel. Inquire 49 BREWSTER ST.
asking that said Wlil may he proved i
mit they dress to please men, yet I
Jason Thurston of Rockiand spent
keep hens and pigs, gas lights; about aCre I’
knocked him down and himself fired of
132-1.;*
allowed and that Letters Testamentary
of Mrs. Warren Feyler in celebration >v(,ral
recently at the home of
land ; apple trees; will rent $5 month nr sell
have never heard one man go on
the
shot
and
at
a
gun
point
obtained
issued to Minnie E. Hoff.es of Rockland^
oi easy payments. R.A.L., R.F.D., 124 Wal
of the first anniversary of Dorothy! ,.js gralldparenU Mrand Mrs. Car;e.
FOR SALE- Trig carbine gun with two
record as admiring the slat-like fig
being tli » Executrix named In said will w:
an
alleged
confession
from
Ross.
doboro.
131-153
I*
.f shells. Inquire 80 CRE80BNT ST
Feyler s birth. Refreshments appro- I (un Davig
ure.”
132-134
Pleading guilty to an indictment out bond.
priate to the occasion were served. ' Mr ,.nd
H?.hert Mann Dr
TO LET—A three room furnished apartment
WILBERT C. ULMER late of Rockland, with lights, water, etc. Apply 16 WILLOW
Miss Bordoni is glad that theatri
charging
cheating
by
false
pretences,
FOR
SALE To be moved or torn down, tho
The guests were Mrs. Bowdotn Graf- ; . n(J Mfs c w steward and Mr. and
deceased,
Will
and
Petition
for
Probate
there

ca! producers have turned thumbs
ST.
130*132 p B. Hills house on High street, Thomaston,
Leon Gove of Newcastle received a of asking that sftTd Will may be proved j
ton, Mrs. Howard Beattie Mrs. Rob Mrs. Fred Holbrook attended the-supdown on the hiplest, flat-chested
sentence of six months in jail, which allowed and tliat Letters Testamentary
TO LET—^Furnished tenement, all modern, 1 make room for the Kuox Mansion. Apply
ert Libby, Mrs. Edward Elliot, Mrs.
131*133
, per given by the Farm Bureau at
electric lights, gas, bath, hot and cold water. 1 A J. ELLIOT, Thomaston.
chorus girl.
Florcnz Ziegfeld,
was stayed, since Gove had made full issued to Harold P. timer of Rockland,
Leo LaCourse, Mrs. Sayward Hall, .
.
Inquire FLOYD L. SHAW, 47 North Main St
being the Executor named in said will wi
FOR SALE- -Safe, desk, two small show
o -.i
i
t
Community
hall,
Simonton
Thursday
George
White
and
other
Broadway
restitution
to
the
injured
party.
Mrs. Charles Smith and Mrs. Laton ,____ .__
out bond.
Tel. 422-R.
130-t/ r io.es, store fixtures. Ford roadster will body,
evening.
moguls of musical comedy, she said,
(in motion of County Attorney Hil
i ( . REEI), 13 Fulton St.
131*131
Jackson.
‘ MABEL F. LANE late of Vinalhaven de
TO LET- <6-room I’partment with hath,
Dr.
Leroy
Magune
of
Worcester,
are
to
be
commended
for
their
stand
ton.
the
case
against
Archie
Keller
ceased. Will and Petition for Probate there heat and garage: stove all connected. MIKE
The Maine Central Railroad Co. have
FOR SALE -Wood slabs, sawed $1.25 ft;
Mass.,
has
been
in
town
this
week
which
will
force
frivolous
minded
of
Booth
bay
Harbor,
charging
per

of
asking
that
said
Wiil
may
he
proved
ai
ARMATA.
Tel.
1147-J.
130-tf
f
tied
hard
wood.
$2
ft.
;
sawed
wood
11.75
a crew lowering the track under the
young girls who want to become
jury, was continued until the May allowed end that Letters Testamentary
131*133
TO LET— 3-room apartment, furnished. • I ALFRED DAVIS. Tel. 314 R.
Wadsworth street bridge and adja called here by the illness of his
issued
to
Nathan
F.
Perry
of
Presque
Isl
stage stars to give their bodies as
term, because the State’s witness had
FOR SALE—Pigs., extra good ones, W. P.
cent thereto. A compressed air ma mother. Mrs. Mellie Magune.
he being the Executor named in said will. ' Rent reasonable, adults only. MRS. E. A.
Everett Libby was in Calais Fri
STROUT, 45 Crescent St. Tel. 1094-R.
j 1ARRETT, R E D. 2. Box 47, Union, Me
much attention as their baby-doll
escaped service of subpoenas and
chine was landed there Thursday to
CLARA M. FARWELL late of Rockland, de;
130-132
130*132
day in the interest of the Safety De
faces.
could not be found by officers. This ceased, Will and Petition for Probate there d
assist in the work.
TO LET—Tenement 18 Fulton street. (»
partment
of
the
Rockland-Rockport
FOR
SALE
—
Six
room
house
and
barn
In
case
grew
out
of
testimony
given
by«
asking
that
said
Will
may
he
proved
and
al

“
Curves
and
dimples
are
being
Mrs. Ray Spear (Doris Brasier) reand shed, flush closet, electric lights, j
v Keller ih a trial a year ago-of Albion lowed and that Letters Testamentary be is p rooms
sought by all the large producers
turned to her home in Detroit. Mich..
co.
Inquire H. B. BARTER. 227 Main St. T(L 25
sued
to
Marcia
W.
Farwell
of
Rockland,
slw
I Poor for maintaining a nuisance.
this season," she continued, “and the
Thursday. Mrs. Spear has
spent a
Don«ld Oodte "ll0 has bePn
13T-134
being the Executrix named in said will with
Two cases, in which Frank Hanna out bond.
few days with her parents, Mr. and -Pending the sumnvr at her cottage
slim maiden is in danger of profes
TO LET four rooms and bath, unfurnished
FOR SALE- 1924 lewett touring car. mileof Newcastle, was the plaintiff, went
Mrs. William J. Brasier.
nn Beauchamp Poin:, left Thursday
sional ostracism as well as the still
v> week- v. F. STUDLEY, 39 Park St'. Tel
ALDEN H COPELAND late of V
ge 6.000: 1929 Nash sedan. Tel. 18-1 Union.
f 1080.
122-tf
on trial before a drawn jury. The de deceased. Will and Petition for Prol
AYSON NASH CO., East Union.
132*134
Samuel Miller has been in Daifiaris- , for Philadelphia. Mr. Dodge will regreater danger of a physical break
Will
and
for
Administration
witli
the
Will
An
fendants in these cases were in one
'
TO LET -45-room house on (.race Street,
FOR SAB-—Rockland—11 -room house
cotta this week rigging a yacht.
i ft-ain in town a few days longer.
down."
Irene Bordoni
nexed
asking
that
said
Will
may
be
pr<
’ modern. Furnished apartment on Oak Street, i •cated on Liinerock St.. 15 minutes walk to
case John Eaton and in the other and allowed and Administration with
A special meeting of the' CongreThe Young People of the Baptist
On the question of health, Miss
1‘ modern.
Furnished apartment on Grove
lain St., buildings are In nice repair and
I John and Blanche Eaton. One case
gational Society is called for Sunday \ Church held a Halloweer Social at
Bordoni can speak with authority. Only by maintaining the highest
' Street. 6-room house, corner Lindsey and
re attractive, about 15 acres land ; also an
was for trover to recover the value
at 7 o'clock in the evening at the ,be vestry Friday tvening.
\
Union
St.,
modern,
with
garage.
4-room
house
rchard that goes with this place. Electric
Her role in her latest success, degree of health efficiency is it pos
I of certain household goods taken sou with hond.
with
electric
lights
on
Fern
St.
Large
house
ghts. city water. Would be a nice place for
Methodist vestrv to act upon the sev-Y meeting of the I arm Bureau will
“Paris”, in which she has starred sible to play night after night to an
ESTATE
OF
CHARLES
B.
FRENCH
t
on
Camden
St.
4-room
house
<n
Main
St.
: away from the Hanna home by thg
hen farm. This property is now paying
eral articles in the warrant which has ‘x held at the home of Mrs. Leola
for the past year, is fraught with audience increasingly exacting in its
Warren, deceased, Petition for Administra
ERNEST C. DAVIS, Fuller-Cobb-Davis.
bout $250 a year leaving 7 rooms available
!
Eatons,
who
were
agents
of
Mrs.
been posted.
Mann Tuesday afternoon at which
tion asking that Lester A. French of Warre >.
emotional climaxes. The mental and
128-kf
i r owner’ suse. FREEMAN S. YOUNG, 163
j Hanna. The other was a replevin or some other suitable person be appoint)
Mr and Mrs. Levi Glllchrest left time all unfinished leather articles
l. Main St.
Tel. 766 M.%
130-132
physical strain while facing an audi demands and for that reason, Mis*
''
TO LET—Five room furnished apartment.
case to recover certain other goods. Admr. without bond.
for New York Thursday after speed may he completed and the subject
all modern improvements. Call at 12 ELM
ence permits no relaxation, she said, Bordoni added, she has no sympathy
FOR SALE- Blacksmith shop and land.
The
Hannas
we^e
living
apart
and
ESTATE OF ALICE M. PEABODY late
ST.
127-tf South Main Sit., $350. Six room house on
ing a busy summer»at their home on ‘Tses of Cottage Cheese” will be
and in a role of long duration there for the food faddists who urge the
the Eatons took the household goods Warren, deceased. Petition foi Administra
Gillchrest street.
A number of discussed.
TO LET—Tenement of five rooms on South Beechwoods St.. Thom.? st on, $850. V. F.
is an additional strain of effort to elimination of Sugar and other es
122-tf
away
as
agent
for
Mrs.
Hanna,
it
was
i Main St., flush toilet, electric lights. MRS. C. STI DLEY, 69 Park St Tel. 1080.
At the Baptist Church. Mornln
changes have been made upon the in
prevent the let-down, inevitable after sential energy building food* from
| alleged. Mr. Hanna, the plaintiff, Admx. without bond.
F MILLNK Tel. 410-R.
130-132
FOR SALE—Lobster trap stock, oak laths,
terior of their house. A fine lawn has worship will be at 10.45. The choi
the diet.
a long successful run.
Tel. 3-4. C. E. OVERLOOK* R.F.D.,
said the goods were his and that his
TO LET—Five room tenement, at 66 RAN- etc
1HTATK OF JOHN SULLIVAN late
been made on the north side of the lot will sing “Our Help in Ages Pas’,
Warren, Me.
130*135
124-tf
i wife had no title to them. On the Rockport, deceased. Petition for Admlnist i- KIN ST Tel 202-W.
and a cedar ledge extending well into Frederick Jerome with a sermon hy
FOR SALE Light work horse: also beef
other hand, Mrs. Hanna took the
TO LET—Tenement at 38 Mechanic St.
the orchard has been planted. A the pastor, “The Panoply of God.
’’ Also three furnished rooms with use of hath cow. R E D. 1. BOX 80. North Warren.
stand and said Jt was her money that pointed Admr. without bond
130*132
large tree has been removed on the Sunday school meets at noon and
at 176 Main St. Inquire MRS. W. S. KENEAST WALDOBORO
CAMDEN
paid £or the goods and so they were
street side of the house, driveways B.Y.P.U at 6. The evening praJ-3
f NISTON. 176 Main St. Tel. 874-W.
124-tf
FOR SALK Hard wood, fitted, $14 cord de
Ralph Flanders of Portland has her property,
Mrs.
W.
F.
Bisbee
entertained
the
have been built and the grounds on service is at 7 with a selection by the
s‘
TO LET—Tenement of 6 rooms, modern. D. livered. I*eave orders at 500 Main St., R >tk»
been trending several days with his
• * * •
tration D.B.N.,
the south side of the house have been I male chorus. Violinists will play, Friday Reading Club this week at
L. MeCARTY, Northcnd Drug Store.
123-tf land. Tel. 682-W or K. SALdUXEX. West
parents,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
J.
L.
Flanders.
Mary
Grant
Rafter
of
Wiscasset
Rockport.
131*133
her
home
on
Mountain
street.
made into a smooth lawn. The whole The sermon subject will be “The Roau
TO LET—Six room apartment at 59 Masonic
appointed Admr. d.b.n with bond
Ellie
Mank
was
a
recent
day
guest
and
Washington
had
matrimonial
Rev.
and
Mrs.
Ralph
H.
Hayden
re

FOR SALE Nine room house with bath and
of St. R. U. POLLENS. Tel. 77.
121-tf
of the ground on Gleason street has Marked Detour
Bore, Urge A»t of .and. A bargain to quick
of Mrs. Emily Jameson.
bonds dissolved when a decree of di- Carad/n
",ed
been plowed to be laid out in the
The Ladies' Aid met at the vestry of turned on Thursday night from a trip
iTO LET—House at 18 (Jay St. Apply to bale, at -56 Grace St. JOHN GUISTIN.
Justin Miller was in Brunswick on vorce trom her husband Case Brod- tion asking that AI
i- EDW. BENNER Tel. 945-R.
121-tf
spring. The buildings have been the M. E. Church on Wednesday and to Hartford, Conn., New York City
132*137
newly painted, white being the color. ;he Johnson Society at Mrs. Annie and Boston. While in the former city a business trip Friday.
'
TO LET—Nice house in good repair, just
FOR SALE—Nine room house with lights
Mrs.
Willis
Vinal
of
Warren
called
Mr.
Hayden
attended
the
Provincial
vacated by party who have occupied it for 25 and furnace: 190 Camden St. Newly painted
Mr. Xaillchrest will have one of the Crockett's in the evening.
| years and have now moved out of town. Large outside.
ustody of the two minor children
r-'”>.vir.
j.vnr.s
thu.m
acre land. Wonderful harbor
The subject of the Sunday morn Synod or N. E. of the Episcopal on friends in this place Sunday.
most attractive places in town when
,
.
,
, . ,
,
Rockland, deceased. Petition (or
garage or barn witli work-bench in it. just the view. Inquire on tiie premises 190 CAMDEN
Albert
Mank
and
family
of
Round
church
and
he
was
elected
recording
k vnd court ordered thn husband to pay ,
by Frances Thomas, widow.
ing service at the M. E. Church will
all plans are carried out.
place
for
a
carpeif^r.
Plenty
of
land
for
a
ST., or'Phone 67-W.
130*132
Church secretary for the Province of New Pond were at Fred Mank’s recently. f her alimony in the amount of $1.00 » i B8TATE OF FRA.NGIS M. UNO
At the Baptist Church Sunday be “The Seeking Soul.”
k- garden. Inquire of E. B. HASTINGS.
120-tf
FOR SALE-Walker upright -Kano, very
Mrs. Laura Orff and son Arnold nnually, payable quarterly.
The I i«nd, Petition for Licence to Srll
morning the pastor's topic will be School will meet at 11.45 and Epworth England.
TO LET—Four room apartment In fine con little used. High grade Instrument. Will bo
Mrs. Jennie Tibbetts will entertain were guests of relatives in Whitefield Rafters were married at Wiscasset '
bv
Rockland N •.tionai iBa
i' dltlon; large storage for fuel, etc. Garage. : old very reasonably. Apply 230 LbM EROOK
“Reasons for the Early Successes of League at 6 p. m. with Mrs. Harold
•
,
• , i r
11' Adults only. C. A. EMERY. 28 Pacific St. ST. or Tel 421 -M
in 1914. During lluir
married
life land, Conservator, asking that it
110*132
the church.” In the evening the sub Buzzell as leader. .-V 7 p. m., will be th<‘ ladies of the Methodist society on Sunday^
Tel. 518-M.
110-tf
Mr.
;Wid
Mrs.
.F.
M
Johnson
wore
Wednesday
afternoon
at
her
home
on
held a service of praise.
FOR SALE—Brunswick Mahogany cabinet
ject will he “Team Work.’’
Park street.
recent day guests of A. W. Sen ter.
fihouograph with record albums and fifty-six
the summers in Wiscasset. The cause land, and described in rrid Petition.
The annual meeting of the Elm
Mrs* Edgar Ferris is in Providence,
records. MRS. R. S. SHERMAN, 21 Grove
Miss Jennie Frieswyck of Whitins given in the decree was tha^ of cruel
ESTATE OF WILBERT R NORTON
Special low prices on shoe repair
Grove cemetery corporation will be
Miscellaneous
■St.
Tel. 103-W.
130-tf
se
held at the banking rooms of the ing—Men's soles $1. Women’s soles, R. I. called there hy the Illness of her j ville. Mass., has been visiting her sis- and abusive treatmi lit.
FOR SALE—E-Flat aito saxophone, finest
daughter
Gertrude.
’
ter,
Mrs.
Teresa
Ovr
’
f.
j
“
$7,011
GETS
190
ACRES.
GOttl
HOME
S
A marriage of 33 years standing
Georges National bank Monday at 75c; rubber heels, men’s 40c; women’s
Insfrutnont. Will sell at reasonably
.Mr. and Mrs. Emerson Wadsworth '
Miss EIHe jj tnk v.aa In Rockland 1 which culminated In divorce was that
•al ,oo*ns« water inside, hip-roof 70-fl. basemei.t imported
35c. Work guaranteed. Milligan’s,
3.30 o’clock.
e_ barn, stable, other bldgs: trout stream. ”0 figure or exchange fo’ a radio. ANTHONY'
i
’
EDONI,
The Men’s Shop. Park St.
The November meeting of Gen. Main St. opp. town clock. Mail or are guests of his brother Mark Wads- ' Monday.
| ef Fred E- Shuman and ifloa May
ycre^tractor fields, pasture for 40 head, wood
130-132
worth in Caribou.
Guests at L. L. Mank's reeenti> Shuman. Mr. Shuman I of Waldo-* scribed in said petition.
Knox Chapter. D.A.R.. will be held ders promptly filled.—adv.
and fruit: all advantages conveizlent. $1500 :n,.
ESTATE OF JOSEPH QUEAR late
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Bridges and son j werp. william Shuman. Mrs. Ernest b((ro whi!e Mrs ph(,
eludes lot, potatoes, apples, hay. firewood.$50n
FOR SALE—Parlor wood stove, nractlMonday evening at the home of Mrs.
man s residence Thomaston, deceased. Petition of an Omit ed down. Stock, equipment at.slight additional rally new. 27 OAK STREET.
130-132
Llewellyn are in^Dennysville on a Robinson, Miss Leila Mclmughlin of was given as elthei Pinehurst, N. C.,
’ Kate Linnell. This meeting is de'• cost. Picture pg. 28. Free catalog. STRDl'T ,
SWAN'S ISLAND
gunnin#-trip.
Portland. Mr. and Mis. Edwin Shu- or South Hadley, Mass. Th<
voted to the Knox Memorial and a
AGENCY, 813-DG Old South Blag.. Bosron. 1 .FOR SALE OR TO LET—The finest re
Mrs. Hazel Fainter of Presque Isle
Mrs. Frances Carleton will enter- i man ..outh Waldoboro and Millard was derertion.
said estate lie is entitled to by law ,
Mass.
132 h. conditioned house in Donohue Court, rent $13.
fine program prepared under the di
Price $1,300. Any,person who does not Intain the Monday Club at her home in Man':. Farmingdale.
ESTATE OF JOSEPH P. SHORTER
rection of Mrs. C. A. Creighton. Mrs. visited relatives here recently.
Other
divorces
granted
at
NOTICE On and after this due Oct. 30. | tend to keep the place sanitary and pay their
1 peed Mank wps in Rockland reManchester, N. H., deceased. Petition for Ad
Schooner Sunap^e Capt. Edgar Rockport Monday afternoon.
1929,
I
will
pay
no
bills
other
than
those
■
rent when due need not apply. FREDERICK
J. E. Walker, Mrs. Arthur Elliot, and
were:
ministration asking that lames H. Shortell of by my own contracting. Signed H. W. HEATH, V. WALTZ. 165 Broadway. Tel. 392-M.
There will be a public supper at cent,y
Mrs. Maurice Derry will be given. Smith of Portland was in the Harbor
Mary G. Higgins from Fred B. Hig- , Manchester, N. IL. or some other suitable Rcckland. Maine.
131*133
129-tf
K. of P. hall. tonight, Saturday, from
Har;is Doherty of RosUiidale. Mass.
A silver collection will be taken for | Tuesday night. •
gins of Boothbay Harbor cruel and person be appointed Admr. with bond.
NOTICE After this date I will pay no
FOR SALE—28-ft. lobster or scallop boat
A number from Swan’s Island at 5 to 7 o clock.
....
has been a recent guest at John abusive treatment.
the Knox Memorial. Annal dues will
ESTATE or AIIEI.IA tlt'MiOE lute cf
Regular meeting of Canton Molin- | pj ind, ,.a
tended the Halloween party in Sea
.... ,
- ..... ,
i Camden. Petition to' De,ermine Inheritance bills except those contracted in person. with 14-20 H P. 4-cylinder Red Wing en
be payable at this meeting.
ARTHUR L. PRICK, Rockland.
131*133 gine and hoisting gear. A. M. HATCH. Ston
William K Mank of W aldoboro : Tax flled by pavW w.French Esr.
side hall. Atlantic, Wednesday night. eaux, P. M., I.O.O.F., on Monday eve
Mrs. Jennie Butler of Port Clyde from Ida M. Mank of Mt. Vernon.
128*133
GUNNERS are warned not to hunt on the ington. Me.
ESTATE Of* WALTER M. SPEAR late of
Special low prices on shoe repair It was under the direction of Mrs. nings
is with her daughter, Mrs. James New York, desertion.
property of Karl Niemi, Warren Me., on South
FOR SALE—Double tenement house on
Rocklan.l,
deceased.
Petition
to
determine
InThe
annual
installation
of
the
MeManR
Mr
ynJ
ch;(r]fg
Bul](
r
ing—Men’s soles 51, Women's soles, Jennie Staples. Maynard Staples, Mrs.
139*132 Pleasant St., Rockport. MRS. F. E. HART
Donald J. Bowman of Hyannis, herltance T»x Bled by Elizabeth L. Spear Ezx. Waldoboro Road.
suntieook Encampment. I.O.O.F uas
. f
128*139
75c; rubber heels, men's 40c; women's Bessie Tinker and Laura Herrick.
HORSE FOR THE WINTER- Would like to FORD. Highland Sq . Rockport.
Mass., from Ellen E. Bowman of I ESTATE OF AXGIE SHERMAN WATTS
held
on
Thursday
evening
and
the
anJ
FOR SALE—Black walnut bed, dresser and
33c. Work guaranteed. Milligan's, Games were played and music was
Newcastle, desertion.
,a,c
Th"1"™'"". deceased, first and final have some one to take light, clever driving
following
officers
were
installed
hy
\
*
account filed for allowance by Franklin E. horse for keep for the winter. TEL. Union stand. $20. Write “(»” Courler-Oa/ette Office.
Main St. opp. town clock. Mail or furnished by a vietrola and Basil D. D.G.I’.. Albert H. Newbert of Rock Simmons of Rockland have be< n re
Elmer J. Heath from Isabel F. Heath Watts. Fxr.
10 ring 12: FOOTHILLS FARM.
128-133
Joyce at the piano.
FOR SALE—Wood lot of about 20 acres in
cent guests of the M. nks.
ders promptly filled.—adv.
tit
Whitefield,
cruel
and
abusive
j
ESTATE OF GEORGE F. FOGG late of Apland:
C.
P..
Wffrren
Merchant:
H.
P.,
BOSTON TAILORS--Suit made to order town of Rockport near Oaklaml Park. Partly
The Whoopee Whist Club was en
The
following
were
at
Fred
N.
treatment.
The
custody
of
six
minor
picton,
deceased,
first
and
final
account
filed
from
$25
up.
Ladies
’
or
Men
’
s
clothing
old
growth. For information call ROCKLAND
E.
M.
Crosby:
S.
W.,
Charles
Mer

tertained at the home of Mrs. Levi
Mank's Sunday: Mr. and Mrs. Lee- children was given to Mr. Heath
cleaned, pressed, repaired or dyed. Suit 44-A
*
127-138
for »»•>»«•>" hv , nr“ «• To»i. Ezz.
EAGLE
Moulden Wednesday afternoon. Mrs. riam: J. W., Norman Fuller; guard
pressed
75c.
All
work
guaranteed.
492
MAIN
man, Mr. and Mrs. A. C. Mank and . froshy F Thomuscn from Ola H
ESTATE OF FRED H. ( ALUERWOOD life
FOR SALE—Fitted hard wood, $13 per cord.
J. E. Bolich arrived at the Quinn , Linwood Jcllison hostess. The table Ernest C. Falef. treasurer, Leroy Al son
127-tf MAPLE CREST FARM, Warren. Tel. 6-31.
Round
l
’
ond,
Mr.
and
l-Ms.
Oliver
i
Thonins<,n
Smith p. Wtni
nf ' hi ilhaven. deceased, first and final nc- St. Tel. 8390. Open evenings.
House for his annua’, visit and will i decorations were of the Halloween ley; secretary, \V. S. Richards; 1st Johnyon. Mrs. Laura Torrey, Mr. and
’
and ZldU? "" l,1"Wa'‘Ce
Jl“U C
'
127-132
FARMS, COUNTRY HOMES, COTTAGES
go hunting while here with some of colors, orange and black and the cen- watch, Ralph Satterlee; 2d watch.
and estates: up-to-date property, in the gar
FOR SALE—Winter apples. Russets, Rpys
, Cari K M0ore ,,t Boothbay Hurl,or
EBTATE OF JOHN F. rnXARY late nf den spot of Maine—'nenobscot Bay. Write
the Island people. They also have 1 ter piece was a large pumpkin, George Heal: 3d watch, Horace Jos- Mrs. H.arace A ose,. 1 homaston.
Greenings. 75c per bu., 3 bu for $2.00.
Mr. Skinner and fami.y of Warren frorn Glennie Y. Movre of Litchfield* dockland, deceased, first and final accorut us what you want. ORRIN J. Dl( KEY, Bel and
some relatives and friends for a short Honors went to Mrs. Roy Stanley, selyn; 4th watch. Archie Herrick: 1st
118-tf ERNEST NICHOLS, High St.. Tboamston.
moved into Wcnda’l Studley's desertion.
flled for aU,,wan,e
E(Il,h
Campbell fast. Me.
127*132
stay.
Mrs. Linwood Jellison and Mrs. For- guard of tent, Horace Leadbetter; 2d have
house at Reever’s Corner.
i Fiimx.sth
i
Admx.
CENTRAL TRUCKING. Oyster River bridge
Elizab th M. Reed
I.ec. from Norman '
ESTATE OF CARL RH HARD OLSEN late Thomaston.
FOR SALE- Overland touring car. model 91,
C. E. Howard has gone to North | rest Stanley. Mrs. Hiram Dolliver guard~t>f tent. Elmer Joy; I.S., Harold
..
, __
A. t u
» i Elizabeth
Tel orders ROCKLAND 1060-M. mileage
Mr.
and
Mrs.
F.
M.
Johnson
and!
Guaranteed In good running
Hansen: O. S.. Lincoln Farnsworth
Reed, of Boothoay: cruel and abusive of St. George, deceased, first and final account
Haven fora few days to do some work | will entertain next week.
118-tf condition.17,000.
Tires all new, cords, side curtains
guests. Mr. and Mrs. Robert Baldwin, treatment. Custody of two minor flled for Hllowance by Frank H. Ingn.ham
for his daughter. Miss Marian How- | Capt. Sam Kent left Tuesday for The Installation was followed by a whb have been summering at Camden chi
DENTAL NOTICE—During the summer 1 and tools Included. Battery new this year.
’ldren given the libellant the l<- Public Admr.
ard
Galveston, Texas, where he will sail dance.
will be at my Ilockland office Fridays and Price reasonable for cash. Inquire at 42
have th(. r, j,t
,he ,w
ESTATE OF WILLIAM H. WINK” OKI II Saturdays. Call or phone 69-R. DR. J. H. FULTON ST.. Rockland.
The annual installation of Amity motored to Halfow. 31 Sunday and
123-tf
Earl Brown, who has had five : one of th» large fishing vessels. He
'
J
I
late
of
Rockland,
deceased.
Petition
for
Per

DAMON, dentist. Rockland.
118-tf
at the.Worcester house.
ch.ldrer at reasonable times.
FOR SALE—Rug and knitting yarns by
young people from Deer Isle visiting was accompanied by Elwood Rowe, Lodge. F.&A. M.. was held last eve dined
petual Care of Burial Lot filed by Frank H.
Capt.
Benj.
Sherman
of
Vassalbo
ning and the following officers were
LET E. A- KNOWLTON file your saws auu manufacturer. Samples free. H. A. BART
Marguerite A. Pa; ker of Boothbay Ingraham Public Admr.
et his hom . has returned them
repair your furniture at 216 LIMEROCK St. LETT, Harmony, Maine.
122-133
Special low prices on shoe repair installed by Rt. Wor. D.D.G.M., | ro, John C. Howe of Augusta and Mr. Harbor from Lloyd J. Parker of
Witness, onSLZER T. CRAWFORD. Esquire. Tel. 1010.
for school.
118-tf
Charles
Woodcock
of
Thomaston,
asj
qnd
Mrs.
Robert
Coffln
and^daughter
|
p,,
()t
hbay
Harbor.
Custody
of
the
one
FOR SALE—Six room cottage. Inquire R.
Judge of Probate Court for Knox County,
ing—Men’s soles $1, Women's sole
LADIES—Reliable stock of hair goods at the U. COLLINS «r C. E. GOULDING, 54 Pacific
sisted by William B. Mathews as ( Maxine were at Clarence Coffin's bun child was given Mrs. Parker and the Rockland, .Maine.
He: “If you keep looking at me like j 75c; rubber heels, men’s 40c: women's
Rockland Hair Store. 238 Main St. Mall orders St___________________________________ 121-tf
Attest:
l.'helee. Parker ordered to pay 323
solicited.
HELEN C. RHODES.
118-tf
that I'going toTriss you.”
(33c. Work guaranteed. Milligan’s, grand marshal, and "Rev. Ernest M. day,
CHARLES L. > EAZIE, Register.
FOR SALE—Hard wood, fitted, $14: long.
132-S-13S
per month from Nov. 1 for th esup
NOTICE— Notice Is hereby given of the loss $10; junks, $12: slabs fitted $8; also lumber
She: "Well, I can't hold this ex- i Main St. opp. town clock. Mail or Holman as grand chaplain: W. M., S.
Guy Upton; 'S. W.. Thomas L. j
of deposit book numbered 33988, and the own delivered. T. J. CARROLL. Tel. 263-21.
SPRUCE HEAD
port o£ the child.
pression much longer.”
I ders promptly filled.—adv.
Mrg Freeman Elwell entertained
er ofsald book asks for a duplicate In ac P. O. Thomaston.
French; J. W. Richard Damery:
118-tf
Elsie N. Seigars from Ernest E.
Notices or Appointment
cordance with the State Law. ROCKLAND
treasurer, Fred Klwell; secretary the ladies of th~ Community Circle, Belgars of Newcastle non support.
FOR SALE—Muskrat fur coat: warm, very
SAVINfJS BANK, by E. D Spear. Treaus.
I.
Charles
L.
Veazie,
ReKisler
of
Probate
Leslie D. Antes; chaplain. Adin L ;ds0 jiev and j|rs p. F. Fowle of Two of the minor children given into
Fin? fyjr auto.
MISS
125*Th-l31 rcasi.naide price.
for the County of Knox, in the State of Maine, Rockland. Maine, Oct. 17. 1929.
MABEL LAMB Tel. 786-M.
131-133
Hopkins; marshal. Harold L. Ames, ROCRport at a. picnic dinner Thursduv the custody of the libellant and the hereby certify that in the following eatalaa
NOTICE—4s hereby given of the loss of
S. I).. Henry L. Pendleton,
| Mr. and Mrs. Elberta Burton and other child to the libelee.
FOR SALE—Large round Oak stove In
the persons were appointed Administrators or deposit book numbered 9106 and tiie owner of
condition, used very little, suitable
fred B. Stevenson; S. S.. Dana P. son Elbert were recent guests of Mr
Roxa J. Waltz from Fred J. Waltz Executors and on the dates hereinafter In said book asks for duplicate in accordance splendid
with the provision of the State law. SE for large living room or office. EDWARD W.
Fisher; J. S„ Earl H. Marriner; tyler, and Mrs. Arthur Thomas in Oakland of Damariscotta cruel and abusive dleated :
BERRY,
40
Broad St.
131-183
FRED ip. KOSTER late of Owl's Head, de CURITY TRUST CO., Rockland, Elmer C.
Jerry M. Abbott. A dance followed
Mrs. Alvah Harris and son Richard treatment. Custody of the one minor ceased.
128-T11-W4
October 15, 1929, Ethel L. Koster of Da*ls. Treas.
FOR, SALK—Hard wood, fitted, $14; long,
the installation.
and Mrs. Henry York have returned child being given to tho libellant and Owl's Head was appointed Admx. without
$10; junks, $12; soft wood fitted, $9; junks,
The regular meeting of the Me- home from a motor trip 'o Gloucester, the^ lump sum of $500 ordered paid to bond
$8, delivered. L. F. TOLMAN. Tel. 263-13.
gunticook Grange will be held on Maas., where they were guests of Mr. her in lieu of alimony.
LAWRENCE A. HOPKINS late of North
113-tf
Wednesday evening.
Haven,
deceased,
October
15,
1929,
Eva
Hop
and Mrs. Guy Morse.
Lawrence S. Miller from Charlotte
COHEN BROS. WANT YOUR
FOR SALE—Twelve room house and forty
kins fit' North Haven was appointed Admx
Mrs. Mabel Wiley of Rockland and M. Miller of Bristol cruel and abusive without bond.
acres of land situated In Warren on State
When we say this bank is conservative
Special low prices on shoe repair- Robert Waldron of New York were treatment.
road between Warren and Thomaston. Also
,
LAMONT A. WELLMAN late of Rockland,
fam wagons' and farming implements for
ing—Men's soles $1. Women’s soles, recent guests of Mrs. S. S. Waldron
In the contested cross action for deceased, October 15, 1929, George
Weilwe do not mean that it favors old and safe
sale. For further Information write to MRS.
75c; rubber heels, men's 40c: women's
Mr. and Mrs. Almon Maker of divorce of Frank J. Hanna and Cal- man of Thomaston was appointed Admr. and
W. E. BORN EMAN, Warren.
118-tf
Will pay highest price
35c. Work guaranteed. Milligan’s, Damiscove Island are guests of Mr phurine M. Hanna both of Newcastle qualified hy filing bond cn the same date.
FOR SALE—Cedar boat boards, all thick
No
lot
too
large;
none
too
amall.
ideas only. It is just as open-armed to
MARY
E
IMADDOCKH
late
of
Union,
dg
Main St. opp. town clock. Mail or and Mrs. T. L. Maker.
and who were married at Rochester,
nesses. Small lots five cents foot planed two
ceased, October 15, l!r’9. Elbridge D. Lin
ders promptly filled.—adv. *
sides, large orders cheaper.
Lobster tratfs,
Mrs Winslow Godfrey returned vt. in 1904 Chief Justice Deasy de- scott of Rockland was appointed Admr. and
buoys, oak laths. Also other boat lumber.
Call
Warren,
Me.
3-22
home
Friday
from
Montreal
and
R»er!
c
ided
in
favor
of
Mrs.
Hanna
and
dethings new and safe. Not the oldness or
qualified by filing bond on the same date.
JOEL P. WOOD. Belfast. Tel 177-14.
118-tf
ville, Quebec, where slio visited her ' treed her a divorce and gave her cusEDWARD ROBINSON iate of Burlington
• WARREN
or write, care of
FOR SAI.E—Four foot mill
$6.50;
Vermont, deceased, October 15, 1929, Clara S.
newness, but the safety, counts first with
Witches, goblins, and ghosts so at liushand. Mr. Godfrey i9 a sharpener j tody of the minor child.
seove
length,
$8
per
cord
;
also
building
lum
Robinson of Burlington, Vermont was np
ber. L. A. PACKARD, R. F. D., Thomaston.
tracted the crowd last Thursday night for the England Norcross Co. of Iber- , Tho libel for divorce tit Ix.uise B. pointed Exx. ami lualifled b> filing bond on
AI
Rines,
Warren,
Me.
ville.
118-tf
Pratt
of
Southport
against
Lawrence
the same date. Charles Creighton Sr. of Thom
that the Congregational Church ves
US.
—-----------------W. Pratt was dismissed without aston was appointed Agent In 'Maine.
WHEN IN BOSTON—Remember that you
try was taxed for room. The Hal
Reference; Any Poultry Raiaer
Teacher:
“
Abie,
can
you
tell
us
tho
prejudice
at
the
request
of
the
libelcan buy ^copies of The Courier-Gazette with
RLIZtBKTH A. NICHOLS late of Woburn
loween frolic began sharply at 7.
the home news, at the Old South News Agency,
Massachusetts, deceased, October 15, 1929
difference
between
a
stoic
and
a
lant.
when the arriving guests were intro
112-tf
Washington St., next Old South Church.
Arthur F Ray of Wozurn, Mass., was ap
Have a Savings Account
--------------------duced to the "spooky room." Then cynic?”
pointed Exr and qualified by filing bond with
Abie:
"Shure,
teacher,
de
stoik
real
baked
bean
supper
tonight
out sureties*on the same date. Gilford B
there followed a grand parade of all
Keep It Growing
Butler of South Thomaston was appointed
in costume, many of whom were not brought out baby and mas vashes his and every Saturday night at Pal-k Agent
in Maine..
in
de
slnick.
”
!
'
Street
Sea
Grill
for
35
cents.
—
adv.
known until they were unmasked.
EDWIN J. HEAL late of Camden, decease
Games were played and stunts tried
October 15, 1929, Sadie E. IDal of Cam ltn
until after 9. when refreshments were
was appointed Exx. without bond.
4’LARA M. FARWELL late of Rockland
served.

T

Conservative? Yes!

A

THE THOMASTON
NATIONAL BANK

~

Thomaston, Maine

104 Years Without a Loss to a Depositor

Special low prices on shoe repair- |
ing—Men's soles $1. Women's soles,
73c;*rubher heels, men's 40c; women's!
35c. Work guaranteed. Milligan’s,
Main St. opp. town clock. Mail or- I
ders promptly filled.—adv.

fi^’oieaFOTnltureW

“The Best Selling Cough Medicine”
An Old Family
Doctor’s Favorite
Prescription.

IN MORE DEMAND THAN EVER IS

Ballard’s Golden Oil
Penetrates. Loosens, Heals, like noth
ing else—Nothing Better for Coughs,
Colds, CoFc, Cramps—The Family StandCy for Aches and Ills. Sold Everywhere.

deceased, October 19, 1929, Murcia W. Far
well of Rockland was appointed •Special Admx
without hond.
ANNIE R. MOORE late of Rockport, de
ceased, October 22, 192;’, William E. Perry
of Brookline. (Mass., was appointed Exr. with
out hond. Frank B. Miller of RdcMand, was
appointed Agent in Maine.
Attest:
CHARLES I*. VEAZIF. Register.
132-S-138
WHEN IN BOSTON—Remember that you
can buy copies of The Courier-Gazette with
the home nbws. at the Old South News Agency
Washiugtou St., next OW Soyth Cliyrcb.

LIVE POULTRY

BURPEE
UNDERTAKERS

Since 1840 this firm ha*
faithfully served the families
of Knox County
LADY ATT®NDANT
Tai. Day 450;Night 781-1
"AMBULANCE SERVICE

BURPEE'S
ROCKLAND. ME.
V 4 fc *

FOR
SALE

The F. B. Hills House,
on High St, Thomaston
To be moved or taken down to
make room for the Knox Memorial.
Apply—

A. J. Elliot
ft E

Bui'ding Commi tee
131-132

Every-Other-Day
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WOMANLESS WEDDING

FULLER-COBB-DAVIS
Rockland, Maine

Next WeeVs Play Promises
1 o Break All the Hilarity
Records

%
«

What promises to be one of the fun
niest shows seen in this city is the |
forthcoming entertainment entitled
“The Womanises Wedding’’ with '
40 of Rockland’s popular and promi
nent citizens in the cast, aH of them
to he dressed as flappers, ’ feminine I
TELEPHONE ............ ............................ a_____ 770
Dr. N. A. Fogg arrived home Thurs
guests, bridesmaids, etc.
This entertainment will he stage!
Maynard Sukeforth of Burkettvllle day from Chicago where he attended
at the High School auditorium on
Is at Knox Hospital for an operation the American College of Surgeons and
(Seal Dyed Muskrat)
Thursday and Friday nights Nov. 6-7
upon his hand caused from blood Provincetown, Mass., where he was
for the benefit of Parent-Teacher
poisoning. Mrs. Sukeforth is stay the guest of his uncle for a short
Association of Rockland and under
ing here until Mr, Sukeforth is able time.
We know of no fur coat more dressy
the j»ersonal direction of Theodore
to return home.
Mt. and Mrs. Francis Frye have re
H. Bird and Glyn T. Rye, who so
or
serviceable
or
that
will
give
the
all
successfully produced this entertain
The Sunshine Society will med turned to their home in North Haven
ment in nearby towns and cities.
round satisfaction.
Monday afternoon with Mrs. Minnie after a visit with relatives in Rock
land and vicinity.
At the rehearsal last night a near
Sponsored by the makers of Pbilco Balanced-Uni! Radio
Strout, 45 Crescent street.
riot was created among the east
We
will
be
most
pleased
to
have
you
Harry Dailey has returned home
members -by the sheer comedy of the
Mr. and Mrs. Eliner Rowell of
show. It may be pretty much without
Skowhegan visited Mrs. Elizabeth from Knox Hospital where he has
look
them
over.
The first broadcast of this famous orchestra, October 6th. evoked
plot or high grade musical back
Haskell recently, before leaving on a been convalescing from a serious ap
pendicitis
operation..
ground
but
for
plain,
unadulterated
tremendous enthusiasm. From cities, towns and rural sections came
trip which includes Brltiso Columbl i,
Select yours now for future delivery.
laughter production, it is the limit.
San Francisco, Santa Fe, N. M„ ar.-.l
letters of heariy appreciation from music lovers, many who, season
Miriam Rebekah Lodge meets
There are some real musical treats
Washington, D. C. in the last named
Tuesday evening with supper at16.15.
however, not the least of which is to
dtp they will remain for some time.
after season, had tried without success to secure seats for the concerts
hear Dr. William El ling wood lead the
Mr. and Mrs. Frank B. Fuller are
quartet In “Tiptoe Through the Tu
of the Philadelphia Orchestra. These broadcasts arc musical events
Mrs. William Freeman and Mrs. leaving for Palm Beach today by
lips.”
Alida Condon who have been spend automobile.
The story is that of a wedding with
of the first magnitude. Tune in Sunday,
Coast to coast
ing several month s at SuPton Island,
Albert Smith Peterson in the heroic
have returned to their home on Camhookup.
Station
The Halloween dance given hy the
role of groom and Mont P. Trainer
din street. Mr. Freeman will return Ttooevik Club Thursday evening n
Rockland, Maine
as the shy and blushing bride. B. L.
later.
Temple Hall was a most .successful
Toner makes a really professional
132-133
To enjoy this great musical treat to the uttermost—to hear every number in the
affair, $50 being netted to be used in
hostess and the gossipy guests in
Capt. and Mrs. Nils Nelson, son Ar carrying on local charity work. <
program in all its glorious perfection—listen in over a Balaneed-Unit Phiho, the
clude A. F. McAlary. A. C. McLoon,
nold and daughter Virginia are The hall was handsomely dec- '
H P. Blodgett, Dr. Ellingwood, Ern
radio that leads all in dearness and tone fidelity. Your Pbilco dealer will cheerfully
spending a few lays at Smyrna Mills 4>rated in orange and black, with ad
est C. Davis and Elmer B. Crockett.
with Mrs. Herbert Roach.
arrange a Free Demonstration—and easy terms of payment if you d.cide to purchase.
ditions of black cats, jack o’ lanterns
Many ears will burn from the rather
Mrs It. J. Monla'son entertained
STRANGE QUERIES
and other symbols of the Halloween Hie Thursday Auction Club, with
pointed hits of information dropped
'Be sure to hear the new Pbilco Screen Grid Plus.
.Mrs. A. L. Vose leaves today f :r season.
Music was furnished by honors taken by Mrs. A. It. Havenei.
during the evening. The jilted sweet
Reston, where she will visit her son Kirk's orchestra, one of the features Mrs. Whiter Ladd and Mrs. Perley Answered By Question Box heart is Walter C. Ladd and the vamp
and daughters.
is Glenn A. Lawrence with Dr. R. L.
of the dance program being a favor Damon.
•
Expert On the Schenectady Stratton as the flapper. Durwood
lance. I^arge baskets of red apples
Mrs. Elizabeth Mills Is leaving her donated by H. H. Flint for the oc
Heal is the bathing beauty and Ted
Atwood Lovonsaler Is homo from
Station
*
home, corner Cedar and Spruce casion were greatly enjoyed. Mrs. the University of Maine for tho
Perry makes a startling Charleston
streets, to move to Warren, where she E. L. Toner as general chairman was weekend, having as his guest a class
dancer.
How to distinguish a disgusted
expects to make her future home with assisted by all the club members and mate, Joseph Stetson of Brunswick.
John Black plays the co^k with a
her son Jesse Mills. Ill health com their husbands. I>ecorations were in
looking cow from t contented cow solo, E. F. Berry is the mother of
pels this move. Friends here will charge of Mrs. W. C. Noyes, Mrs. Edw. ^The Congregational ladies will and the cause of moldy eggs art two unruly twins, M. E. Wotton and
greatly miss her. Mrs. Mills' grand- Bennctr, Mrs. Earner CmcWett and erve supper Wednesday at 6.30
L. A. Walker. The baby is Al. Briggs
slaughter Miss Doris Hy'er, accom Mrs. Albert Petereftn. Edward Ben o’clock, with Mrs. A. H. Jones as among the thousanl or more que:
with J. P. Blaisdell is nurse. Gus
lV ’ ’ Levy is the special “step dancer’’
panies her to Warren, but continues ner was on the door.
chairman, assisted by Mrs. G. A. i lofts answered o.v Edward W.
her work in this city.
unvrence, Mrs. *N. F. Cobb, Mr.i. Mitchell, the question box custodian guest. Dr. Kent is the aunt, and
Mayor
Carver
qualifies as
a
The* Shakespeare Soe’ety meets Charles A. Emery, Mrs. F. J. Overlook, of WOY.
•
Channing niece and Oharles Philjips
Capt. Nils Nelson Is home from New Monday evening with Mrs. E. S. Lev- Mrs. Kennedy Crane, Mrs. Alan L.
Weekly,
for
a
period
cf
a
yetr
as a maiden aunt. The festivities are
York foi a short visit. He left his ensaler, Broadway. The subject cf Bird. Mrs. E. K. Leighton. Mrs. C. M.
PHILCO DISTRIBUTOR
vessel, the Reaufo'-t, In Stamford, the program is “Characterizations of Kalloeh, Mrs. W. S. White and Mies beginning Nov. S, Mr. Mitchell has enlightened by Clarence Daniels as
endeavored to solve the prob'ems pre a Spanish dancer. Dr. Anni£ is the
TEL. 661
Macbeth and Lady Macbeth,” with Etta O’Brien.
Conn.
643 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND, ME.
Mrs. Maude Blodgett as leader.
sented hy farmers gardeners and ring bearer and Frank S. Rhodes
Mrs. Adelaide Snow and son Stan
Robert McCarty is home from the housewives. The question box is a acts as flower girl, foil to Dr. J. A.
I
PHILCO DEALERS
Richan in his sonorous ministerial
ley Snow left yesterday for Port
Ralph, Winifred, Beatrice and Elmer University of Maine for the weekend.
weekly
feature
of
ihe
agricultural
role. E. R. Veazie is wedding soloist.
NORTH HAVEN—Emery Wooster
land, where- they will r.ialoe their Pinkham entertained 40 of their
WALDOBORO—Arthur H. Brown
DARK HARBOR—Chester A. Decker
home. Mr. Snow Is to be In the em young friends Thursday evening at
NEW HARBOR—C. J. Hanna
Mrs. A. L. Whittemore gave a :resparr. by wadin'? thg strain and The bridesmaids are Dr. L. T. Rogers
ploy ol the Fidelity Trust Co. of that their home on North Main street, with eachers’ party Tuesday evening, her more and more important feature for. Handd Coombs, L. B. Cook. Ralph
VINALHAVEN—Pcaslce & Ross
SOUTH BRISTOL—E. T. Thompson
CAMDEN—C. E. Marriner
WARREN—Bryan S. Robinson
a Hallowen party. The rooms were euests being largely confined to the in answering the questions of farm Lewin, Dr. E. W. I’easlee. Wilbur
city.
FRIENDSHIP—F. D. Winchenbaugh
prettily decorated and all sorts of married teachers and their wives or ers. Mr. Mitchell ha? helped them to Senter. H. Pearl Studley and John
PORT CLYDE—L. B. Anthony Co.
Mr. and Mrs. W. J. Rapp. Mr. and Kamos and stunts were enjoyed, the husbands. The affair was carried fight pests that attack vegetation, to M. Richardson.
UNION—Gorden-Lovcjoy Co.
LINCOLNVILLE—Nichols Garage
•
The
ladies
of
the
Parent-Teachers
’
Mrs. AI. Colonari and son Raymond greatest fun being furnished by tiie cut in an unique manner, featured as treat ailing stock and poultry, to plan
WISCASSET—Haggett's Garage
COOPER'S MILLS—F. F. Coombs
Association
and
members
of
the
cast
who have been guests of Mr. and peanut hunt. Ice cream, cake, candy
EAST BOOTHBAY—E F. Gamage
“Knocks Teachers Convention,” a farm buildings and to tr*at impov
ST. GEORGE RD., THOM ASTON—Wayside Garage
Mrs. W. E. Morgan st Th' Highlands and corn halls were served each guest burlesque of the real thing. After erished soil- The question box has an are selling tickets. The down stair
BOOTHBAY HARBOR—Lewis Electric Co.
STONINGTQN—T. E. Boyce
section
is
reserved,
most
of
the
bal

for the week are leaving tomorrow being presented with favers.
supper, which was served a la res economic value which can only be es.
ROCKLAND—Sea View Garage
THOMASTON—Cozy Corner Cupboard
cony being rush seats. Seats will he
fir their home in Bridgeport, Conti.
taurant, departmentaj sessions wor? timated.
DAMARISCOTTA—Sands S. Woodbury
TENANT'S HARBOR—Ernest Rawley
cheeked at Chisholm’s fruit store
Philip Comeau, on a motor trip held in the various rooms, with sub
Wednesday, the play being presented
Mrs. G. AI. Simmons was hostess to through Canada and New Hampshire jects such as engineering (bridge),
Since the inauguration of tie ques Thursday and Friday at the High
the Charity Club Thursday afternoon has been, the guest of Mrs. Jennia psychology, science, etc. It was a
School auditorium.
Harvev and Mr. and Mrs. Clarence most delightful party and reflected tion box the feature has proved
GLOBE LAUNDRY
Members of the Rubinstein Club Thompson at The Highlands, on the ligain Airs. Whittemore’s clever orig popular with farm and city listeners.*
The People's Laundry, Llmerock
Portland, Maine
Many of thequestions deal with gar
who motored to Lewiston yesterday to way to his home in Gloucester.
inality.
QUALITY WORK
dening, the care of lawns and the ex street, is prepared to lighten your
attend the exchange program With
household burdens at only nominal |
PARCEL DELIVERY SERVICE
the Philharmonic Club of LewistonMrs. Ochea Sldensparker is absent
A more delightful setting for a termination of pests from •J’.ubbery. expense. Telephone 170 and let us
Auburn were: Mrs. Dorothy Smalley, irom her duties at the Senter-Crane Halloween party could not be imag Among some of the questions asked call for your family wash and return
Walter
Dorgan, Tel. 106-R
president; Mrs. Faith G. Berry, vice ■ store due to ill health. •
ined than the attractive homo of Mr have been: Green stuff is rising fror. It. to you immaculate. The cost is
(9-70
president: Mrs. Hazel Atwood, sec
and Mrs. Parker Merriam, Sunny 'he bottom of m.v lee pond. How can surprisingly low.
124-tf
retary; Mrs. Nettle Averill. Mrs.
Master Billy Bickr.eil was host to Acres, at Owl’s Head, and a real I clear up the water? Will crows eat
Kathleen Marstori, Mrs. Emily Ste eight ol his small friends Monday plac of enchantment it proved to be potatoes that have just been planted’
vens, Mrs. Mary Luce, Miss Bertha after school, the o e.\sion being his n Thursday evening when their twin May people trespass on posted land
Luce. Mrs. Beulah Ames and Mrs. kth birthday. Games were enjoyed, daughters Virginia and Dorothea to hunt and fish? Can they avoid
Ruth Sanborn, the iast three being followed by supper. The table was cl?brated theirlfeh birthday. Appro-, trespass bywading the stream and
NOW SHOWING
the Hrtists of the evening's program. festive in Halloween decorations, the priatedecorations had
turned the not touching the posted land? Kindly
'•enter oT attraction being the huge bouse
into a veritable haunt for tell me how to get rid of bed bugs?
“THE VERY IDEA” with FRANK CRAVEN
Mrs. Lemuel Peters who has just pumpkin jack o’ lantern which did witches and ghosts, several of which How do you make Spanish rice? How
can
I
tell
when
watermelons
are
ripe
’
and
his
closed her summer home at Bluehi’i , duty at A centerpiece, aru the pre;- made
109% Talking
their appearance during the
has been the guest of Miss Ani.it* Hly decorated^ birthday cake with it evening to the keen delight of the Every year in the month of July my
HALLOWEEN
PARTY
for
the CHILDREN TODAY’S MATINEE
I- Inevimr candles.
•> rt1 Zv u
Rlllv
’-U guests
friipqt
Bllly'-s
Flint, School street for a few days. eight Hazing
young guests. Games pertinent to the dog has an itch ana rash from the
[She left yesterday for her home in were Arthpr and Milton Eaton, Ken day were enjoyed, the “Remains of base of ills tail up and ; long his
A FAVOR TO EACH CHILD—ALSO LUCKY NUMBER PRIZZS
peth Morgan, Raymond Colonari of Mr. Smith” causing the inert merri back. What is It and what can I do
West Roxbury, Mas
Bridgeport, Conn., Dicky Fisher ment. The dining room was attrac for it? Can you te'I me the reason
The first meeting of the Vniver-a- Robert Pettee, Winslow Hutchinson tively decorated in orange streamers, for an appletree bearing blossoms on
list Mission Circle for the 1929-30 and David Bicknell.
black cats and witches, the gay cos one side and fruit on the other on
Playing
MONDAY
season takes placed ednesday at the
tumes of the little girls lending an September 11? Is it more profitable
"The Greatest Screen
to
keep
bees
on
a
hi'ltop
or
In
a
val

A
Halloween
party
was
given
in
the
home of Mrs. E. F. Glover, Claremort
added touch of color to an extremely
TUESDAY
Entertainment of its
street. Luncheon at 12.30 will he fol I’niversalist vestry Tuesday evening pretty picture. Those present were: ley? I have heard that the bees get
WEDNESDAY
TEMPLE HALL, ROCKLAND
lowed hy the usual business and de under the auspices of the Junior Dorothy Sherman, Virginia Till. June tired of flying up hi.l with a load of
Kind Yet Offered!"
honey.
Are
twin
calves
as
healthy
and
Y.P.C.V.
The
29
youngsters
in
attend
votional meeting. Members arc asked
Miles, Ruth Rhode3, Katherine Jor
• —New York Journal
to bring sewing material, dishes and once had a jolly time with games and dan, Madeline Hawley, Jeanette Gor ere they as likely io produce a good
flow
of
milk
as
single
calves?
WEDNESDAY,
NOVEMBER
6
stunW
which
were
followed
by
re
sliver, and be prepared to respond to
don, Marian Vinal, Frances Marsh,
Metro-Goldwyn- Mayer's
The question box is conducted by
roll call w'ith a religious current freshments. Th? decorations, don Frances Young, Stella Young, Shirley
Mr.
Mitchell
in
co-operati.
n
with
G.
hy
the
skillful
fingers
of
Dorothy
Stickney., Ruth Marston, Nancy
event.
New Etgland’s Most Versatile Band *
Goodwin, Gertrude Heal, Dorothy Snow, Louise Waldron and Nathalie Emerson Markham, who is In charge
Miss Anne McLaughlin of the Sen liimick and Constance Knicker Waldron with Mrs. Lufkin as special of the WOY agricultural program.
ter-Crane staff is confined to her bocker were especially lovely. Mrs mteet. Mrs. Merriam was assisted in Mr. Mitchell is a graduate of Cornell
C.A. Knickerbocker was in charge.
homo on Ocean street hy Illness.
serving by Mss. John Snow and Mrs. 1'niversity and the New York State
College of Agriculture,
He is a
Adeibert Miles.
farmer of many years expciience and
J. Donald Cougliln Is home from
A benefit bridge will be given at the
now has 250 acres of fruit under cul
Thorndike grill Mo.iday t vening un New York, the gijest of his parents.
THE WETS WON
, NOW PLAYING
tivation. He lives on the Albany Post
der auspices of St. Bernard's Catho Mr. and Mrs. Charles Coughlin
All
♦
dic Church with Miss Celia Brault, Rankin street.
with
That Is, If Anybody Can Understand mad near Stuyvesant Falls, and is a
i
TOM,
MAT
AND OWEN MOORE’
past
president
of
the
New
York
State
Mrs. Donald I’erry and Mrs. Francis
What They Did In Nova Scotia.
Talking
Horticultural Society.
Mrs. John B. McIntire of the Beach
Louralnc In charge.
Three Brothers In the All-Talking Drama
25 Screen Stars
Tabulation of votes in two-thirds of
♦
Singing
Inn. Lincolnville Beach, was a visitor the polls in Thursday's plebiscite on
McGuinness jsad been posted to
Mrs. Charles Hewett and Mrs. Alton in the city yesterday
Chorus of 200
the liquor question s'lowe 1 that 14,700
Dancing
keep guard over the entrance of a
Palmer entertained at supper and
more persons voted for government
Mr. and Mrs. A. C. Jones who have control than for retention of the .pro road which led to an old and unsafe
cards Wednesday evening at Mrs.
MONDAY-TUESDAY
MARION DAVIES
bridge. Presently a car came along
Hewett's home, Rankin street. The been occupying their cottage at Cres hibition law now in force.
and he held up his hand.
table was gaily decorated in keeping cent Beach during the summer have
JOHN GILBERT
Two questions were submitted to
Run a Solid Year On the Broadway Stage
"Whaq's the matter?" growled the
with the ’ Halloween season. Card reopened their winter home on Tal the voters; Whether the present Nova
NORMA
SHEARER
driver.
♦
bot
avenue.
honors were won by Mrs. Allan J
Scotia Temperance Act should he re
*
—now a
At that moment McGuinness recog
Murray Miss Esther Stevenson. Mrs.
WILLIAM
HAINES
tained
or
whether
a
system
of
gov

nized him as the county magistrate.
Mrs. Hill AI. Dane is seriously III at
Charlotte Waterman. Arthur ^avernment
control
and
sale
should
be
Talking
JOAN CRAWFORD
"Oh. it's yerself, yer Honor,' he
rence, L. B. Cook and William Cle Knox Hospital. Her sister Miss Celia substituted.
Tabulations available said genially.
Rosenbloom is here from Providence,
BUSTER KEATON
ments.
Thriller!
gave
a
majority
for
the
affirmative
“Yes it is!" was the snappy answer
and other relatives have been sum
of each question.
BESSIE LOVE
"
'TIs
all
right
then,
”
said
Mac,
as
moned.
Mrs. Donald Perry entertained the
The majority for prohildtion was he stepped politely out of the w&y.
members of the Tuesday Night Sew
CHARLES
KING
3,509
and
for
government
control
“I got orders to let no traffic through
Mrs. Phyllis Clask and Mrs. Ethel
ing Club at a Halloween party Tues
29,000. The returns showed that thou because of the rotten bridge; hut
GUS
EDWARDS
Sukeforth
entertained
at
bridge
Wed

day evening at her home on Grove
sands answered oniy one question. seein’ It's you, yer Honor, 'tls a pleas
MARIE DRESSLER
street. A covered dish luncheon was nesday evening *at Mrs. Sukeforth's The finaj vote will be Interpreted by ure—go right ahead, sir!"
home
on
Grace
street.
Prizes
were
served. Mrs. Perry was presented
the government.
DANE and ARTHUR
won
by
Mrs.
Carrie
Douglas,
Olive
with a very mysterious package by
The plebiscite was preceded hy four
LAUREL and HARDY
her guests, the contents of which have Havener and Gladys Buzzell. At 10 weeks of intense campaigning by the
OLD FASHIONED
o'clock
ghost
stories
were
told
by
the
never been dlsclos. d, even to her
UKELELE IKE
dim light of jack o'lanterns. At tiie prohibitionists arid the Temperance
ENTERTAINMENT
closest friends.
climax of a weird story, moans and Reform Assotiation. The advocates
ANITA PAGE
of
government
control
were
aided
hy
AND DANCE
•
Kenhedy Crane is in New York on groans were heard and instantly two nearly all the outs' indlne'supporters
POLLY MORAN
Auspices
ghosts appeared with tray's, serving
a business trip.
Old Fashioned Binging School
luncheon in true Halloween style. of the present provincial government.
GWEN LEE
Apples yvere dodged for. Miss Denote
*
MONDAY, NOV. 4
Mrs. Blanche Bye has returned to
<•
Girl: "What would you do if I should
BROX SISTERS
Benner carrying off the prize (in
!>
her home in Stonington after being cidentally a hope chest).
K. P. HALL
Marie cry?"
J»
Ihe guest of Mrs. iennie Harvey and Gardiner of Camden won out in the
7.30 o’clock
Beau: "I'd hang out a sign. *Wei
'•
The most notuihle array of stars
Mrs? Clarence Thompson at The apple bobbing contest, but when she Paint.' ”
<>
127-132
ever assembled! All of them
I1
Highlands.
snapped on her flash light (the prize)
cuttin’ up, jollifying, misbehav
'>
<■
to her horror, out jumped a snake.
ing ! In a stunningly beautiful
All
A farewell patty was given Stanley A spooky good time was reported.
<•
revue! With these new hits!
<•
piking
Snow at George t.. St. Clair's cottage.
<•
“Bingin' In the Rain,” "Gotta
Crescent Beach, Wednesday evening
<
>
We are showing several of the new
Conrad
Feellft' For You," "Your Mother
«>
by the officers and sub.f.itiAcs of patterns of yvall papers for the spring
and
Mine,"’
"Low
Down
Nagel
Golden Bod Chapter. O.E.S.
Mrs. of 1930. These are the light resisting
Rhythm.”
Adelaide Snow was a special gties*. papers and are the latest ideas in
Leila
Regardless of how much permanent you have, with
■•
After a very delicious picnic supper. coloring and designs. We would he
<>
Hyams
Mr. Snow was presented a leather pleased to jhow them whether you
our new method we
toilet rase with the fittings, the pre intend to purchase now or later.
«>
sentation speech being made by- Gonia's.—adv.
«'
Worthy Patron George Gay. The
■I
<'
evening was spent with cards, must,
Real home baked beans with all the
Green & Co.
$
Tel. 409
and games. Mr. Snow has served us fixins for 35 cents at Park Street Sea
Croquinnole—that makes it perfect
<>
A
A Publix Theatre
sentinel for the pa.-t two years and Grill every Saturday night.—adv.
<'
Vitaphone
New York demonstrators will be here to demon
<•
A
Golden Bod Chapter will sincerely
Telephone 892
Act
■»
Publix
miss him.
Worthy Matron Belle
The best heated, most n.odern ga
strate Nov. 4, 5 and 6. ’Call for reservations
<»
Also An
Home
of
Paramount Pictures
Theatre
<•
Frost was In charge of the party.
, rage in New England Is the Fire
All Talking
••
proof with Its new Sturtevant pres
Comedy
Free Instruction Is given In the sure steam blowers.
Summer heat
making of lamp shades, paper flowers for w inter storage. Service complete
Shows 2.00, 6.30, 8.30. Saturday Continuous, 2.00 to '.0 ?■)
-r
TEL. j!31 -J
507 MAIN STREET
NEXT TO GONIA’S
at,d fa? ora In our workroom eyery and prompt, prices rensonihle. Tel.
PUBLIX NEW ENGLAND BOOSTER WEEK
-afternoon. Huston-Tuttle Company SS9 Fireproof . ''.c, Rockland.
131-132
In addition to personal notes renardliK
departures and arrivals, tills department espe
cially deslren Information of social happenings,
parties, musicals, etc. Notes sent by mall or
telephone will be gladly received.

Mr. and Mrs. Almon Rowell and
Ruby Hannon from Rurkettville
called on Maynard Sukeforth at Knox
Hospital Thursday.

LEOPOLD
STOKOWSKI

Showing

Hudson Seal Coats

and the PHILADELPHIA ORCHESTRA
Sunday, November 3d, 5.30 p. m. Station WEEI

FULLER-COBB-DAVIS

BALANCED-UNIT

RADIO

F. W. FARREL COMPANY

Sf>ecial Features AU Next Week!

NEW ENGLAND

BOOSTER WEEK

LEO DOUCETTE

Island Park Band

♦
♦♦
♦♦♦
♦

HOLLYWOOD
REVUE ♦♦
A♦

.

“SIDE STREET”

♦

♦

Something New In Permanents

. Guarantee Perfect Results

THE IDEAL BEAUTY SHOP

—adv.

129-134

132-134

Every-Other-Day
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Page Eight
“LIVING SUNBEAMS"

THE REALM OF MUSIC
Gladys St. Clair Morgan

BIRD SEASON OVER

Mr. Crie Tells Us Some But Now It Is Rawful To
Hunt Deer In Southern
thing About Goldfish, Pop
Counties
ular Everywhere

Commissioner S’ohie of the State
(By Edwin H. Crie)
.
[Goldfish are as popular in Rock department of inland fisheries nnd
land homes today as canary birds game says that uiiotticial reports
i beautiful program.
formerly were. Owners and prospec- made to him indicate that in the
“Major Leigh Fairbanks, the same ive owners are widely interested in M< oseheaQ, Chesuncook and RipoI delightful baritone who has charmed the subject, and read avidly any sug
' many people by beauty of voice, used gestion as to the proper care of the genus regions a, large number of
this voice to great advantage in his fish. Mr. Crie is a well known au deer are being taken out, although
I seven numbers. The ‘Vale’ sung with thority on the subject, and w hat he there are fewer hunters.
] especial beauty was the composition has to say on it, is sure to command
Relative to this report of fewer
of Mrs. Helen Cooper Lord, who was attention. Mr. Crie will be gird to
the splendid accompanist throughout answer any questions about ‘hese hunters, Mr. Stobie said that he he
the afternoon.”
popular pets through the columns of ileved this was caused by the fact
The Courier-Gazette. You arc in that the big majority 'had delayed
All the newspapers of late, have vited to shoot 'em in. address all com their trips into th( northern hunt
devoted columns to Rudy Vallee, and munications to Goldfish, care The ing sections on account of the dry
even though we claim to be "fed up” Courier-Gazette.—Ed.]
conditions there. He expects a bit
j we still read about this fascinating
As the writer is not a brecJer of month in November, however, and
young man. The appealing thing goldfish, for reasons which will ap states that in the Greenville section
about his singing Is that it is so pear later. I am giving you informa an unusually large number of huntdirect. Not the croon we hear so tion which 1 have gleaned frem time rs arc looked for .luring the coBiif' often over the radio, the affected to time from the largest breeder in month.
drawl, the falsetto tones and unnat this country, as well as observations
He states that the requirement of
ural presentation, but a refreshing,
the new law is that each inspector I
from my own experience.
pleasing, convincing voice, the word
The original color of the common send into the Department of Inland
i "croon" only applying to the deli
Fisheries and (lame the last of dm
cate softness of tone. There is really goldfish is of a light greenish caste he has inspected for shipment, this
a lot to admire in that young man. and they are called silver fish by the report to be filed at the end of the
He never was a loafer, even though breeders. Their breeding is very hunting season. It is his belief that
simple, compared with the care and
The article from the Star Herald he flatly refused to work in his attention given to breeding and rais those reports should be made every
follows: “A good sized audience daddy's drugstore. He knew what he ing the fancy varieties.
two weeks in order that the depar’ from all over the county welcomed wanted to do, and wasn't afraid to
Any ordinary pond on a hillside will ment be kept better informed.
dig
in
and
work
to
gain
the
goal.
Mr. Chapman, and his artists at the
The deer hunting season in the
do as long as you can furni ,h and
afternoon performance. The program Don't you think he rather deserves
southern counties opened Nov. 1 and
keep
them
supplied
with
good
water
the
success
that
has
come
to
him?
opened with the Hallelujah chorus,
and have an outlet to drain it. They will close Nov. 30, these counties
which received such hearty applause
comprising An<M»< ggin, Cumberthat it was repeated.
In Orono where Rudy Vallee at will not multiply in tanks. In the land, Kennebec, Knox, Lincoln, Sag
spring
time
as
soon
as
the
ice
is
off
Then the orchestra, which Mr. tended the University of Maine for
adahoc, Waldo and York. On the
Chapman told us would be a surprise a year the “Rudy Vallee I-Knew- the ponds, the breeders are put it same date the op‘-n season on de< i
These
breeders
are
large
goldfish
orchestra, gave the selection “June” Him-When Club" has been organized,
also commenced in the counties o’
from
Tschaikowsky’s
‘Barcarolle alteady having a membership of which are kept In inside tanks Washington and Hancock, and con
.
’
hrough
the
winter
months.
from the Seasons.’
around 1.000 drawn from Bangor and
They measure from 12 to 15 inches tinues to Dec. 15.
“The members of the chorus seemed Orono and among the dance hall pa
Commissioner Stobie declares that
to l>e, each and every one in good trons in the towns for 40 miles long, are plump and fat after their
the indications are :hat tlie deer avoice for the occasion, and Mr. Chap around. Although never much of a winter's feeding. Their colors are
man. in his remarks at the cldse of mixer," he had many acquaintances bright red, red 'and white, and red more plentiful in tht southern coun
ties than they have been for years.
the evening’s performance said that and those who did not know him per and golden.
While in the breeding ponds they
he himself was in perfect health, and sonally knew him and his sax.
are led corn-meal, bran and scraps of
* • • *
having directed the Festivals for the
HOLLYWOOD REVUE
past thirty-two years, felt that he
While Thomas A. Edison, inventor meat, etc., which keeps them in fine
was still good for thirty years to of the original form of "canned Mu shape and adds to the strength of
Season’s Greatest Hit To Be
come. The song ‘Spring Joy,’ Mr. sic’’ was being hailed by the world the young crop of fish.
Chapman's own composition, received for another of his ideas, 140,000 pro
The breeding of the goldfish occurs
a Strand “Talkie” Next
a hearty encore in the afternoon and fessional musicians launched a des in warm summer months, after which
wtA sung again, by request in the perate national attack against me the brooders are removed, as they will
Week
evening.
chanical music in theatres. Accord eat the young fish. In October or
“Words fail to describe the sing ing to reports from representatives November the young crop of fish is
The Hollywood Revue,” a stu
ing of Erie Renwick, who has, Mr. of the American Federation of Musi ready for gathering. The pon'.s are pendous musical comedy extrava
Chapman says, ‘The most dramatic cians, a $500,000 newspaper campaign drawn anti the fish are put in tanks.
ganza. considered to be the outstand
baritone voice in America.’ and whom is to be undertaken ‘‘to set up a howl”
The season's crop of an average ing production of its kind yet pro
he claims as his find. Those who as it was expressed in the papers. At pond Is about 50 percent silver fish
duced on the audible screen, and fea
heard Mr. Renwick sing the stirring least that sum has been raised for These are kept In tanks until the fol
turing every star listed under the
Toreador song with such perfect expenditure in 617 newspapers in the lowing season, when they are again
abandon and rhythm, and his perfect United States and Canady. It came put in the ponds, and many turn gold Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer banner, will
open a three day engagement at the
patois in the French dialect song, from 30,000 theatre musicians. 5,000 the second season.
Strand Theatre beginning next Mon
‘The Wreck of the San Julie.’ and the of whom have already lost their jobs.
In gathering the crop of fish in the day.
moving tenderness with which he
• • • •
tail—the ponds are drained in such a
Playing prominent parts in this
sang the Londonderry Air, will never
Still in her teens. Miss D’Zama way that most of the fish will follow
forget him or his singing. At the Murielle. who lives at the Franklin the water to the outlet, the opening colorful, sparkling revue are John
Gilbert, Norma Shearer. Bessie Love
close of the evening’s program. Mr. Square House. South End, Boston,
of which is raised and lowered, al Ioan Crawford. Wm. Haines, Buster
Renwick said: ‘I like my business. I has organized a 20-piece orchestra of
lowing the fish to go out in lots, where Keaton. Marion Davies, Charles King.
like the State of Maine, 1 like Mr. her own and is gradually establish
they are immediately taken ca-e of— Marie Dressier. Conrad Nagel, Jack
Chapman, and I am going to sing the ing a name for herself as an accom
Maine song composed by Mr. Chap plished female conductor. Her or that is assarted and put in tanks ac Benny, Gus Edwards, Anita Page.
man.’ This song certainly touched all chestra is comoposed entirely of girls, cording to their size They are gen Cliff Edwards. Polly Moran. Kaicraly graded into four or five sizes:
hearts and had to be sung again.
and Miss Murielle herself is a most namely, small, medium, large and Dane, George K. Arthur and a host of
“The evening’s entertainment closed unusual character.
others. Of course, there are a num
extra large.
with a short talk by Mr. Chapman in
ber of high lights. One is the bal
• * • »
The brooders are put into tanks
which he said he hoped to see us
John J. Ward, city treasurer of again for the winter and outside of cony scene from Romeo and Juliet,
all in New York City, and we cer
charmingly played by John Gilbert
tainly hope to see him and his artists Medford. Mass., anjntimate friend of feeding them and changing the wa and Norma Shearer, with Lionel
the family of Anton Lang, who has ter—they are not disturbed until
in Aroostook again."
Barrymore directing, followed by
taken the part of Christus In three of spring.
* * * *
modernized, burlesqued version that
the Passion Plays at Oberammergau.
The
young
hatch
of
fish
are
a'ways
V. G. Mudgett, a Bangor attorney, those of 1900, 1910 and 1922. has re
is sure to cause a riot of laughs. Then
lias given information that a move ceived a cable from Anton Lang an of a variety of colors, although the Charles King of ‘Broadway Melody”
parent
fish
wpre
of
a
bright
ted
or
ment is being started among the Uni nouncing the choice of the principals
fame sings several numbers; Bessie
versity of Maine School of Law in the coming Passion Play at Ober golden color. The young fish have to Love, Marie Dressier and Polly M alumni to revive the law school and ammergau next year. The part of become used to their change from ran take care of the comedy; i ne
recover possession of the building at Christus is to be taken by Alois Lang, the ponds to the tanks, but they soon scene in which Polly Moran sin_s
Tnion and Second streets (Bangor) who took the part of Nathaniel in the become acclimated and in a few weeks Sonny Boy,” being, without doubt,
which was sold to the Bangor Sym Passion Play of 1922, and was also are ready for shipments and their one of the most side-splitting mo
phony Orchestra and is now known as the understudy for the part of many uses in globes and aquariums ments the screen has offered in many
A well kept aquarium is one of the
Symphony House. The movement Christus in that play. Anton Lang most
beautifu, ornaments in the moons.
appears to have just been started;
take the part of Prologuist in home. It is both decorative and in
will
Joan Crawford does a pleasing sing
liow far it has progressed is not stat
1930.
structive and a constant source of ing bit. Conrad Nagel and Jack
ed. Mr. Mudgett’s statement would
Alois Lang, the new Christus. is a
seem to Imply that there is in his man 45 years of age. He is not a interest to the young and old. When Benny are hilarious masters of cere
mind some doubt about the legality relative of Anton Lang, though he properly arranged its maintenance mony. the former featured in a pleas
and upkeep is very simple. Of this ing skit with Anita Page and Charles
of the transfer.
has the same family name. He is a
King, surprising King as well as the
• ♦ • ♦
man of quiet tastes and habits, and we will write more in future articles, audience with his effective rendition
It is a great satisfaction to learn of is like any other villagers of Ober
of “You Were Meant For Me.” the
former Rockland musicians who are ammergau, a wood carver by occupa
MONSTER AIRSHIPS
song hit of “The Broadway Melody.”
carrying on in the field of music in tion.
Gus Edwards sings; the Brox Sisters,
other cities and States, even though
• • • •
For Service Between Califor Ziqgfeld stars, sing. In fact most
•we are deprived first hand of the
It is rumored that several Rock
everyone takes a turn, and all are
pleasure they give. One of these is land people are contemplating tour
nia and Philippines Three gay anti thoroughly delightful.
Helen Cooper Lord who though many ing to Oberammergau for the Passion
A number of the many songs are
miles from us has taken a valuable Play of 1930. Several tourist com
Years Hence
sure-fire hits Heading this list are
place in the musical activities of Fort panies are offering reasonable rates
Leavenworth, Kansas, where her hus It is said.
Two monster dirigibles, the largest Singin’ In thr Rain.” "Gotta Get To
band. Major Kenneth Lord, is sta
in the world, are to be constructed gether,” “Your Mother and Mine.”
tioned. A recent meeting of the Fort
Orange Blossom Time,” and “I Gotta
TRAFFIC IS LESSENING
and placed in regular operation be
Leavenworth Music Club brings forth
tween Southern, California and the Feelin’ For You."—adv
this review:
As Shown By Decline In Arrests By Philippines in 1933 by the Pacific
‘•There is always talent at Fort
State Highway Police Last Month
Zeppelin Transport Company, ac
PARK THEATRE
Leavenworth. hut this season there
cording to Paul W. Litchfield, chair
The fhrqf Moore brothers are se- n
seems to be a greater number of
Reckless driving was the principal man of the hoard.
today in the all talking drama si le
women who have beautiful voices and cause of arrests by the State High
Building ot the Zeppelins, which Street.
are pianists and violinists of note, way Police during September, as it
Strange mysteries in a ghost;.besides several who are composers was in the previous month, but with will he of 6,500,000 cubic feet helium
wh se works are known throughout a greatly reduced number of arrests gas capacity, will er.ta.il a $15,000,000 room; voices from the great beyond,
program,
lncludin the exposing of nieniumlstic trie!
the country in the musical world. the September report gave evidence construction
Yesterday the second meeting of the that the big traffic on the highways erection of another giajit hangar and the dramatic solution *of a.bajin
Akron, Ohio
ana
one
flin^murder mystery are the element
is over for the year.
Southern
California,
and
the
Total arrests in September of this building of mooring masts in Hawaii In "The Thirteenth Chair." Metr
Goldwyn-Mayers all talking fllmiz.iyear numbered 257 as compared with and the Philippines, Litchfield said.
tion of the stage play which will be
425 in August. Causes of these ar
The parts will be constructed In shown Monday and Tuesday. M rests in September were as follows,
Akron, Ohio, by the Goodyear Zep garet Wycherly. who created the rido
as shown by the report just issued by
pelin corporation of which Litchfield of Rosalie Ial Orange, the medium, in
Adjutant General Hanson, chief of
is president and assembled in the the original stage offering, plays tho
the State police:
The role which she had in the stage pi y
Reckless driving, 68; speeding, 19; Southern California hangar.
drunken driving, 32; improper lights, program calls for their completion in ahd has a battle of wits v ith the po
6; violation of stop signs, 19; Im 1932 and being placed on regular lice for the life of her daughter. Tod
proper registration, 26; improper runs in 1933. By the tlnqe the Pacific Browning, purveyor of film myster! .-•,
A Genuine All Electric
directed the new play, and equals ),;■
brakes, 5; operating unregistered air liners are built, Litchfield said
cars, 9; no operator's license, 20; in expected construction of another former achievements in the uncanny.
hangar
to
be
under
way
on
the
Allan
Radio
Conrad Nagel and Leila Hyams p' y
toxication, 12; no lights, 11; viola
tion immigration law, 1: assault 1: tic coast in preparation for a trans the romantic leads in the new pi—,
Atlantic
dirigible
line.
The
Pacific
no brakes, 2; no tail light 1; no light
working out a romance amid the mv .
on team, 1; forgery, 3; insanity, 1; project is being given first consid tery and Bela Lugosi, wljo placed
eration,
however,
because
it
will
be
hit and run driving, 6; violation grade
"Dracula” on the stage, plays the u.i
crossing, laws, 1; operating car after an all-American line and free of the canny inspector, De’.zante. who sob >
license has been suspended, 1; false necessity for international arrange the queer mystery with the aid of the
statement, 2; possession of deer in ments.
spirit medium. Interesting roles in
The Pacific liners will carry SO pas the seance scene are filled hy Helene
closed season, 1; illegal transporta
tion, 1; larceny of car, overloaded sengers and 10 tons of mall, express Millard. Holmes Herbert, Moon Cartruck, 2; manslaughter, 2; obstruct and freight. They will cut in half the roll, Mary Forbes. Cnarles Quart- -t
ing traffic, 1; no plates, 1.
crossing time now nude by the fast malne, Gretchen Holland. Clarence
This total of 257 arrests in Septem est boats. Litchfield said the object Geldert, Frank Leigh, John David
ber of this year represents an in is to speed travel rather than com
and Bertram Johns the latter
Complete with Tubes and crease of 10 over the total in Sep pete with any other company, either son
playing the principal comedy relief
tember a year ago.
air or water. American steamship role. The action of the play is laid
Speaker, delivered to your
companies, railways and air lines will in the British governor's home in C •!WHAT IS INDIAN SUMMER?
co-operate, he said.
cutta, and the weird mystery' of India,
home for only $85.00.
The trans-Atlantic line is to be or together with strange lighting eft': ,-t;
Indian summer is the name given in ganized by the International Zep
such as the moonbeam shining on th
country to a type of mild, calm, pelin Transport Company and two
The greatest value in high I this
murderer's knife thrown it.to the ceil
hazy weather usually occurring in dirigibles will be built in Akron and
are among interesting technical
grade radio ever offered. the fall and corresponding to St. Mar two in fYledrlchshafen, Germany, ing.
tin's summer in Europe. According with operating hangars or. both sides details in the story.—adv.
Come in and see it or tele to the U. S. Weather Bureau, the of the sea.
popular belief that Indian summer is
TENANTS HARBOR
phone 708 for a home dem a definite period that occurs more “What are Hibernians?”
The Odd Fellows will have a clam
or less regularly each autumn is not
“Oh. them's the people what sleeps stew Tuesday evening at the close
onstration.
based on accurate meteorological
of lodge a -practice meeting will lie
all winter.”
data. Indian summer is extremely
held.
erratic In the time of Its occurrence
Florence Erickson left Monday for
and it varies greatly in duration. It
IN
FIGHTING
AGAINST
her home in Vinalhaven.
may occur once or several times dur
The service Sunday evening wiH
Established 1890
I
ing the fall and early winter or it may
take the form of a lecture by Rev.
I not occur at all, and if it does occur
Keep the bowels open and take
Mr. Barton on the “Life of Adoniram
i it may last a day or two or several
Judson of Burmah." The lecture will
weeks. There is no truth in the com
be accompanied by stereopticon pic
ROCKLAND, ME.
mon notion that Indian summer al
on arising and retiring
tures and the hymns to be sung will
ways follows an unseasonably cold
Norway Medicine Co.
be shown on the screen.
spell known as Squaw winter.

A letter from Miss Beth Hagar, a
Rockland girl teaching in Presque
Isle, reads:
• ‘ When I started to read my Cou
rier-Gazette the first to draw my at
tention was your write-up of the
Festival we were having. I had just
come in from Caribou. The program
was simply grand. I wish you might
have been there to hear the chorus.
As to Erie Renwick—well, words are
Inadequate. I think I never heard
‘‘On tfve Road to Mandalay” sung so
wonderfully before.
“It seemed good to see Mr. Chap
man conducting. He certainly does
bring out all there is in the numbers.
His own “Spring Joy’ was beautiful.
A Presque Isle girl, Mildred Colwell,
sang the solo part. I am enclosing a
clipping from the Star Herald which
tells something about the Festival.
Thought you might l>e interested in
an account of the only one being held
in Maine this year, and way up among
the potatoes (not woods, as so many
think) at that!"
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Fort Leavenworth Music Club held
the large audience enraptured at the

FLU-GRIP

BROWN’S RELIEF

(

LWO paces in advance stands the
Cadet Captain . . . Distinguished for
meritorious service; deserving of the
honors of his year.

Forging ahead in the gamut of today's
commercial competition, ia similarly
a matter of merit. Merchandise must
be better to,win first place!

*

•

Enjoying enviable recognition among
those who appreciate fine music, is
tin* new Stromberg-Carlson No. 846.
It excels because of 35 years' back
ground in telephony—the real basis of.
all radio. It excels because of improve
ments, such as "Linear” Power Detec
tion, Automatic Volume Control, Visual
Tuning Meter, and Silent Tuning Push
Button. Also, because of ita half-octa
gonal design, lifting it above the com
mon-place. Truly, "There is nothing
finer than a Stromberg-Carlson.”
Your dealer will tell you gladly why
first honors go to Stromberg-Carlson.
STaOMBERtl-CABLSOh' TELEPHONE MFC. CO.,
KOCHESTER, N.Y.

t

New York and New England Radio Representative:
Grots-Brennan, Inc., 205 E. 42nd St., New Y®rk City
Telephone, VANderbilt 4085
Suite 700 Statler Bldg., Boston. Telephone, HANcock 7559

No. 846 Stromberg-Carlson. Employe 10 tubes,
3 of them Screen Grid. Electro - Dynamic

No. 642 Stromberg-Carlson, Art Console,
uses 3 UY-224, 1 UY-227, 1 UX-245 end
1 UX-280 Radiotrons. Built-in ElectroDynamic Speaker. » () 4 7 C /A
Price, less tubes.. V & ** < • □ CF

Speaker. Price, ., itbout

$347.50

tubes

Listen Wednesday Evenings to the Coast-to-Coeat
Broidcast of the Stromberg-Carlson Orchestra,
over the National Broadcasting Company's Blue
Network and Associated Stations.

No. 641 Table model, similar operating
unit. Price, less tubes
00
and Speaker .

i4
TRANSMISSION AND VOICE RECEPTION APPARATUS FOR MORE THAN THIRTY-FIVE YEARS

MAKERS

Consumer ptsrvbases of StrombcrgCarlaon ratlios, Ifoslon to New
York, lor 5 years
q-oeo.oi u

Important Announcement
To Radio Dealers of the
Better Class

1919

5fl,7OOjOOO

6.500.000

in Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont

6.ooojnoo
7.500.000

^HE accompanying chart shows the public purchases of
Stromberg-Carlson radio from Boston to New York dur-

7000.000
6.300000

1926
$6.100000

6.000.000

3500,000
53)00000

4L5OO000

1927
$4500000

4000.000

1926

$3200000

3500000

Sjoooooo
2500.000

. JjOOO.'X.’O

|

Up to now, the tremendous demand for Stromberg-Carlsons
in the larger centers has always prevented a full extension of
the dealer franchise in Maine, New Hampshire and Vermont.
The increased production capacity of the new StrombergCarlson factories in Rochester, N. Y. now permits the grant
ing of a limited number of dealers’ franchises in these states-

1925

tnoonoo $710000
t

■ ing the past five years. It shows the continuous and
consistent increase in dealers’ sales year after year. The line
is universally acknowledged as the finest in radio and the most
permanent with dealers.

Applications for franchise will be acted upon in the order
received, acceptance depending upon merit only.

150. wot.

300.000

T

In making application state lines you now carry. Address—

I

Eat-'Ii year, September through August

CROSS-BRENNAN, INC.
Suite 700

Statler Duibling ' BOSTON

Telephone

Haurocl * 559

—— —

